When Customers Try To Fix Their TV's

Put Distance Behind Your Speaker

Electronics Lab—Start One for Pennies

Random Noise Generator

Hi-Fi Reception In the Fringes

EASILY BUILT METER READS CAPACITANCE FROM 1 PF TO .02 UF

Acoustics—The Big Noise
EXTRA QUALITY IS HIDDEN

MODEL 630 V-O-M PRICE: $49.50
Standard Of The Industry

USES UNLIMITED:
Field Engineers
Application Engineers
Electrical, Radio, TV, and Appliance Servicemen
Electrical Contractors
Factory Maintenance Men
Industrial Electronic Maintenance Technicians
Home Owners, Hobbyists

FACTS MAKE FEATURES:

1. Popular streamlined tester with long meter scales arranged for easy reading. Fuse protected.
2. Single control knob selects any of 32 ranges—less chance of incorrect settings and burnouts.
3. Four resistance ranges—from .1 ohm reads direct; 4½ ohm center scale; high 100 megohms.

Attention to detail makes the Triplett Model 630 V-O-M a lifetime investment. It has an outstanding ohm scale; four ranges—low readings .1 ohm, high 100 megohms. Fuse affords extra protection to the resistors in the ohmmeter circuit, especially the XI setting, should too high a voltage be applied. Accuracy 3½ DC to 1200V. Heavy molded case for high impact, fully insulated.

630A same as 630 plus 1½% accuracy and mirror scale only $59.50

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO

THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF V-O-M'S. AVAILABLE FROM YOUR TRIPLETT DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCK.
**Electro-Voice Model 717 Noise-Cancelling Microphone**

$19.50 List (less normal trade discounts)

Plug a new E-V 717 into your transceiver and get up to 15 dB more protection against noise pickup. Not just big noise, but every sound that reduces the effectiveness of your signal. Even the effect of poor acoustics is reduced by the 717.

**How does the 717 cut down on lost messages, repeated calls and wasted time and money?**

It has a sound-canceling port on the back that rejects sounds arriving at the rear of the microphone. Random noise pickup is reduced up to 67%.

The advantages of the E-V 717 don't stop with noise rejection. The new high-output ceramic element withstands extremes of heat and humidity. It's built into a tough Cycolac® high-impact plastic case that's comfortable in any weather. And the push-to-talk switch has been tested to operate a million times or more, easily and dependably.

How does the 717 sound? Crisp, smooth and peak-free for highest efficiency and articulation. There's plenty of output for any transceiver on the market. And no noise! But don't take our word for it. Test the new E-V 717 on your rig today. We guarantee you'll like how you're heard. ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 832E, Buchanan, Michigan

T.M. Borg-Warner

**HERE'S HOW THE 717 STOPS NOISE**

Ordinary Microphone Pickup Pattern  
E-V 717 Noise-Cancelling Pickup Pattern
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You can install and maintain electronic circuitry in missiles and rockets. Specialize in micro-waves, radar and sonar.

You can succeed in TV-Radio Communications. Prepare for F.C.C. License, service advanced satellites for industry and defense.

You can service and repair the electronic “brains” of industry—computers, data processing, and other automation equipment.

You can become a highly-paid TV-Radio Technician, an electronics field engineer, or succeed in your own sales & service business.

The N.T.S. Master Course enables you to do more, earn more in ELECTRONICS-TELEVISION-RADIO. Yet N.T.S. Training costs no more than other courses far less complete

There’s a good reason why N.T.S. Master-Training opens a wide new world of opportunity for you in Electronics, Television, Radio. Everything you learn, from start to finish, can be applied directly to all phases of the Electronics Industry.

As a result, the N.T.S. Trained Technician can move ahead faster, in any direction—from TV-Servicing to Radio Communications to Space-Missile Electronics and Automation for industry and defense. You can go wherever pay is highest and-opportunity unlimited.

Electronic circuitry, for example, is one of science’s miracles that is basic to the entire field of Electronics. It is used in satellites, computers and space capsules as well as in today’s television sets and high fidelity equipment. N.T.S. shows you how to service and repair electronic circuitry for all electronic applications.

You work on many practical job projects. You build a short-wave, long-wave superhet receiver, plus a large-screen television set set from the ground up. N.T.S. training kits contain all the parts you need… at no extra cost. (See box at right.) You also receive a professional Multimeter to use during training and on the job.

ONE LOW TUITION. You need training related to all phases of Electronics. Industry demands it. Only N.T.S. provides it… in ONE Master Course at ONE low tuition.

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES

If you wish to take your Electronics-TV-Radio training in our famous Resident School in Los Angeles—the oldest and largest school of its kind in the world—write for special Resident School catalog and information, or check coupon.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!
Machine Translates Chinese

An experimental machine for translating Chinese to English automatically has been demonstrated by IBM. Besides the usual problems of machine translation, largely solved in IBM's Russian-translating equipment (Radio-Electronics, July 1960, page 8), Chinese presented a special problem in the encoding of characters. The reader of a Western language finds it impossible to put the large number of Chinese characters into "machine language". The problem is solved by a special classifying system which follows the method developed by Chinese author and inventor Lin Yu-Tang, who used it in developing a Chinese typewriter. The system depends on recognizing a characteristic portion of the top of each character and another characteristic portion of the bottom. The operator, using a conventional typewriter having a special keyboard, presses the two keys containing the characteristics of the word to be encoded. However, more than one character may have these characteristics, and on tapping the second key, all the characters (never more than eight) which fit the description are projected on a screen in front of the operator. Each of these characters is numbered, and the operator finishes the encoding by tapping a third key bearing the number of the desired character. Once the machine has received the code for the word, translation proceeds as in another language-translation equipment.

Tropospheric Telephone Spans Atlantic


Tropospheric scatter has long been considered a possibility for wide-band intercontinental communication ("Worldwide Television," Radio-Electronics, September 1956, page 37) and has been informally used by the United States Air Force since the middle of 1962.

The route taken by the trans-Atlantic tropo signals is shown in the illustration. From Washington to Goose Bay, transmission was by conventional telephone lines. From there to London, transmission was in a series of 13 tropospheric hops.

Four TV Cameras
On New Research Vessel

Fishery research vessel Albatross IV, newest addition to the nation's fishery and oceanographic research craft, carries four closed-circuit television cameras. Three of them are used to provide visual communications for operations aboard

(Continued on page 10)
DeVry Stands Behind Every Man It Trains

Count-down, blast-off, orbital communication! Back of every space-age achievement is the magic of electronics. And back of most electronic applications — in space, in the industrial plant, studio, or laboratory — is the electronics technician. Thousands of technicians have been trained by DeVry Technical Institute since 1931 and back of each man stands the school that has trained him. Yes, DeVry Tech backs him with continuing Employment Service through the years of his career; DeVry backs him with its practical Consultation Service, helping him solve technical problems he may meet, on his job, at any time. All this tops off DeVry's practical training: at home in spare time, or full or part-time in DeVry's modern, well-equipped training centers in Chicago or Toronto. If you're 17-55, find out all that DeVry has to offer you in the exciting field of electronics.

YOU'VE NOTHING TO LOSE, YOU'VE MUCH TO GAIN! MAIL COUPON NOW!

DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. RE-8-T

Please give me your two free booklets, "Pocket Guide to Real Earnings" and "Electronics in Space Travel"; also include details on how to prepare for a career in Electronics. I am interested in the following opportunity fields (check one or more):

☐ Space & Missile Electronics
☐ Television and Radio
☐ Microwave
☐ Radar
☐ Automation Electronics
☐ Communications
☐ Computers
☐ Broadcasting
☐ Industrial Electronics
☐ Electronic Control

Name ___________________________ Age ________
Address _________________________ Apt. ________
City _____________________________ Zone ________ State ________
☐ Check here if you are under 16 years of age.

Canadian residents: Write DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd.
970 Lawrence Avenue West, Toronto 19, Ontario

DeVry Tops in Electronics
Chicago — Toronto
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Add 15 miles to UHF reception range

First All Channel UHF Booster—Blonder-Tongue U-BOOST

The fabulous new Blonder-Tongue U-Boost adds up to 15 miles to the UHF reception range. Homes formerly out of the range of UHF can now receive sharp, clear reception. The U-Boost will also clean up and improve fuzzy TV pictures in weak UHF signal areas, making them sharp and clear.

The U-Boost (gain 10 db) triples the antenna signal voltage. Teamed up with any UHF converter, or added to an all-channel receiver, the U-Boost improves reception on any UHF channel 14 to 83. Just a turn of the dial pinpoints the desired channel and brings it in sharp and clear. The TV picture quality is always excellent with the U-Boost, since it amplifies the signals before conversion, delivering the best signal-to-noise ratio.

Installation of the U-Boost is easy. It has an AC convenience receptacle; patented 300 ohm stripless terminals make it a cinch to connect twin lead without stripping or splicing.

The modern U-Boost styling matches the new Blonder-Tongue UHF converters.

BLONDER-TONGUE UHF CONVERTERS, PERFORMANCE-PROVED 2,000,000 TIMES

Blonder-Tongue 99-S — all-channel UHF converter for prime signal areas List $27.95
Blonder-Tongue BTU-2T—all-channel converter with 5 to 8 db increase in signal power. For weak signal areas List $44.95

Look to the leader in UHF.
See your Blonder-Tongue distributor.

Canadian Div.: Benco Television Assoc., Ltd., Toronto, Ont./home TV accessories • closed circuit TV • community TV • UHF converters • master TV
Pick the course for your career...

**Electronics Technology**

A comprehensive program covering Automation, Communications, Computers, Industrial Controls, Television, Transistors, and preparation for a 1st Class FCC License.

**First Class FCC License**

If you want a 1st Class FCC ticket quickly, this streamlined program will do the trick and enable you to maintain and service all types of transmitting equipment.

**Broadcast Engineering**

Here's an excellent studio engineering program which will get you a 1st Class FCC License and teach you all about Program Transmission and Broadcast Transmitters.

Get A Commercial FCC License... Or Your Money Back!

A Commercial FCC License is proof of electronics skill and knowledge. Many top jobs require it... every employer understands its significance. In your possession, an FCC Commercial Ticket stamps you as a man who knows and understands electronics theory... a man who's ready for the high-paid, more challenging positions.

Cleveland Institute home study is far and away the quickest, most economical way to prepare for the FCC License examination. And that's why we can make this exclusive statement:

The training programs described above will prepare you for the FCC License specified. Should you fail to pass the FCC examination after completing the course, we will refund all tuition payments. You get an FCC License... or your money back!

Before you turn this page, select the program that fits your career objective. Then, mark your selection on the coupon below and mail it to us today. We'll send you... without obligation... complete details on our effective Cleveland Institute home study. Act NOW... and insure your future in electronics.

**Mail Coupon TODAY For FREE Catalog**

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. RE-82
Cleveland 14, Ohio

Please send FREE Career Information prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics, without further obligation.

**CHECK AREA OF MOST INTEREST**

- Electronics Technology
- First Class FCC License
- Industrial Electronics
- Electronic Communications
- Broadcast Engineering
- other

Before you turn this page, select the program that fits your career objective. Then, mark your selection on the coupon below and mail it to us today. We'll send you... without obligation... complete details on our effective Cleveland Institute home study. Act NOW... and insure your future in electronics.
POWERFUL—5-watts, 5-channel crystal-controlled channels, 100% all-transistor, the Cadre series of transceivers can be used in any vehicle, boat or office. They deliver sharp, clear reception over the greatest transmission range possible in the 27 mc citizens band. Five fixed crystal-controlled channels spell accurate, fast communication contact. Sensitive dual superheterodyne circuit responds to weakest signals. Tuned ceramic filters increase selectivity. Reception is clear, free of noise—automatic noise limiter defeats ignition noise; adjustable squelch eliminates annoying background signals. Extended range AGC provides uniform audio output. Solid state circuitry throughout means no heat problems, no tubes to burn out, ability to withstand vibration and shock, negligible current drain, compact size.

Four Cadre 5 watt, 5-channel models—one is best for your CB application. Cadre '515'—AC/DC transceiver can be used anywhere. $194.50
Cadre '510'—AC/DC unit. Offers 23 channel manual tuning. $209.95
New! Cadre '520'—DC only with DC power cord and mounting kit—ideal for mobile and portable use—operates from 12 volt auto battery or special battery pack. $187.50
New! Cadre '525'—for complete field portability. Standard AC cord permits recharging of two built-in nickel-cadmium batteries, telescoping antenna, aluminum carrying handle. $229.95

PORTABLE—Power is only a part of the story with Cadre transceivers. These units go anywhere—operate anywhere. An optional accessory, (Cadre 500-1 Portable Pack) adapts Cadre 510, 515 and 520 for field use. The Portable Pack is a lightweight case which contains rechargeable battery supply (two 500-2 nickel cadmium 6-volt batteries). These units can be used for base or mobile application as well as in the field. Cadre 5-watt models in the Portable Pack weigh less than 9 lbs. Cadre 500-1, $29.95, Cadre 500-2, $10.95.

For the finest CB transmission anywhere, rely on Cadre. For literature write:

4 CADRE 5-WATT, ALL TRANSISTOR CB RADIOS

(Continued from page 6)

ship, and to insure safety for the ship's crew and the 16 scientist passengers.

In a typical view on an Albatross IV monitor screen above, ship's personnel are seen rigging an otter trawl net. Below, a member of the scientific team watches a haddock picked up by the underwater camera.

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

A fourth camera is remotely controlled for underwater observation, using an RCA industrial type vidicon that works well with low light levels. The remote camera, with its cable connection to the ship, goes overboard inside a large trawling net. The scientists use it for TV viewing or for taking a series of still pictures of underwater life.

The system also includes a low-power TV transmitter that makes it possible to pick up the images with portable receivers anywhere on the weather decks. The pictures may also be received on six wired-in video monitors, including one at the control console. This is in the ship's wheelhouse, where the operator selects which of the cameras to put on the air.

Language Labs Oversold?

As a result of a study of 21 school districts, Raymond F. Keating, research fellow of the Institute of Administrative Research, a teachers' college, concludes that the language laboratory has been oversold to the public and teachers as a "wonder
SERVICE TECHNICIANS, ENGINEERS, TEST LABS SAY . . . THE POPULAR MIGHTY MITE IS

"The Best Tube Checker they ever used."

Here it is . . .

THE MIGHTY MITE

Designed for the present and far into the future. Tests all of your present tubes plus the new RCA Nuvistors and Novars, GE Compactrons and Sylvania 10 pin tubes.

A complete tube tester that is smaller than a portable type writer yet outperforms testers costing hundreds of dollars. A real money maker for the serviceman and a trusty companion for engineers, maintenance men and experimenters. Even though the Mighty Mite weighs less than 8 pounds, new circuitry by Sencore enables you to use a meter to check grid leakage as high as 100 megohms and gas conditions that cause as little as one half microamp of grid current to flow. Then too, it checks for emission at operating levels and shorts or leakage up to 120,000 ohms between all elements. This analytical "stethoscope" approach finds troublesome tubes even when large mutual conductance testers fail. And it does all this by merely setting four controls labeled A, B, C, & D.

Check these plus Sencore features: New, stick-proof D'Arsonval Meter will not burn out even with a shorted tube • Meter glows in dark for easy reading behind TV set. • New large Speedy Set-Up Tube Chart in cover, cuts set-up time • Rugged, all-steel carrying case and easy grip handle • Smallest complete tester made, less than one foot square. • The Mighty Mite will test every standard radio and TV tube that you encounter, nearly 2000 in all, including foreign, five star, auto radio tubes (without damage) plus the new GE Compactrons, RCA Nuvistors and Novars and Sylvania 10 pin tubes.

Mighty Mite also has larger, easy-to-read type in the set up booklet to insure faster testing. Why don't you join the thousands of servicemen, engineers, and technicians who now own a Mighty Mite tube tester? Tube substitution is becoming impossible and costly with nearly 2000 tubes in use today. Ask your authorized Sencore Distributor for the New Improved Mighty Mite. Size: 10¹/₄" x 9¹/₄" x 3¹/₂". Wt. 8 lbs.

MODEL TC114 Dealer Net $74.50

Sencore Sam says . . .

"They all agree . . . the Mighty Mite is the real answer for the man on the go."

SENCORE ADDISON, ILLINOIS
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START YOUR CAREER IN ELECTRONICS NOW
AT RCA INSTITUTES...
Choose from this list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Qualifications</th>
<th>Length of Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2 yrs. High School with Algebra, Physics or Science</td>
<td>Evt. Basic 1 yr. (N.Y.) Advanced: 2 yrs. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Radio Receiver and Transistor Background</td>
<td>Sat. 44 wks. (N.Y.) Evt. 9 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Radio Receiver and Transistor Background</td>
<td>Sat. 30 wks. (N.Y.) Evt. 6 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>College Grad. or Industry Sponsored</td>
<td>Sat. 15 wks. (N.Y.) Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>CP-1 or Equivalent</td>
<td>Sat. 15 wks. (N.Y.) Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>CP-1 or Equivalent</td>
<td>Sat. 15 wks. (N.Y.) Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>CP-1 or Equivalent</td>
<td>Sat. 15 wks. (N.Y.) Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Television Background</td>
<td>Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y., L.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Radio Background</td>
<td>Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y., L.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Electronics Background</td>
<td>Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1 yr. High School</td>
<td>Day 3 or 6 mos. (N.Y.) Day 3 mos. (L.A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1 yr. High School</td>
<td>Evt. 3 mos. (N.Y.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RCA Institutes is one of the largest technical institutes in the United States devoted exclusively to electronics. Free Placement Service. Applications now being accepted for next term classes in Los Angeles and New York.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Send to the school nearest you
RCA Institutes, Inc. Dept. RRE-93

Pacific Electric Building
350 West Fourth Street
610 S. Main St., L.A. 14, Calif.
New York 14, New York

Please send me your FREE catalog. I am interested in the courses circled below.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O

Name:__________ (Please print)
Address:__________
City:__________ Zone:__________ State:__________

For Home Study Courses See Ad On Opposite Page

Du Mont Forecasts
Television for Blind Persons

Speaking at the Third International Television Symposium (Montreal, Switzerland), Dr. Allen B. Du Mont of Du Mont Laboratories (Div. of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.) stated that future TV systems will bypass the human eye, and enable the blind actually to "see TV."

"Outstanding electronic scientists," said Dr. Du Mont, "are firmly convinced that we will be able eventually to feed electrical waves directly to the human brain... with such precision that... a blind person will actually enjoy television pictures."

In the same address, Dr. Du Mont predicted that the use of microcircuitry and improved display devices would reduce the size of future television receivers, so that "we will, without doubt, see very small, compact television receivers—small enough to fit into one's side-pocket or a lady's purse—similar to the small transistor radio of today."

TV, Radio Astronomy
Struggle for Channel 37

"Scientific research could be seriously damaged," the American Geophysical Union warns, if Channel 37 should be made available to commercial television. The reason for the statement is that an application has been made for a New Jersey TV station on that frequency.

Channel 37 is in the part of the spectrum used by the University of Illinois radio telescope (Radio-Electronics, May 1963, p. 10).

This region is the only one in which certain radiation rings of Saturn, the frequencies from the sun and the radiation belts around Jupiter can be studied.

The FCC proposed to exclude commercial stations from Channel 37 within 600 miles of the University of Illinois station for 5 years. International scientists, however, feel that television use of the channel would represent a serious waste of a precious national resource, in view of the fact that a number of phenomena can be studied only in the 608-614-mc band. According to the National Academy of Sciences, US scientific effort in radio-astronomy could suffer seriously if the channel were devoted to entertainment.

Needle Belt Orbits

Successful experimental transmissions by reflection from the West Ford Dipole Belt have been reported by the Air Force. The belt consists of more than 400 million hairlike metallic fibers, less than 1 inch long, scattered in a thin, narrow orbital ring about 2,000 miles above the earth in a near-polar orbit. It is expected that the dipoles may drug. Many schools, he found, were doing as well or even better without language labs.

Educators were quick to point out that all school systems surveyed by Keating were far above the average in wealth, and might be expected to have competent teachers in all the languages considered. That this must be far from the case in many schools is indicated by the fact that only two states require actual proof of a language-teaching candidate's proficiency in the spoken language. Thus a large number of classes learn foreign language translation and grammar in a dialect intelligible to no one outside the class.

Language laboratories also point out that it is a serious mistake to purchase laboratory equipment without training teachers in the proper ways of integrating the new methods of instruction into the teacher's program. Once that is done, the laboratories can be "a promising supplement to teachers of foreign languages, if properly used."
RCA introduces a new easy way to learn electronics at home

Learn faster, remember more with this revolutionary new "learning method". And RCA Institutes, Inc. is first to bring it to you!

Forget all your old ideas about learning! The newest method, RCA "Autotext", uses the latest scientific development in the field of home training! RCA "Autotext" is a system of programmed instruction, accurately planned so that as you read a series of statements, questions, and answers, you learn almost without realizing it! It's fun to learn this new RCA way!

We'll prove it to you!... RCA Institutes now offers you a complete Home Training Course using RCA "Autotext" called "Introduction to Electronics." In addition, you get a complete set of experiment lessons, service practice lessons, and all the kits you need. You learn electronics theory faster with less effort.

**FREE OFFER!**
We'll send you complete information on the amazing new RCA "Autotext", along with a FREE SAMPLE of a Home Training lesson to prove to you how easy it is to learn this new way. Check "Autotext", and information will be rushed to you.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Dept. RE-83
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
350 West 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
Pacific Electric Bldg., 610 S. Main St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

**WIDE CHOICE OF HOME TRAINING COURSES:** In addition to Introduction to Electronics, RCA Institutes offers this complete selection of Home Training Courses:
- Electronics Fundamentals*
- Communications Electronics
- TV Servicing
- Color TV
- Transistors
- Electronic Drafting
- Computer Programming

*Also available in Spanish

All RCA Institutes Home Training Courses are complete step-by-step easy-to-understand units. You get prime quality equipment in the kits furnished to you to keep and use on the job. In addition, RCA's liberal tuition plan affords you the most economical possible method of home study training. You pay for lessons only as you order them. If you should wish to interrupt your training for any reason, you do not owe one cent. Licensed by the N.Y. State Department of Education, Approved for Veterans.

CLASSROOM TRAINING AVAILABLE IN NEW YORK CITY, LOS ANGELES, AND CHERRY HILL (NEAR CAMDEN) NEW JERSEY.

For information on "Classroom Training" see our ad on opposite page.

RCA Institutes, Inc. Dept. RE-83
350 West 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
Pacific Electric Bldg., 610 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Please rush me FREE illustrated book with information checked below. No obligation. No salesman will call.

"Autotext" ______  Home Training

Classroom Training (choice of city)________________________

Name_________________________Age________________________

Address__________________________

City___________________________Zone____State_____

CANADIANS: Take advantage of these same RCA Institutes Courses at no additional cost. No postage, no customs, no delay. Fill out this coupon and send in envelope to: RCA Victor Ltd., 5581 Royal Mount Ave., Montreal 9, Quebec.
make a very effective and reliable communication circuit, since they would act as an artificial ionosphere, returning signals at the dipoles' resonant frequency, much more efficiently than could a small passive satellite.

According to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln Laboratory, which conducted the experiment for the Air Force, pressure

How the signals would be reflected from the West Ford Dipole Belt.

of sunlight is expected to force the fibers down to lower altitudes in a few years, and they will be destroyed as they enter the atmosphere.

There was considerable objection to the West Ford Project from international astronomers, and even The New York Times, in a leading editorial, protested the "unilateral decision" which put the dipoles into space "without adequate international consultation."

Licenses to Cost Money

By a recent order of the FCC, a schedule of license fees will go into operation Jan. 1, 1964. For TV applications, the fee will be $100; for AM and FM broadcasters, $50. Other types of licenses for commercial and common carrier range from $2 to $100. Initial and renewal amateur applications will cost $4, and CB licenses $8.

Calendar of Events

1963 Western Electronic Show and Convention, Aug. 20-22; trade show and technical program at Cow Palace, San Francisco; other events at midtown San Francisco hotels.

NATESA Convention, Aug. 22-25; Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

7th National Convention on Military Electronics (MIL-E-CON '7), Sept. 9-11; Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C.

High Fidelity Music Show, Sept. 10-15; Trade Show Building, New York City.


35 Million Watch TV in Soviet Union

The Soviet Union's TV audience has reached 35 to 40 million, says Mikhail A. Kharlamov, the country's radio and TV chief. Writing in Pravda to commemorate National Radio Day. Kharlamov said 9,000,000 sets were owned by Soviet citizens, with 5,000 being sold daily. Moscow's two channels will soon be increased to five or six.

Early in May, the first link to Siberia was opened. Viewers in non-Russian-speaking areas may switch on Russian or a local-language channel for a given program.

Radio has been on the upswing during the past ten years, the chief asserted. While public loudspeakers once outnumbered household radios two to one, they are now about even, and radio broadcasts stretch from 5 am to 2 am in Moscow.

Takes Army Signal Post

Maj. Gen. David Parker Gibbs, formerly Deputy Chief Signal Officer of the US Army, became Chief Signal Officer July 1. His father, the late Maj. Gen. George S. Gibbs, was Chief Signal Officer from 1928 through 1931.

Major General Gibbs replaced

Maj. Gen. Earle F. Cook, who retired from the Armed Forces June 30, after a year as Chief Signal Officer and 32 years of service.

For four months before assuming the duties of Deputy, he served as assistant to Major General Cook.

Short-Wave Listeners Hear Ham Gossip, Space News

The Voice of America is broadcasting amateur radio programs to all areas of the world at various times throughout the day. The 15-minute programs consist of ham-band gossip, interviews, propagation forecasts, technical news. Broadcasts, in English, are written and voiced by Bill Leonard, W2SKE.

Another broadcast service, "spacewarn," co-sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences, is heard on short wave 6 days a week (Tuesday through Sunday) from 0330 to 0335 GMT. It offers orbit data and radio frequencies on new satellite launches, plus late statistics on satellites in orbit.
The move into electronics is your decision. GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS makes your move easier...

...easier by teaching you electronics in a logical, step-by-step manner, while preparing you to qualify for your First Class Commercial FCC License. This license is a "diploma" issued by the U. S. Government to certify qualified electronics technicians, and is awarded only to those who pass certain technical FCC examinations. We teach you electronics and prepare you to pass these FCC examinations.

Grantham training is Specialized Training, endorsed and recommended by many electronics firms throughout the nation, and accredited by the National Home Study Council. We teach you the how and why of basic electronics, with the necessary math taught as an integral part of the lessons. The course is thorough, easy to understand, and lays a solid foundation for all types of electronics work—communications electronics, military electronics, computer electronics, automation electronics, broadcasting electronics, and many more.

The time required to prepare for your first class FCC license, an important step toward your goal, is cut to a minimum through quality instruction—either by home study or in resident classes. You learn more electronics in less time because the Grantham Method is engineered with the student in mind. Complete details concerning Grantham training are available free for the asking. Now, it's up to you—it's your move!

Grantham School of Electronics
Accredited Member of the National Home Study Council

1505 N. Western Ave. Los Angeles 27, Calif.
(Phone: HO 7-7727)
408 Marion Street Seattle 4, Wash.
(Phone: MA 2-7227)
3123 Gillham Road Kansas City 9, Mo.
(Phone: JE 1-6320)
821-19th Street, N.W. Washington 6, D.C.
(Phone: ST 3-3614)
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**Laser Transmits 118 Miles**
The record for laser transmission is claimed by Electro-Optical Systems of Pasadena, Calif. Using a helium-neon gas laser with confocal mirrors, a voice signal was transmitted from a point in the San Gabriel Mountains to a receiver located 12 1/2 miles from the town of Ballart, Calif., near Death Valley. The distance was 118 miles. The transmitter wavelength was 6,328 Angstroms, and the radiated power 125 micro-watts. The message was about 300 words long. The receiver used a 12 1/2-inch-diameter mirror as an antenna, and detected the message with an S-20 photomultiplier tube.

**Diplomat's Dog Is Howling Counteresy**
The State Department's most experienced electronic security specialist, inspecting the home of an overseas U.S. attaché, was distracted recently by the whining of the attaché's dog. The pet was "obviously in pain and appeared to be in heated combat with an invisible enemy in a corner of the room."

The security specialist lifted one of the floor slabs in the corner and found an FM radio, which was "transmitting to a distant eavesdropper all the conversations held in the room." The device was turned on and off by a sound signal too high-pitched for detection by the human ear, but annoying and painful to a dog.

**23-Inch Color Tube For Motorola TV**
A Motorola spokesman states that his company will use the new 23-inch rectangular color tube now being manufactured by National Video Corp. in part of its color line, expected on the market late this summer. The new tube is rectangular, about 6 1/2 inches shorter and about 15 square inches larger than present tubes. According to the president of National Video, its quality is comparable to any tube on the market.

**TV-Radio–Phono Forecast**
Nearly 9 million TV sets will be bought by Americans in 1977, predicts Frank W. Mansfield, Sylvania executive and director of EIA's Marketing Services Dept. To date, he says, we've purchased more than 86 million sets and thrown away 25 million. TV sales in 1962 totaled 6.6 million, but the figure will go down before it goes up, dropping to 6.5 million in '63. By 1967, Mansfield says, one-quarter of America's TV homes will have more than one set and sales will total 7 million.

Here's the rest of his forecast: Phonograph sales will grow slowly, dropping from 1962's almost 5.3 million to 5.1 million in '63, and staying there for 5 years. By 1977, sales should reach about 6.4 million. Radio sales won't go down, but will climb steadily from 13.1 million factory sales in '62 to well over 17 million in 1977.

**Brief Briefs**
Wayne Electric Co., Harrisburg, Pa., got rid of used TV sets by placing an ad: "Used Sets—Guaranteed Not To Work." Priced at $5, $7 and $12, the sets were bought by schools, tinkers and technicians who wanted parts.

The American housewife, buying nonfood, mass-merchandised items in supermarkets, may soon shop from electronically filled shelves. Automatic shelf and stock control, for quick replacement of fast-selling items, is predicted for 1964 by the American Research Merchandising Institute.

University of Tennessee electrical engineering student Larry Perry has applied for a patent on a TV system that makes a picture twice as wide as those now in use—like a wide-screen movie. The camera, made of miniature components, will be smaller than current models. Mr. Perry presented his plan to the Southern Conference of the IEEE, after four years spent in its development.

A depth alarm that protects ships from shoal water has been announced by Raytheon. The alarm has its own receiver and works in parallel with the regular existing depth sounding apparatus. The returning sounding echo is amplified and measured against a preset depth. If depth equals or falls below this value, an alarm is actuated. Special filters prevent false alarms from schools of fish.

The first known transmission of facsimile with gallium arsenide diodes operating in the infrared region at room temperatures has been announced by International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
Want a magic formula for success in electronics?

You won't find it here!

If you work in electronics, you know why we can't offer you an easy way to success. There isn't any. Electronics is a demanding field. To earn more money, you need more technical education—especially in the areas of electronics that have changed so much in the last few years. Getting more education isn't easy, especially if you hold down a full-time job and have family obligations.

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way to get more education—and the right kind of education—without going back to school. You benefit almost immediately because you study the material technical organizations want their employees to know. You choose the specialty that matches your interests and employment objectives. CREI Programs cover every major area of electronics from communications to servomechanisms and computers, even nuclear engineering technology. And you study at home, set your own pace, apply your knowledge daily on the job.

You're eligible if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives all the details. For your copy, mail coupon today or write: CREI, Dept. 1408-A, 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.
Dept. 1408-A, 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs in Electronics and Nuclear Engineering Technology. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

Name ____________________________ Age ______

Address ____________________________

City ______ Zone ______ State ______

Employed by _________________________

Type of Present Work _________________________

Check: [ ] Home Study [ ] Residence School [ ] G. I. Bill
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New Sonotone Sono-Flex® Stylus

try this with any other cartridge
(at your own risk)

No way to treat a cartridge, for sure—That is, any cartridge except the Sonotone models featuring the new Sono-Flex® needle. No more bent or broken needle shanks caused by flicking off some lint, dropping the arm, or scraping it across the record.

The newly developed Sonotone Sono-Flex® needle to the rescue! Gripped in a resilient butyl rubber mount, you can flex this needle shank in a 360-degree orbit without breaking. Pluck it—flick it—bend it—bump it—it will continue to perform as good as new.

Moreover, the Sono-Flex brings advantages in performance never before offered by any replacement cartridge: Higher compliance, wider flat frequency response, lower 1% distortion, and longer needle and record life.

Sonotone Sono-Flex® increases your profits two ways

□ Sonotone cartridges are better than ever, easier to sell, because they’re better performers. Further, you eliminate callbacks because of broken needle shanks. Sono-Flex needles are standard right now in these Sonotone cartridges models: 9TAF, 16TAF, 916TAF and the Velocitone Mark III.

□ Sono-Flex opens up lucrative needle replacement business for upgrading these Sonotone cartridge models: 9T, 9TA, 9TV, 9TAV, 16T, 16TA, 16TAF and 916TA, original equipment in over a million phonographs. Replacement is fast, simple—requires no tools—assembly snaps into position easily, and gives immediate proof of better performance plus abuse-proof, longer needle life.

See your distributor today and ask for Sonotone cartridges with the Sono-Flex® needle.

SONOTONE CORPORATION Electronic Applications Division Elmsford, New York In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto • cartridges • speakers • batteries • microphones • electron tubes • tape heads • hearing aids • headphones

And We Thank You, Too

Dear Editor:

I'd like to thank you (a little late) for your 50th Anniversary issue of April 1958, commemorating Modern Electrics. I am now in the Air Force—in Korea—and though here I get your magazine a month old, I am still a faithful reader after almost 7 years.

When I was taking a radio-TV course, radio-electronics was of vital importance in furthering my education, and in my hobby.

So I want to thank you and all the people who put such good articles in R-E. I'm sure I can speak for all your readers.

LAURENCE G. ANDERSON
Osan, Korea

Baskin on Brown on Ives

Dear Editor:

I've just read Mr. Barry Brown's letter (April 1962, page 20) criticizing Ronald Ives' "Contact Load Multiplier" article. Mr. Brown's statement that a diode across a relay coil slows the drop-out time of the relay is true. However, his proposed R-C network is not the ultimate solution.

Any component shunting a relay coil will prolong the drop-out time (diode, R-C network, varistor, etc.), but not for the reason given by Mr. Brown. He states that current flow through the coil in a reverse direction is the culprit. This is not true.

When a circuit to an inductive element (the relay coil) is opened, the magnetic field surrounding the coil collapses, causing the familiar inductive "kick". At this time, the voltage across the coil reverses polarity but the direction of current tends to remain the same.

If the energizing source could be removed completely and immediately, there would be no path for current produced by the collapsing field. This condition would produce the fastest possible drop-out of the relay.

With a shunt circuit across the coil, the collapsing field causes the coil to pump current through the shunt circuit in such a direction as to maintain the current through the coil in the same direction as the original. It is this "circuit..."
WHICH WILL YOU PICK?
Now NRI offers you 9 WAYS to train at home in spare time for a career in TV-RADIO ELECTRONICS AUTOMATION

1. TELEVISION-RADIO SERVICING
Learn to service black-and-white and color TV sets, AM-FM radios, stereo hi-fi, PA systems, etc. A profitable, interesting field for part-time or full-time business of your own.

2. INDUSTRIAL-MILITARY ELECTRONICS
Learn Principles, Practices, Maintenance of Electronic equipment used today in business, industry, defense. Covers Electronic controls and measurement, computers, servos, telemetry, multiplexing, many other subjects you need for a successful career.

3. COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS
A comprehensive training program for men seeking careers operating and maintaining transmitting equipment in Radio-TV Broadcasting or mobile, marine, aviation communications. Prepares you for your License. First class FCC Radiotelephone License.

4. FCC LICENSE
Prepares you quickly for First Class License exams. Every communications station must have one or more FCC-licensed operators. Also valuable for Service Technicians. You train at home.

5. BASIC ELECTRONICS
An abbreviated, 26-lesson course covering Automation-Electronics, Radio-Television language, components and principles. Ideal for salesmen, hobbyists and others who find it valuable to be familiar with the fundamentals of this fast-growing industry.

6. MATH FOR ELECTRONICS
A short course package of carefully prepared texts that take you from basic arithmetic review through graphs and electronic formulas. Quick, complete and low in cost.

7. AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS
For men who want careers working with and around planes. Covers direction finders, ranges, markers, loran, shoran, radar, landing systems transmitters. Prepares you for FCC License exams.

8. MARINE COMMUNICATIONS
Shipboard transmitting equipment, direction finders, depth indicators, radar are all covered in this course. You prepare for your First Class Radiotelephone License with Radar Endorsement.

9. MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
Training in installation and maintenance of mobile equipment and associated base stations like those used by fire and police departments, taxi companies, etc. Prepares you for your First Class FCC License exams.

TRAIN AT HOME WITH THE LEADER nri
NRI training of the 60's is based on nearly half a century of leadership in home study for Radio-TV, Electronics-Automation. Specializing in these fields makes it possible for NRI to provide a variety of courses for ambitious men seeking careers that provide higher pay, more interesting work, better futures. No matter how much or how little education you have, one of NRI's nine courses can help you, just as they have helped tens of thousands of others. Read success stories on the other side of this page. Read about special training equipment NRI provides at no extra cost to make training easier, faster. Then check and mail the postage-free form for FREE NRI CATALOG.
Where You Train is as Important as Your Decision to Train

nri JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO GAINED SUCCESS WITH NRI

Thousands of NRI graduates throughout the U.S. and Canada are proof that it's practical to train at home for careers in Electronics-Automation, TV-Radio. NRI graduates are in every kind of Electronics work. Here are five typical success stories from NRI files. Catalog tells more about what NRI graduates do and earn. Mail the postage-free form.

AVERAGES $150-$170 A MONTH SPARE TIME.

"My spare time business fixing Radio and TV sets picks up every month," writes William L. King of Yoakum, Texas. "Looks like I'll have to go into it full time. I wish it were possible to sell every man of the wonderful advantages in this field."

FROM TEXTILE WORKER TO TECHNICIAN.

That's the story of Harold L. Hughes, 225 Civley Blvd., Indian River City, Fla. After graduating from NRI he worked in a 'TV shop, is now employed by an engineering firm as a Senior Electronics Technician. He says, "I shall be eternally grateful to NRI."

HAS SERVICE BUSINESS OF HIS OWN.

Don House, 3012 2nd Place, Lubbock, Texas, went into his own full-time business six months after finishing the NRI Radio-TV Servicing course. "It makes my family of six a good living," he states. "We repair any TV or Radio. I would not take anything for my training with NRI. I think it is the finest."

WORKS FOR FIRM BUILDING DC WELDERS.

"Your school helped me get this job," writes Lawrence S. Cook, 529 South Bounds St., Appleton, Wis. He has also done broadcast work, TV repair, and builds custom stereo systems and medical electronic equipment. "I thought very highly of the Communications course. I still use the texts."

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN FOR POST OFFICE.

"NRI training enabled me to land a very good job as Electronic Technician with the Post Office Dept.," reports Norman Ralston, 1947 Lawn Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. "I finished 6th out of 139. I also have a very profitable spare-time business fixing Radios and TV."

More ambitious men are deciding to train for careers in Electronics-Automation, Radio-TV, because they recognize the opportunities in this exciting field to advance and prosper. But where a man trains and how the school of his choice teaches Electronics... how it encourages him to reach his goals and realize his ambitions... is most important to his success.

In this fast changing world, a school offering Electronics training must keep pace. That's why NRI—with nearly 50 years of specialized experience—now offers you nine choices of training within the one field of Electronics. Select the course of most interest to you and receive the kind of training that prepares you for a specialized career. NRI's large staff is always on the job keeping course material up-to-date, helping you earn your way while you train, assisting you with job placement when ready. In short, whatever branch of Electronics you select, NRI is qualified through knowledge and experience to help you grow.

Special Equipment Included

NRI training of the 60's is built around time-proved "learn-by-practice" methods perfected over nearly half a century of experience in home study training. Most NRI courses include—at no extra cost—special training equipment designed to give shop and laboratory experience right in your own home. You build circuits and work experiments. Theory you study comes to life in an interesting, easy-to-grasp manner. Your first projects are measuring voltage and current in circuits you build yourself. You use a Vacuum Tube Voltmeter which you construct. Later on, you progress into more involved experiments. And all equipment you build is yours to keep.

Because NRI provides training right in your own home, there's no time wasted getting to school. You fit study hours to your own spare-time schedule, progressing as fast or as slow as you like. NRI catalog pictures and describes equipment you get, courses you can take, facts about job opportunities, NRI trial plan, convenient terms. Mail the postage-free form today. NRI TRAINING, Washington 16, D.C.

Cut Out and Mail—No Stamp Needed

nri NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 3039 Wisconsin Avenue Washington 16, D.C.

Please send me your Electronics, Radio-TV catalog with complete information on 9 ways to train at home. (No cost or obligation. No salesman will call)

Name ___________________________ Age ______

Address _____________________________

City ___________________________ Zone __ State __________

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

Train Faster, Easier With Equipment NRI Sends You.

The Amazing Field of Electronics

Cut Out and Mail for Free Catalog
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calculating current" in the same direction that tries to keep the coil energized after the energizing current is cut off.

If there is a danger of a relay's inductive voltage kick causing damage to other components in a system and therefore a protective shunt must be used, you must expect to sacrifice quick dropout.

The simplest explanation of this phenomenon is obtained from the definition of inductance. Inductance tends to oppose any change in current. If current flows through a coil, the coil will try to maintain the same current within itself.

PHILLIP BASKIN
Customer Engineer
IBM
New York, N. Y.

There's an Easier Way
Dear Editor:
The article "Music All Over The House—Without Wires" (June 1963) especially interested me because I wrote a similar article about 20 years ago, which you published in Radio-Craft magazine when I was in my teens.

My article pointed out that you can connect the output of an AM radio's i.f. amplifier to the ac line through a 0.1-µf capacitor, and then connect another AM radio's i.f. input to the line through a capacitor. The first radio will tune in the second, "all over the house."

Anyone attempting to emulate this method should be aware of the FCC's "lambda over 2 pi" requirement for unlicensed transmitters. (When I was 15 years old and experimenting with carrier-current transmission, the local FCC made me aware of this, most strongly.)

FRANK R. WILLIAMS
San Gabriel, Calif.

Latest Flash on Flash
Dear Editor:
I read with interest "Just Plain Flash" in the May 1963 issue (page 24). Some small circuit changes could increase the safety and reliability of the two units shown.

Electronic flash units can be extremely dangerous because they store large amounts of high-voltage power. A 525-µf capacitor charged to 450 volts is a great deal more lethal than smaller capacitors in radio or TV sets. Photoflash capacitors have very low leakage and can hold a charge for days. Use care in constructing and repairing electronic flash. Discharge the capacitors with a 2,000-ohm 10-watt resistor before working on such a unit.

When the power selector (S2) in Fig. 2 of the article is switched to connect more capacitors into the circuit, the fully charged capacitors discharge into the empty ones. There is nothing to limit current flow, and the switch contacts

Harman-Kardon Shatters
Old Concepts of Economy-Class
Public Address Amplifiers!

New performance and versatility standards with the "CA" SERIES COMMANDER

Unprecedented! 5 New Commanders . . . every one with CERTIFIED POWER RATING! Now you can plan a job accurately, get the results you expect!

Versatile! Inputs for High and Low Impedance Mics—with on-chassis socket for plug-in mic matching transformer! Every quality or cable length requirement is now satisfied!

Expandable! Add Mic Channels as Needed! Space provided on medium and high power models for two additional mic channels. Up to four mic inputs now possible.

Fidelity! Socket for an optional plug-in mag phono-tape head preamp with genuine built-in RIAA and NARTB equalization. Works in aux channel; avoids loss of a mic input.

Adaptable! Every Commander can be set up for precedence operation, essential for background music systems, special and emergency announcements, etc. CA-12 has MIX-MUSIC-PAGE switch; all others function automatically.

Flexible! Optional area speaker selector assembly installs in CA-35/65/100 to provide selective paging and musiccasting to any or all of 8 areas.

It's impossible . . . to add here the numerous other MAJOR features of this remarkable new economy class public address line. But, a big new free catalog tells you the whole story about Commander and provides valuable, revealing information about public address amplifiers generally...Send for it.

Harman-Kardon, Inc.,
Commercial Sound Div.,
55 Ames Court, Plainview, L.I., N.Y.

Push me the new p/a catalog that tells me the things I ought to know about public address amplifiers.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Harman-Kardon
A subsidiary of THE JEMKOLD CORPORATION
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Dear Editor:

I read with interest your editorial in the May issue (page 23) on "Language Rectification". Why go about it the hard way? Let's attack it direct. Thought transfer is the direct way of communication without language distortion. Don't let messages pass through the mouth where they become distorted. Let's apply our electronic research to the exchange of "thought pictures". This would not only accelerate communications but should eliminate deception and misunderstanding.

C. B. Nelis

Aurora, Ohio

(A month ago, we would not have dared to publish a letter like this, for fear that too many might laugh. However, in view of the news item on page 12 of our June issue ("Governments Study ESP") we can assure Mr. Nelis that both the US and Russian governments (and possibly others) are investigating telepathic communication.—Ed.)

Communicate Direct!

Tony Karp

PhotoElectronics Co.
New York, N. Y.

Don't Accept Substitutes or Imitations!

Available at all reputable ARCO distributors in U.S.A.

ARCO Electronics Inc.
Community Drive
Great Neck, New York
Branches:
Dallas, Los Angeles 35
PHOTOFACT
GIVES YOU MAXIMUM
TV COVERAGE
to keep you up-to-the-minute!

NOW—PHOTOFACT gives you quicker-than-ever service data coverage for TV and for more of the kind of equipment you most frequently repair!

It's the same famous PHOTOFACT time-saving, troubleshooting help—everything you need to earn more daily. You get: Exclusive Standard Notation Schematics, packed with all the service details you need; full photo coverage of all chassis views; complete replacement parts lists; tube placement diagrams; actual waveform photos; CircuiTrace® for printed boards; alternate tuner data; terminal identification and connections; disassembly instructions; field servicing notes—plus dozens of other great time-saving features.

Take the right step to fast, profit-building servicing—see your Sams Distributor for details on a money-saving PHOTOFACT Standing Order Subscription and Easy-Buy Library—or send coupon today!

SAVE 30c PER SET!
SIGN UP TODAY FOR A MONEY-SAVING PHOTOFACT STANDING ORDER SUBSCRIPTION!

With a Standing Order Subscription to receive PHOTOFACT regularly each month as issued, you pay only $1.95 per Set instead of the regular $2.25 price. You save 30c per Set—and you keep right up with the rapidly-increasing current model output! You enjoy the same 30c per Set savings when you purchase an Easy-Buy PHOTOFACT Library. Take advantage of substantial savings—sign up for a Standing Order Subscription or Easy-Buy Library with your Sams Distributor, or send coupon now for full details,

SAVE WITH A STANDING ORDER SUBSCRIPTION!

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 6-H3
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis 6, Indiana

☐ Enter my Photofact Standing Order Subscription
☐ Send full information on money-saving Easy-Buy Plan

My Distributor is:

Shop Name

Attn.

Address

City____________________Zone____State____
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Can you find another kit that offers so much for $99.95?

EICO ST70, 70-WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER

Beyond the performance level of these two units, possible improvement is merely marginal and very expensive. That's why with EICO's ST97 and ST70 you strike the optimum balance of cost and performance—each costs less than $100 as a kit. You can also get the ST70 and ST97 factory-wired for $149.95 each—and you couldn't find comparable wired units at the price.

If high power isn't your primary need, you can get superb sound for even less with EICO's ST40, the 40-watt counterpart of EICO's outstanding ST70. The ST40, essentially equal to the ST70 in all but power, costs $79.95 as a kit, $129.95 factory-wired.

ST70 DATA: As the center of your stereo system, the ST70 accommodates all program sources. It even has separate inputs for both turntable and record changer, preamplified tape signals and tape head with correct equalization for both fast and slow tape speeds. A center channel output feeds directly on a center channel speaker or, where desired, extension speakers throughout your house without any additional amplifier. Critical parts—filter capacitors, rectifiers, output tubes—all operate well below their ratings to assure long, trouble-free life. Oversize output transformers deliver full rated power all the way down to 20 cps.... And as a kit builder, you'll like the spacious layout. We got rid of all those tight places. Kit $99.95. Wired $149.95 (includes metal cover).

SPECIFICATIONS ST70 Output Power: 70 watts (continuous sine wave 35-watts per channel) IM Distortion: 1% at 70 watts. Harmonic Distortion: less than 1%. Frequency Response: ±12 db 10-50,000 cps. Inverse Feedback: 17 db. Stability Margin: 10 db. Hum and Noise Level: PH mag. phono —63 db; tape head —54 db; tuners, auxiliaries —78 db. (all measurements according to IHFM standards.)

Can you find another kit that offers so much for $99.95?

EICO ST97 FM STEREO TUNER

ST97 DATA: Building the ST97 FM stereo tuner requires no instruments, no critical adjustments. The front end and IF stages are fully pre-wired and pre-aligned. The tunable coils of the stereo demodulator are factory-adjusted. With four IF stages plus a stable, sensitive front end, the ST97 pulls in clear stereo even under fringe conditions, and EICO's filterless zero-phase shift stereo detector (patents pending) maintains reliable channel separation. EICO's unique traveling tunee eye makes tuning simple and precise. Stereo stations are automatically identified by a pilot light. Semi-kit $99.95, Wired $149.95. (Includes metal cover and FET.)


-Actual distortion meter reading of desired left or right channel output with a stereo FM signal fed to the antenna input terminals.

See these superb components at high fidelity dealers everywhere. For free 32-page catalog, 36-page Stereo Hi-Fi Guide (enclose $3 for handling) and dealers name, write EICO ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO. INC., 300 Northern Boulevard, Long Island City, New York. C-8
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THE RESONANT SKY
... Soon Space Will Constantly Shower Us with Millions of Electronic Messages...

by Arthur C. Clarke

In a few years every large nation will be able to establish (or rent) its own space-borne radio and TV transmitters, able to broadcast really high-quality programs to the entire planet. There will be no shortage of wavelengths—as there is today even for local services. One of the incidental advantages of satellite relays is that they will make available vast new bands of the radio spectrum, providing "ether space" for at least a million simultaneous TV channels, or a billion radio circuits!

The Russians could do nothing to stop their people from seeing the American way of life. Such freedom of communication will have an ultimately overwhelming effect on the cultural, political, and moral climate of our planet. It holds danger as well as promise. If you doubt this, consider the following quite unimaginative extrapolation, which might be entitled "How to Conquer the World Without Anyone Noticing."

By 1970 the USSR will have established the first high-powered satellite TV relay above Asia, broadcasting in several languages so that more than a billion human beings can understand the programs. At the same time, in a well organized sales campaign spearheaded by demonstrations, Russian trade missions will have been flooding the East with cheap, transistorized battery-powered receivers.

But let us turn aside from the political aspects of the TV satellites and look in more detail at their domestic effects. We may see the end of the hideous antenna arrays that have ruined the skylines of all our cities and made a mockery of architecture for the last decade. The antennas of the future will be small, neat saucers or lens systems like the new familiar radio telescopes. As they will lie on their backs pointing up at the sky, they can be tucked into rooftops and attics—and they will need no towering towers to support them high in the air.

Many will look forward, with a certain malevolent gleam, to the effects of outside competition upon commercial programs. At least a 100 million underprivileged Americans have never known the joys of hucksterless radio or TV; they are likely to see TV programs between Europe and America would require a kind of electronic bucket chain of perhaps 50 ships moored in a line across the Atlantic, relaying the signals from one to the other. This is not, to say the least, a very practical solution.

And a two or three such satellites, equally spaced around our planet, could provide TV coverage from pole to pole. The clear, clean signals coming directly down from the sky, with no background interference and no ghostly echoes picked up by reflection from nearby buildings, would permit far higher standards of picture quality than those we tolerate today.

To the best of my knowledge, the use of artificial satellites to provide global TV was first proposed by myself in the October 1945 issue of the British radio journal Wireless World. The scheme then put forward, under the title "Extraterrestrial Relays," envisaged the use of three satellites 22,000 miles above the equator. At this particular height, a satellite takes exactly 24 hours to complete one orbit, and thus stays fixed "forever" over the same spot on the earth. The laws of celestial mechanics can thus provide us with the equivalent of invisible TV towers 22,000 miles high.
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(Continued on page 42)
do-it-yourself TV repairs

Information on fix-it-yourself books and self-service tube-testers

By ARTHUR S. KRAMER

A RECENT SURVEY OF TV SET OWNERS SHOWS:

1. 28% of TV owners have successfully repaired their sets with self-service books and tube testers.
2. 12% tried and couldn’t.
3. 60% never attempt to make their own repairs.

These figures indicate that this “fix-it-yourself” movement is important enough to be taken seriously. Further on, we will see why so many owners try doing-it-themselves, and some things the TV repairman can do to offset this.

The method used for the survey was not complicated. Names were selected at random from the local telephone directory, and form letters containing several questions were sent to these people. The letters were followed within a few days by telephone calls. The large majority of persons called were very cooperative and happy to express opinions. One man questioned has taken up electronics as a hobby, and gave some very valid opinions.

TV repair shop owners

Approximately 50% of TV repair shop owners and managers reported that their tube sales had been cut by self-service tube testers in drug and stationery stores. The other 50% reported that they had felt no ill effects from the “do-it-yourself” movement. Approximately 30% have installed their own self-service tube testers.

Here, again, the statistics show that this movement cannot simply be ignored or laughed off. Self-service tube testers and “fix-it-yourself!” books are here to stay!

Some of the side information gathered during this part of the survey is quite interesting. Speaking of the effects of self-service tube testers on tube sales, Robert Purcell of Bob’s Electronics, 285 Broadway, Bethpage, N.Y., states: “These self-service tube testers have certainly cut down tube sales. Everybody is trying to save a buck! Many people test their tubes before calling the service technician. It has been my experience that self-service testers are honest. They are not rigged to make good tubes test bad.”

Another TV technician with long experience in the field says: “There is no doubt that these self-service tube testers have cut our tube sales. However, I believe that this has cleared the air, so that now, when a customer brings a set into the shop, the trouble is probably not in the tubes, but is more involved. This has helped us because, in most cases, the customers have tested their own tubes and they are now fully convinced that something besides tubes is causing the trouble.”

On the other side of the argument, we have the opinion of Dan Bailey of Birch Hill TV, Locust Valley, N.Y.: “I do not feel that these self-service tube testers are any great problem. I do not keep one in my place. It has been my experience that customers create many more problems by putting tubes back...
into the wrong sockets, or by breaking off a tube pin or socket contact, or buying tubes which they do not need. Self-service tube testers do not worry me!"

One of the TV service shops interviewed is run by two women. The owner said that she does not depend to any great extent on tube sales, and makes most repairs in the customer's home. Mrs. Burke, the owner, and Miss Kramer, her assistant, are shown in the photograph behind their workbench, in their shop, Burke's TV & Radio Repair, on Jericho Turnpike in Woodbury, N.Y.

**Tube-tester manufacturers**

Questionnaires were sent to a number of tube tester manufacturers, and several expressed opinions on the "do-it-yourself" movement. All who responded manufacture dynamic mutual-conductance type tube checkers, and a few also make the emission type for self-service.

All who responded consider the dynamic mutual-conductance tube checker superior to the emission type. The DMC checker tests the tube under actual operating conditions, whereas the emission type shows only the emitting capabilities of one or more of the tube electrodes. The manufacturers are evenly divided about the effect of the fix-it-yourself movement on the volume of business conducted by TV repair shops. Half feel the movement will have no effect, and the others believe serious effects will be felt. All recommend that the service shops buy their own "self-service" tube tester and make it available to customers who wish to check out their own tubes.

Supplementary remarks made by one very prominent manufacturer of DMC tube checkers (Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., Cleveland, Ohio) are worth reporting. In commenting on the effect of this movement on the volume of TV and radio repair business, Hickok stated: "A customer can make repairs on his television set or radio by substituting tubes; he will tend to use this method of repair and not go to the technician. However, there comes a time when mere substitutions will not do, and the average user of the 'fix-it-yourself' outlet will then turn to the service technician. Thus a technician is losing a portion of his business for a merely substituted tube but he has not lost the business that requires a very exhaustive analysis of the circuitry, reference to scopes, alignment equipment and other highly sophisticated repairs that are beyond the layman's understanding. Also, because so many of the fix-it-yourself testers are not accurate, the average user will find he is spending more money than he should and this may drive him back to the service technician."

"It boils down to this: People who use self-service tube checkers are reacting against the fact that they once were billed for a $3.00 tube plus a service charge. The service technician can win them back by encouraging them to bring their tubes to his shop, let them come to their own conclusions about the tubes' condition and be ready to give them advice and counsel. He can thus gain back the business he lost to the corner drugstore, and be ready when major repairs are to be made."

**Testers for 'fix-it-yourselfers'**

Many of the self-service tube testers available to the public in drug and stationery stores are big and impressive-looking. Quite a few have more than 100 sockets, numbered to correspond to a guide chart which may also tell how to set the bias control for the meter circuit. The meters on some testers are equipped with BAD?—GOOD colored scales so that it becomes unnecessary for the user to read and interpolate the scales. Operation is very simple, and usually...
consists of the following steps:
1. Turn the on-off switch to on.
2. Insert tube in socket as directed by instruction chart. If tube has metal cap, attach clip lead to it.
3. Set meter bias, if necessary.
4. As tube warms up, watch neon bulbs for flashing. This may indicate presence of gas or shorts.
5. Press "test" button. Meter will indicate whether tube is "good" or "bad".

For simplicity in manufacture and operation, emission type circuitry is used in self-service testers. Even with the minimum number of controls and simple operating procedure, many tubes are placed in the wrong sockets, resulting in bent pins and burnouts. Occasionally, angry users have accused the store owner of maintaining a "gyp" machine.

The writer purchased 10 late-model tubes, such as the 6CG7, 6CG8, 6BZ6, etc., and tested them thoroughly in a top-brand DMC tester. All 10 tested OK in every way. These 10 tubes were then retested in a number of self-service tube testers selected at random in the local area. Every self-service tube tester showed each of these 10 tubes to be "good" every time. In a few cases, loose socket contacts were found, but the end result was still the same. These self-service tube testers are honest! None was found to be "rigged" or "gyp" in any way. When used properly, they will give a legitimate emission test on any tube they are equipped to measure! About four or five makes were observed during this part of the survey.

Books and charts
Many books have been written on the general topic of "fixing your own TV set." Without exception, they never get beyond the tube-substitution stage of TV receiver repair. Most authors tell the reader to go no further than testing and changing tubes. If this does not clear the trouble, they then advise call-

ing a good TV technician. The average book of this class shows a fair number of defective TV pictures, and suggests which tubes may be at fault in each case. The rest of the book is made up of chassis layout diagrams and other aids for locating the defective tubes. One enterprising publisher has devised a rotary chart of heavy cardboard. In operation, the chart is turned until the bad picture symptoms are found in one window. Another window on the chart then lists the tubes which may be at fault. A few typical faults listed: "picture blows up"; "picture jumps"; "flat heads"; "torn picture".

Conclusions and recommendations
It would seem that the self-service tube tester will be with us for a long time. However, none of the manufac-

Sooner or later the do-it-yourselfer must call a technician.
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One man's approach to speaker enclosures

By GLEN R. TRAVIS

WHILE WORKING ON AN AMPLIFIER RECENTLY, I had occasion to put the speaker on the floor at the end of the bench. There was little bass from this unmounted speaker, but when I lifted the speaker from the floor, the quality improved. The farther from the floor the speaker was moved, the better it sounded. The quality changed continuously as the distance between the speaker and the floor increased. The first noticeable improvement came at about 18 inches and continued to 28 inches, beyond which no further improvement was noticed.

This variation of sound quality with the distance between the speaker and the nearest reflecting surface gave me a clue to better sound. The problem was to build this distance into a practical cabinet. Ducts, baffles, horns and direct-to-air porting were tried. All caused multiple high resonances which were apparent when both listening tests and impedance curves were run on speaker-cabinet combinations. Friction loading through glass wool across the port gave resonance-free speaker-cabinet performance for low frequencies.

For comparison, cabinets from 2 to 12 cubic feet, using one or two speakers of equal size varying from 8 to 15 inches and ranging in cost from $13 to $129.50, were built, listened to and tested. Small 2-cubic foot cabinets using 8-inch speakers were experimented with first because construction was easier and
Fig. 1—Some speaker-cabinet designs author tried: a—closed; b—bass reflex; c—vented; d—labyrinth; e—horn; f—end-mounted bass reflex.

A typical small cabinet of this design is shown in Fig. 2. Its volume is approximately 2.2 cubic feet. Except for the stiffener securing the speaker mounting board to the reflector board, ⅜-inch plywood is used throughout. This stiffener should be ¾ inch thick. Fit all wood pieces together and check for fit before cementing. Bevel the edges at the top of the speaker mounting opening with a wood file. Glue, butt and hold joints together with wood clamps until the cement has set. Use glue blocks freely. Cover the edges of the plywood with wood tape. Secure the glass wool across the port as shown in Fig. 3. Fasten the rear panel to the ¾-inch wood strips glued to the side panels, top and bottom panel with ⅛-inch wood screws. If a separate tweeter is used, mount it either next to the speaker or on the front panel directly beneath the speaker. Speaker cone area is ported at the bottom rear of the cabinet. Loading the speaker cone through ½-inch glass wool mounted between ½-inch mesh wire placed across the port gives the speaker-cabinet combination an impedance curve similar to the typical friction-loaded impedance curve of Fig. 4. The exact curve depends upon the combination of the particular make of speaker used and the cabinet. Line all inside surfaces with glass wool or Kimsul insulation. Set the cabinet at least 2½ inches from the wall.

To suit my particular taste in sound, a larger speaker-cabinet combination was required. The designs shown in Fig. 1 were tried for comparison. Dimensions were varied to give cabinet volumes of 6 to 12 cubic feet. In the end-mounted design, the distance from the speaker mounting board to the first reflective surface was kept around 28 inches. Port area should be approximately speaker cone area when friction loading is used. When friction loading is not used, the port area has to be varied to load the speaker properly. All listening and measured tests gave the same conclusions as for the smaller speaker-cabinet combinations except that the range of sound was fuller with the increased bass efficiency possible with the larger cabinet and the cleaner sound from the greater distance between the rear of the speaker and the first reflective surface.
For my personal use I wanted the ultimate in sound without resorting to wall-mounted speakers, as I live in an apartment. To get the most out of whatever is on records, tape, tuner, television or an electronic organ, I have built two 10-cubic-foot cabinets, each containing two 15-inch speakers—one a full-range and the other a coaxial. Details are shown in Fig. 5.

Use the same general assembly instructions as described for the 8-inch speaker cabinet. Do not leave out any of the three braces. Use all eight mounting holes when securing each speaker. Should you use a single 15-inch speaker instead of two, mount it in the center of the speaker mounting board and cut the port area in half by halving the width of the port. Cover and trim the top of the speaker mounting board with grille cloth and trim to suit your taste.

A ¼-inch brass rod makes an attractive support for the reflector or top. Drill a ¼-inch hole about a ¼-inch deep into the top of the speaker mounting board and the same in the top board at a 45° angle. Cover both holes with brass washers. Cement the top washer to the top board. Refer to your local lumber dealer to determine the choice of woods and finishes available.

This speaker-cabinet combination has more feeling of presence than any other types of combinations I have listened to.

END
Power dissipation in resistors or transistors

A very simple chart can be used to compute the power dissipation in a resistor or transistor. Once the power dissipation is known, the voltage limit for any given current can be found or the maximum permissible current for a specified voltage can be computed.

For example, if we know that a transistor's collector voltage is 2 when collector current is 10 ma, we can use the chart to compute collector power dissipated. We enter the chart from the top right along the 10 ma current line and proceed until we intersect the vertical line representing 2 volts. Since they intersect on the 20 mw line, we know that power dissipation is 20 mw.

There are other ways to use the chart too. Let's assume that the maximum allowable collector power dissipation is 20 mw and a collector voltage of 2 volts is to be applied. We need to know the maximum collector current which may flow without exceeding the maximum power dissipation limit. We enter the chart from the bottom along the 2-volt line, and proceed to the 20 mw line. Now, by observing the current line running through the point of intersection of the voltage and power lines, we find the current limit is 10 ma.

In a similar manner, if the power dissipation and the current are known, we can find the maximum voltage which may be applied without exceeding the power dissipation limit. Thus, if any two of the values of voltage, current and power are known or specified, the third may be found by using the chart.

To cover the desired range of currents, a double scale is used. The main scale runs from 1 to 100 ma. The secondary scale runs from 100 ma to 10 amperes and the values are enclosed in parentheses. The power scale also has two ranges: one from 100 µw to 10 watts and the other from 10 mw to 1,000 watts. Note that the values for the latter scale are enclosed in parentheses and are used with the secondary scale marked in the same manner.

While the chart is marked only in terms of current, voltage and power, it may also be used for multiplying or dividing any two numbers. For example, the chart may be used for computing resistance, voltage and current. The current scale is retained, but the power scale is replaced by a voltage scale, so the line representing 1 mw now represents 1 mw and the line representing 1 watt now represents 1 volt. The old voltage scale becomes the resistance scale with 1 volt replaced by 1 ohm, etc. Again, if any two variables are known or specified, the third one may be found by using the chart.

Though simply constructed, the chart is a useful tool for the circuit designer or technician. It is not as accurate a job as a slide rule, but often is just as adequate. The chance of a misplaced decimal point is considerably reduced, too.

*Chief engineer, Hughes Aircraft Co.
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The meter. Binding post between fuseholder and switch is for ground lead, connected to one side of capacitor under test.

*General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, N. Y.

---

**Direct Reading Capacitance Meter**

measures from 1 pf to .02 µf

---

**By R. L. Watters**

Here is a direct-reading capacitance meter with an accuracy of ±5% and four full-scale ranges from 20 to 20,000 pf (.02 µf). It will also solve the problem of trying to read capacitor color codes. A leakage of 43,000 ohms reduces the meter reading to about half the correct value, while a leakage resistance of 430,000 ohms reduces the reading only about 10%.

The principle is simple. The capacitor to be measured is charged with a pulse from the blocking oscillator and then allowed to discharge through the 20-µa meter. If the discharge is essentially complete before the next pulse, the average current is a direct indication of the value of the capacitor. (The average current is equal to the product of the peak voltage across the capacitor, its capacitance and the repetition rate.) The return path from the probe through R16 and the meter is connected to the coax center conductor. This reduces the zero offset due mainly to current that would otherwise be flowing in the meter during the charging pulse.

The layout of parts is not critical and an example can be seen in the photographs. The chassis is 7 x 7 x 2 inches and the cabinet is a Bud C-1585. Some changes have been made in the instrument shown here. For instance, the unused seven-pin socket was for an 082 regulator tube which was removed when the 1N1523 Zener diode was added. The 20-pf range zeroing resistors (R12, R13, R14) were not needed in this model and have been removed. S1-c is used only on the 20-pf range. Its purpose is to switch in R12, R13 and R14 to zero the meter on this range. Since there are bound to be slight differences in each instrument, the 180,000-ohm resistor in this part of the circuit prob-
Details of test prod assembly. Probably will need adjustment. (As in this model, the network may not be needed at all.)

The 1N34-A diode is inside the probe with about 1/8 inch of wire between the diode and the end of the probe. The coax comes within 1/2 inch of the other side of the diode. The bakelite handle was slotted (not all the way through) to hold the dc return wire. A metal collar, held with a setscrew, fits around the coax where it enters the probe. This prevents the coax from twisting inside the probe and breaking the connections. The coax is Belden 8411 microphone cable about 2 1/2 feet long.

After construction, calibrate the instrument. Connect, in turn, between probe and ground four 1% capacitors of 20, 200, 2,000 and 20,000 pf. Select the proper capacitance range and adjust the meter to full scale with the calibration pots R1, R2, R4 and R6. On the 20-pf range, adjust the 180,000-ohm resistor (R13) so that the meter reads zero when the probe is held away from all objects. Since this zero adjustment and the full scale adjustment depend on each other, repeat each adjustment a few times to arrive at the final and proper settings.

Plenty of room underneath allowed for experimenting. Instrument could be built on smaller chassis.

View from behind. Layout used in original is optional.
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more signals—less space

RACEP and TASI—two techniques for getting more communications over fewer channels

Our communications bands are daily becoming more crowded. At the same time, the approaching sunspot minimum is shrinking the communications spectrum. Various persons and organizations have been spurred to search for entirely new techniques of boosting traffic capacity—particularly for voice communications. These have varied from ambitious attempts of hopeful hams to the elaborately engineered experiments of our biggest communications companies.

At least two of several recent developments are really very ingenious, and may become important in the future.

One is RACEP—Random Access and Correlation for Extended Performance. It was originated by the Martin Co.'s Orlando (Fla.) Div. to handle hundreds of two-way pulse-modulated radiophone signals over a single wide-band vhf channel or carrier.

The other is TASI—Time Assignment Speech Interpolation. It was developed by American Telephone & Telegraph Co. for high-speed electronic switching between a fixed number of one-way voice-frequency channels on long-distance submarine cable systems.

The two systems have one thing in common—the maximum use of idle spectrum space within the hand being used, or of breaks and pauses in normal voice conversations and the idle time between actual calls or data messages. Either could be adapted—with suitable components and circuitry—to any limited part of the frequency spectrum, and could be used for either radio or wire (cable) communication as well.

RACEP—how it works

This system can be compared to a combination lock in which only a receiver set to the combination of the transmitter can receive the transmitted signal, though dozens of other signals are being transmitted at the same time on the same (broad) frequency.

A complete RACEP system of the present type consists of a maximum of about 700 stations, each of which is a portable vhf transceiver. They are identical, weigh about 35 lbs each, have a telephone type headset, vertical antenna and a 24-volt dc power supply. The transceiver requires about 300 watts of power.

The transceivers have no tuning controls on the simple operating panel. The rf stages of both transmitting and receiving circuits are preset to the system's fixed vhf carrier in the range of 140-144 mc. A station selector on the operating panel sets the equipment to the three-part identity code of the desired station.

The input voice or data signals are first sampled at about 8 kc by the signal encoder. It produces 1-μsec pulses every
125 microseconds. Each sampled bit is applied to the address encoder to produce a code group of three subcarrier pulses, each 1-µsec in duration, but occurring at relatively different times or frequencies. A typical group would be, for example, 140.0, 141.0 and 142.0 mc. The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the general principles of the system. The rather odd spacing of the three pulses shown is due to the pulse position modulation system used. Instead of varying the amplitude of the pulses, modulation varies their position in the sampling.

The three-part subcarrier output of the address encoder passes through two further stages of broad-band rf amplification and then to the antenna. The RACEP system of using extremely narrow 1-µsec pulses allows many vhf signals to occupy the same common vhf carrier with only negligible interference between signals.

**RACEP reception**

Fig. 2 is the basic block diagram of the receiving circuit of the transceiver. The receiving circuit accepts all signals in the 140-144-mc range. This mass confusion of hundreds of pulsed signals goes through an rf amplifier, is converted to a 10-14-mc i.f., and fed to the address decoder. It blocks or filters out all pulsed vhf signals except those of the correct identity code.

The output of this stage thus consists of recurring groups of three subcarrier pulses. They pass through a coincidence gate, called a logic, or discriminator, stage. There, each group of three subcarrier pulses is converted into a single bit of pulse. These 1-µsec pulses, recurring every 125 µsecs, are fed to a signal decoder or nonsynchronous pulse position demodulator, which regenerates the original voice or data signal.

A command override feature is also incorporated in the receiving circuits of all RACEP transceivers. This alerts all stations within range, and permits them to accept signals immediately from the overriding transceiver. This is done by using a special identity code acceptable to the receiving circuits of all transceivers in the system.

Although originally designed by the Martin Marietta Corp. as a radiotelephone system with a maximum of 700 stations, current developments promise an increase of several hundred additional stations to any RACEP system—with all stations operating simultaneously on the same wide-band vhf carrier.

**The TASI technique**

This system (Time Assignment Speech Interpolation) was designed to increase the traffic-handling capacity of submarine telephone cables. TASI makes it possible to handle a maximum of 72 calls over 36 channels.

In a normal two-way phone conversation—even over an expensive trans-Atlantic cable—each person, on the average, speaks only half the time, and even while he is speaking there are gaps and pauses in his speech. If the two directions of transmission are separated, each path is idle more than half the time. If conversations were interlaced to take advantage of these gaps, you could get at least twice as many conversations per channel.

In practice, more than two channels are needed for the system to work—two talkers would frequently be speaking at the same time—but with as many as 36 channels, the probability is that there will always be room for 72 conversations.

**TASI control**

Brains of the TASI system is the control unit which monitors all 72 input circuits, synchronizes sampling of "active" signals, controls high-speed switching between "active" signals and the available transmission channels, and supplies the synchronizing tone to control switching elements at the distant receiving terminal. When a signal appears at an input circuit, the control unit goes into action automatically. It selects any unoccupied transmission channel and feeds it a connecting tone—a 10-millisecond burst of four audio frequencies. This tone identifies the original circuit of the "active" input signal about to be connected to the channel. Then the control unit energizes input and gate switches, connecting the input signal to the channel.

If the signal stops briefly (becomes "inactive") and the transmission channel is needed for other "active" input signals, the control unit automatically disconnects the "inactive" signal, feeds the transmission channel a different 10-millisecond burst to identify a different input, and switches another active signal directly to that channel.

During a 5-minute voice conversation, one input signal may be switched several dozen times to a large number of transmission channels—all without the knowledge of the original speaker or distant listener.

While the control unit monitors each of the input signal detectors to determine the identity and status (active or inactive) of each input circuit, it also accepts signals from each of the input signal samplers and stores them as a
digital code. Whenever there are more active signals than available transmission channels, these excessive active signals are "stacked up" in the data-storage facility of the control unit. Then, as channels become available, the stored input signals are connected to the available channels in proper sequence.

**TASI transmission**

A TASI transmitting terminal (Fig. 3) feeds 36 traffic channels and 1 control channel—all one-way facilities for communicating with the distant receiving terminal. The principal components are a parallel array of 72 input signal detectors, the control unit with provision for data storage, and a time-division switching unit that has high-speed switching and signaling elements. The input signal detectors indicate whether an active input signal is present or not. Each dissector is a high-gain amplifier, so adjusted that it operates only above a critical threshold level.

When signals are fed to the control unit, the threshold level is exceeded. The first part of the time-division switching unit is a parallel array of 72 disintegrators, called input signal samplers. Each "active" input signal is sampled at about 8 kc, producing a 2-μsec pulse. Sampling for such a short interval permits sampling all 72 input circuits without overlapping. The pulses that result from this collective sampling are switched electronically, during the sampling intervals, to an available and unoccupied channel. The input and gate switches are operated by tone signals originated by the control unit.

Thus each traffic channel receives a recurring series of digital pulses from any one input at a time, the exact source of any one of the 72 possible inputs being determined by the time-division switching unit. After each of the 36 channel gates, the train of digital pulses moves through a low-pass filter and is reconverted into analog (voice) signals.

**TASI reception**

Preceding any traffic reaching the receiving terminal, the connecting tone—a brief burst of four audio frequencies—comes over the channel to the receiving terminal (Fig. 4). This signaling or connecting tone is not heard by listeners. It is blocked by a gate in the time-division switching unit. As a result, the signaling tone is applied to one of the 36 connect-tone detectors.

A control unit similar to, but simpler than, the one in the transmitting terminal monitors the outputs of all these detectors. When a signaling tone is received by one of the connect-tone detectors, the control unit of the receiving terminal opens the correct channel gate electronically, then activates the switches to connect the channel to the correct one of the 72 output circuits. The signaling or connecting tone identifies the output circuit.

An additional channel—usually called No. 37 and not used for traffic transmission—carries a separate control tone, called the disconnect and error tone. It disconnects traffic channels from output signal circuits.

While this system could be applied to other types of circuits than submarine cables, the equipment for the ends of the transmission line is complicated and expensive. In most cases it would be more practical to install additional transmission channels. The underwater cable is the exception that makes TASI useful under present conditions. The equipment required occupies 17 rack cabinets at each terminal of a two-way system. A complete station installation has about 10,000 transistors of several types and more than 100,000 semiconductors and other parts and components. About 2,500 printed circuits are required at each terminal.

---

**Fig. 3—Transmitting terminal for TASI system.**

**Fig. 4—Receiving terminal of TASI system.**
IN THE ARTICLE "TAKING THE MYSTICISM OUT OF MATCHING," July, 1961, we considered "input" matching: from some kind of transducer—microphone, pickup or tape head—to a tube or transistor input, or from a preamp output to a main amp input. In all cases, we were mostly concerned with adequate voltage or current level and freedom from non-linear or frequency-response distortion.

Output matching is often concerned with maximum power transfer. Thus, at first sight, it would seem to call for the theoretical or schoolbook ideal: load impedance equal to source impedance. To get this straight, the first thing we have to do is distinguish between maximum power transfer and maximum efficiency of power transfer. They are not the same thing. Let's illustrate.

Assume we have a supply, from a battery, generator or alternator—it doesn't matter. It gives 110 volts open-circuit and has an internal resistance of 5 ohms. According to the ideal matching theory, the load should also be 5 ohms, making 10 ohms total. The current is 110/11 = 10 amps. The power transfer will be 55 volts (the voltage across the load) x 11 amps, or 605 watts.

If we use a 6-ohm load, the current will be 110/6 = 18.33 amps, the load voltage 60 volts, and the power transfer 600 watts. With a 4-ohm load, current will be 110/4 = 27.5 amps, load voltage 35.4 volts, and power transfer 597.5 watts. This proves that a 5-ohm load yields maximum power transfer — 605 watts.

But to get the power into the load, additional power is lost in the battery, generator or alternator. With a 5-ohm load, for 605 watts output, 605 watts is lost internally; an efficiency of 50%. With a 6-ohm load, the internal voltage drop is 60, the current 10 amps, the internal power loss 600 watts. Of a total of 1,100 watts (instead of 1,210 watts with a 6-ohm load), 600 reach the 6-ohm load; an efficiency of 54.5%.

With a 4-ohm load, for 597.5 watts output, the internal volt drop is 61.1, the current 12.2 amps, the internal power loss 74.7 watts. Of a total of 1,344.6 watts, 597.5 reach the 4-ohm load; an efficiency of 44.4%.

Now let's figure out what happens with a 50-ohm load: total resistance 55 ohms, current 2 amps; voltage across load, 100, internal drop, 10 volts; power in load, 200 watts; internal, loss 20 watts; total power 220 watts; efficiency 91%.

So, by being content with about one-third of the maximum power, the efficiency rises from 50% to over 90%. Regardless of how you are billed for it, what has to be bought is the total power, not the power output. This is another good reason (fire hazard is the first) why it's not good to load your supply so it drops from 110 volts to 55!

**Why do we match?**

We worked through that just to show that the academic ideal doesn't often work out for practical purposes (even in power engineering). But now to audio and kindred subjects: this introduces many more factors. First we'll list them, then explain them.

In the simple power case, we had two possible objectives: matching for maximum power, or for maximum power-transfer efficiency. In audio outputs we have at least four possible objectives, any one of which may be most important in individual cases, with the others having either subsidiary importance or being unimportant. These four are:

1. Matching for maximum power output within the tube or transistor power dissipation limits;
2. Matching for maximum distortion of the output power, compared to the input waveform;
3. Matching for maximum gain: the most power output for a given input signal voltage (for tubes) or current (for transistors);
4. Matching for correct impedance or damping factor relationship.

When we've digested these basic different objectives, the matter can be approached from two viewpoints: that of the tube or transistor, and that of the load. This has caused much extra confusion since feedback became almost universal.

Finally, there is the complication of multiple operation. So far, we have been concerned with only one source—a tube or transistor output stage—feeding one load; matters are complicated when either is shared. Such sharing may be between either the source (two or more tubes, or their screens as well as their plates) or the load (feeding more than one loudspeaker, possibly at different power levels) or sometimes both.

Small wonder the uninitiated—and some engineers—get confused.
about matching. To try and simplify matters, let’s take up each of the points, one at a time.

**Maximum power**

This is the case where we have one or two output tubes or transistors, with a maximum dissipation before they “blow,” and we want to get the maximum audio power output from them. In this problem we are not primarily concerned with grid input volts or base input current. Whatever is needed we can get, somehow; but we mustn’t exceed the tube or transistor ratings.

Assume an “ideal” triode tube (one with perfect curves, Fig. 1) is operated class-A, with 400 volts at 50 ma static plate current. This represents its maximum dissipation of 20 watts. It has a plate resistance of 2,000 ohms. Optimum load—the one for maximum relatively undistorted power—will be 4,000 ohms. The peak audio voltage and current in this load will be 200 volts 50 ma, a peak power of 10 watts, or an rms rating of 5 watts. This is 25% efficiency.

We can improve this by what is called class-B working, or a part-way measure called class AB. We will assume a perfect class B. The plate voltage is now made 600, operating current (theoretically) zero (Fig. 2). Each of two tubes delivers power for half the output waveform, with a peak value of 300 volts 150 ma, using a load equal to the plate resistance of 2,000 ohms. This is a peak audio power of 45 watts, with a peak dissipation of 45 watts.

On a sine wave, the average dissipation during each half-cycle, in this mode of operation, is 75.5% of maximum; over the full cycle (the other half is inactive) it is 38.75%. So the average dissipation per tube, at maximum power, is 17.4 watts—well within the rated 20. The audio power from two tubes, rms rating, is 22.5 watts, as against 10 watts from two tubes working class A.

We’ll come back to what impedances mean in the output transformer for these two cases later on. We could pursue this matter of maximum power output within maximum power dissipation through pentodes, transistors and other devices, but this illustrates a couple of typical relationships.

**Pentode and transistor matching**

does not introduce an “ideal” relationship between source and load impedance, for the same reason that the theoretical ideal plate or collector resistance is infinity, while the optimum load resistance is always finite and is governed by things other than its relation to a theoretically infinite quantity.

In a theoretically ideal pentode, the plate current—voltage curves would be horizontal lines above the “knee,” signifying infinite plate resistance. The choice of load resistance is determined by finding a load line that will give the biggest combination of voltage and current swing, to make audio power input using an area of the curves that goes over the permitted dissipation for the tube(s).

**Minimum distortion**

When you take distortion into account, the matching problem becomes involved. A curve that plots distortion against load value (Fig. 3) is meaningless unless more details are given. At what level of power output is the curve taken? Is the power kept constant as load value is changed? Such a curve can be taken in a variety of ways; unless you know how it was taken, it is of little value to you.

One method is to set the level at each load value to represent the same power output, which should be stated. The curve may be quite different if the level is changed. Another method is to set the level at each load value to the maximum output before clipping—itself a form of distortion—commences. Information obtained from this method does not mean anything unless the curve is accompanied by a corresponding curve for power (Fig. 4).

The thing that can be misleading about any matching-for-minimum-distortion presentation is that distortion changes with level in different ways for different load values (Fig. 5). So the choice of load value depends on what you consider “minimum distortion.” One value will produce minimum distortion at maximum output; another will maintain minimum distortion over a range of lower levels. These values are not usually widely different, so the distinction may be more academic than practical in most instances.

But the way you plot distortion, using log or linear scales, can make a difference to what it looks like (Fig. 6). Note that the low-level distortion now looks more important.

Why do we have these differences in distortion characteristic? It is well known that a single pentode output stage produces a distortion characteristic, as load value is changed, with a minimum value where the second harmonic disappears (Fig. 7). In a push-pull circuit, properly balanced, there is no second harmonic. But the third harmonic can have two effects; it may either “sharpen” or “round” the waveform (Fig. 8). Many push-pull circuits employing pentodes, both forms of third-harmonic distortion occur at different levels, feeding the same load, and there is also a fifth-harmonic component (Fig. 9).
Between the variables of load value and level, distortion can change in a complicated fashion. That's assuming the load is just a simple resistance. When you include the reactance elements in loudspeaker impedances, distortion is quite unpredictable.

**Maximum gain**

This aspect of matching comes closest to what we learned in school. In this case, what we said earlier about somehow being able to get whatever grid volts or base current we need is not the case. An example is the one-tube amplifier used in some low-priced phonographs.

The grid swing is limited to the output from the ceramic or crystal pickup cartridge. We want the maximum output power that a single pentode stage will produce from this grid input. The load required will differ from what we had when we were matching for either maximum undistorted power or minimum distortion. It will be closer to the academic ideal than the value selected for other purposes.

Matching for this condition will not usually achieve either maximum power, for the tube or tubes are capable, or minimum distortion. But it does produce the loudest sound for the available grid input from the pickup cartridge. If a bigger grid swing were available, a different operating point and load resistance give us greater output power, lower distortion or both.

Thus we see that choice of load value in output matching has a number of different possible objectives—or combinations of them—to meet. No single optimum load will suit all these objectives. This has been the reason for some confusion. Different values may have been published for the same tubes, without stating for what parameters the load is optimized, or the parameters may have been stated but overlooked because the reader had the notion "optimum load" had some absolute meaning. We hope this discussion will clarify this matter, so you will no longer be looking for an absolute optimum, and will be curious enough to find out what parameters governed the choice: maximum power output, minimum distortion or maximum gain.

The fourth point we listed introduces some further aspects that are quite independent of those we have just discussed. Why is the resistance, as determined by a quantity called damping factor, at an output terminal plainly marked 16 ohms, only 0.1 ohm? How can one pair of terminals at the same time have two such different impedances? This and other questions, particularly relating to the effect of feedback on this kind of situation, and some complications that arise with different impedance loudspeakers being connected to different amplifier taps than those bearing the right "ohmage" label, are a complete story in themselves, and will be discussed in a later article.

---

**Japanese Industrialists Survey**

**US Training Methods**

Leaders of Japanese industry are surveying newest American training techniques in electronics, radio and television as well as mechanical engineering. Toshitane Takata, center, is the leader of a 15-man delegation visiting technical schools and business firms across the U.S. He is conferring with Emil Witke, instructor at the National Technical Schools, Los Angeles, who is demonstrating classroom equipment and with the president of the school, Dr. J. L. Rosenkrantz. The visiting group is sponsored by the Japan Productivity Center.

_August, 1963_
Chopper-Stabilized Dc Amplifier

Build this no-drift dc amplifier to sensitize your vtm. Operates with a gain of 1,000. It uses a silicon diode chopper

By EARL T. HANSEN

This amplifier is designed to extend the range of a dc vtm 1,000 times—it will read millivolts instead of volts. It is free from drift and is not affected by severe overloads fed to its input.

Incorporated in the amplifier is chopper stabilization, well known in industrial electronics. Usually an expensive mechanical chopper is used. This would be highly impractical for the experimenter on a budget, so I used some inexpensive silicon diodes to make an electronic chopper at a reasonable cost.

A dc amplifier including two or more direct-coupled stages is basically unstable. Changes in heater and plate supply voltages, tube characteristics, component drift or other conditions would normally cause insignificant changes in the plate potential of a single stage. But, when these small changes are amplified by another stage, the result is instability in the form of dc drift. Unless the effects of this drift are continuously compensated for, such an amplifier is not usable.

Drift can be eliminated by converting the dc to ac, amplifying with an RC-coupled ac amplifier and converting the resulting signal back to dc in a demodulator. By using a phase-sensitive demodulator, the proper polarity can be recovered and the effects of noise minimized. The amplifier described here uses a diode modulator and demodulator with a 60-cycle modulation rate.

The modulator

Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the modulator. Assume that diodes D1 and D2 have equal forward voltage drop (approximately 0.6 volt), that R13 equals R14 and that the transformer is exactly center-tapped. Fig. 1-a shows the voltage at each point with respect to ground, during the peak of the conducting half of the cycle. Note that the junction of the two diodes is at zero or ground potential. Therefore the input dc is dropped across R4.

Fig. 1-b shows voltages at various points during the nonconducting half of the cycle. Note that both diodes are now reversed biased and nonconducting—effectively open. Therefore, the junction is free-floating and assumes the potential of the input, –10 mv, while during the conducting half-cycle that junction point is effectively clamped to ground. As the cycle is repeated, we get an ac signal to feed to the amplifier. The phase of this ac reverses as the polarity of the dc input signal changes.

The ac signal is amplified and fed to a demodulator (Fig. 2). Since the amplifier has a gain of about 2,000, its output through C9 has a peak-to-peak value of 20 volts (Fig. 3-a). We must now recover the dc from this ac signal. If it were simply rectified and filtered, the resulting dc would have the same polarity regardless of input polarity. Therefore a phase-sensitive rectifier or demodulator is required.

Such a circuit is similar in function to a dc restorer or clamper. Refer to Fig. 2 and assume the same conditions of balance apply as in the modulator, Fig. 1. However the ac reference source (transformer) now has a higher voltage to handle a much higher peak-to-peak signal. During the conducting half of the cycle (Fig. 3-a), the junction of both diodes and of R23 and C9 (Fig. 2) is effectively at ground potential. This clamps the most positive signal excursions at zero volts (Fig. 3-b). During the nonconducting half of the cycle (Fig. 3-c) the diodes are cut off and free to follow the signal to the –20 volt level. Now we actually have a pulsating dc signal which can be filtered through the relatively long time-constant RC filter (R23 C6 to recover the average value of the dc. Figs. 3-c and 3-d show the signals when the input to the amplifier is reversed.

Fig. 1—Simplified modulator circuit showing circuit operation during (a) conducting half-cycle and (b) cutoff half-cycle.

Fig. 2—Demodulator circuit. Voltages shown at peak of conducting half-cycle.
6.3-volt winding on T is not center-tapped, R17, R18 and R19 cut a center tap which is variable over a limited range, to set exact modulator balance. As the power transformer is operated considerably below its rated output currents, the secondary voltages tend to be high. R22 in the primary reduces filament voltage to normal and avoids overloading D5 and C7.

Construction tips

The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 5. Only a few of the components are critical as to value or placement. C4 and all adjacent components should be routed or located well away from any leads carrying 60-cycles ac. The leads connecting C4, D1, D2 and R4 and those connecting C4, R5 and pin 2 of V should be kept very short. For R13, R14, R17 and R18 used 4,000-ohm 1% resistors because they were on hand. Actually any value between 3,000 and 5,500 ohms could be used, provided R13, R14, and R17-18 are matched within 1%. These resistors should be wire-wound or deposited-carbon types for stability. Standard composition resistors have poor short- and long-term stability. Because of the convenience of the ac interlock connector I used for the power-line connection, an ac switch was deemed unnecessary. However, you can add one as shown in the schematic.

Test each of the 1N2070 diodes used in the unit for reverse current and use the two with the lowest leakage for D1 and D2. To test them, connect their cathodes to a positive 250-volt dc source, and measure the voltage at the anode end with a vtvm. The common lead of the vtvm should, of course, be returned to the negative side of the 250-volt source. Readings of 1 volt or less indicate a diode very satisfactory for use in the input modulator (D1, D2).

The forward characteristics of the two modulator diodes should also be very similar. Using the vtvm on its

---

**Fig. 3—Demodulator waveforms, theoretical.**

The input circuit includes a twin-T filter that rejects any 60-cycle ripple which might be on the dc to be amplified. If the 60-cycle component were not eliminated, it would be amplified, demodulated and appear as an error in the output. The block diagram (Fig. 4) shows signal flow. The ac section of the amplifier operates at full gain (×1,000) at all times. For gains of ×100 and ×10, fixed ratios of negative feedback are included in the loop. Because the

---

**Waveform at pin 6 of V1 with no input to amplifier, and output adjusted to zero.**

---

**Waveform at pin 6 of V1 with 5-mv input and —5 volts out. Amplitude is 14 volts peak to peak.**

---

**Fig. 4—Block diagram shows amplifier feedback loop.**

---

**Fig. 5—Circuit of the entire dc amplifier.**
The Resonant Sky
(Continued from page 25)

The lowest resistance scale, the forward resistance of the two selected diodes should match within 10%. Normally the diodes are well within these requirements but checking avoids getting an odd one in the critical area. Use care when soldering the diodes to avoid damage. The leads are solid silver and excellent thermal conductor. Group them between the solder point and the diode with long-nose pliers when soldering. Avoid cutting the lead short when possible.

Tests and adjustments
After checking wiring carefully for errors and poor solder connections, remove the 12AX7 and turn on the amplifier. Measure the voltage at the output terminal with a vtm. If the reading is less than 5 volts, either polarity, the demodulator balance is satisfactory. If greater, the demodulator may be balanced by shunting R15 or R16 with additional resistance. If the output is positive, shunt R16 with values from 68,000 to 470,000 ohms until the output voltage is reduced. If negative, shunt R15 with the same range of values.

Next install the tube. Measure the heater voltage. If it is not within 10% of 6.3 volts, change R22 to a value that corrects the voltage. Place the gain switch (S2) on \times 1,000. Connect a 1.5-volt battery to the input (positive to the input terminal, negative to common) and measure the output voltage. It should be negative. If not, reverse the 6.3-volt leads from T1.

The polarity of the dc output from the amplifier is always the opposite of the input polarity. There are two reasons for this: the output must be inverted if negative feedback is to be used to control the gain, and if used as an operational amplifier for analog functions such as an integrator, or summing device, this polarity inversion is necessary. The reversed polarity should cause no difficulty as long as it is known. However, if the application requires the same polarity out, reverse one of the secondaries of T, and remove S2, R10, R11 and R12. This of course removes the adjustable-gain feature and provides full gain at all times.

Remove the battery and short the input to common. Try to zero the output voltage with the ZERO ADJUST control. If you can't, shunt R17 or R18 with a resistance substitution box and select a value that allows the control to zero the output voltage when near the center of its range. This control has a minimum effect on the \times 10 range because of the large amount of feedback. During the final selection of this shunt resistor and testing, an earth ground to the chassis is very helpful. It is not required for operation when the bottom cover is installed.

Applications
One use for the amplifier is to measure very low values of resistance such as meter shunts or switch contacts. To do this a known current is passed through the conductor to be measured. The amplifier is used to determine the voltage drop across the portion of the conductor containing the unknown resistance, and the value is then computed using Ohm's law.

Insulation resistance can be measured by applying a relatively high known voltage to the material. Since the current sensitivity of the amplifier is known (.0008 \text{\mu}A per volt out), the resistance may be computed by noting the current passed by the material. The amplifier is also useful as a null indicator for dc bridge measurements, as an air ionization indicator, for measuring thermocouple potential, and as an operational amplifier for performing analog functions.

END
Simple solutions to irritating convergence and purity troubles

By WARREN ROY

One common trouble in replacing a color picture tube is that no matter how carefully you adjust the video drive controls, you can't get a clean black-and-white picture. This is caused by differences in the efficiency of the phosphors of the old tube as compared to the phosphors of the newer replacement tube. It is easy to correct in General Electric CW, Sylvania 576 and RCA CTC10 and later chassis.

To adjust for this trouble, first find which phosphor is the weak one. Set up the set, following the manufacturer's black-and-white tracking instructions carefully. When finished, step back and look at the picture.

If the screen has taken on a cyan tint, change the connections at the drive controls to match a in the figure. If the picture has a magenta tint, set up the circuit to match b. And if the picture looks yellow, set up the circuit to match c.

These changes will compensate for the weak phosphor and make it possible to get good black-and-white tracking once again. Changing drive-control connections should not affect the original settings of the screen controls. But it may be wise to recheck the screen controls anyway to insure the best possible tracking.

Poor purity

When purity is a problem, start by degaussing the receiver—even if it was already done a half-hour before. Then adjust purity rings and yoke positioning, following the manufacturer's recommendations. If purity is still not good, check the settings of the static convergence magnets and check picture centering.

Occasionally there will be a minor impurity near the edge of the picture or raster. If rechecking the purity does not get rid of it, get a couple of pin-cushion magnets and fasten them to the picture-tube mounting near the location of the impurity on the screen. Then move the magnets around to find the position that clears up the impurity. Fasten in place with a drop of cement.

Deliberate wire crossing helps compensate for differences in phosphor efficiencies in old and new color tubes. Diagrams a, b and c show what to do for cyan-, magenta- and yellow-tinted pictures, respectively.

RIGHT) Deliberate wire crossing helps compensate for differences in phosphor efficiencies in old and new color tubes. Diagrams a, b and c show what to do for cyan-, magenta- and yellow-tinted pictures, respectively.

WHAT'S YOUR EQ?

Three puzzlers for the student, theoretician and practical man. They may look simple, but double-check your answers before you say you've solved them. If you've got an interesting or unusual answer send it to us. We are especially interested in service stinkers or engineering stumpers on actual electronic equipment. We are getting so many letters we can't answer individual ones, but we'll print the more interesting solutions (the ones the original authors never thought of). We will pay $10 and up for each one accepted. Write EQ Editor, Radio-Electronics, 154 West 14th St., New York, N.Y.

Answers for this month's puzzlers are on page 67.

L-pad Puzzler

Two equal resistors form an L-pad. When a load of 150 ohms is connected to terminals 1 and 2, an ohmmeter shows 300 ohms between terminals 3 and 4. What are the values of the resistors?—Kendall Collins

Fussy Fuses

The number next to each fuse is its current rating in amperes. What current will this fuse combination carry?—Steve Stumph

Voltage Divider?

After charging current stops, what are the voltages across C1, C2 and C3?—Cleve G. Cleveland

END
frequency synthesis improves CB coverage

By ROBERT F. SCOTT
TECHNICAL EDITOR

PRECISION FREQUENCY CONTROL IS ONE of the basic requirements for CB transmitters. A crystal-controlled oscillator is almost universally used to insure the precision and stability required by FCC regulations. Frequency synthesis—a relatively new development—provides crystal-controlled transmission and reception with less than one-fourth the number of crystals previously required.

Most class-D base or mobile transceivers are designed for crystal-controlled transmission and reception on 5 to 8 channels plus continuous tuning over all 23 channels. To transmit on other channels, you plug in other crystals and possibly touch up the transmitter tuning. If you want crystal-controlled transmission and reception on all channels, you need a total of 46 crystals.

Hammarlund and Polytronics Lab have just introduced transceivers that use only 11 crystals to transmit and receive on all 23 channels. The fundamentals, or fundamentals and harmonics, of two or more precision signals are combined to produce other related precision frequencies. If we have a number of channels 1 kc apart, it is possible to use relatively few crystals, with frequency synthesis to tune to the channel frequencies as easily as with a vfo.

Poly-Comm Senior 23

Fig. 1 shows how Polytronics Lab uses frequency synthesis and 11 crystals for full frequency control in the receiver and transmitter sections of the Poly-Comm Senior 23. In analyzing the circuit, refer to the channel frequencies in the table.

The CHANNEL SWITCH (S1) has
Fig. 2—Another approach (Hammarlund's) uses the sum of two crystal frequencies. Some total number of crystals.

been drawn in simplified operational form. It is a 23-position switch but S1-a and S1-b are drawn to show the crystals that they select for each channel. For example, S1-b selects the 37.600-mc crystal on channels 1 through 4, the 37.650-mc crystal for channels 5 through 8 and so on.

Let's start with the transceiver tuned to channel 10 and see how the 27.075-mc transmitter frequency is developed. The local oscillator (V11-a) generates a 37.700-mc signal and feeds it to the synthesizer—a conventional pentode converter whose grid-screen grid circuit is a Pierce oscillator operating (for channel 10) at 4.625 mc.

**CB CHANNEL NUMBERS AND FREQUENCIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Freq (mc)</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Freq (mc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26,965</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26,995</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27,015</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>27,035</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>27,065</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>27,085</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>27,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>27,105</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27,125</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>27,145</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>27,165</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>27,185</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27,195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sum and difference frequencies are developed in V11-b's plate circuit. The difference frequency of 33.075 mc (37.700 - 4.625 = 33.075) is fed through T8 to the signal grid of the 6B47 converter (V12). (Here again we have a conventional circuit similar to those in most crystal-controlled superhets.)

The 33.075-mc signal on V12's signal grid beats with the 6-mc signal from the oscillator circuit, and the difference frequency of 27.075 mc is picked off by T9. This is the frequency we are looking for. This signal is amplified by the buffer and fed to the final power amplifier.

Now, let's take a look at the receiver circuits. The receiver is a dual-conversion type with a 6-mc first if. An incoming channel-10 signal is amplified and fed to the grid of the first mixer along with the 33.075-mc oscillator. These two signals beat and the 6-mc difference frequency is fed through T3 to the 6-mc first i.f. amplifier. We could amplify this signal further and then pass it on to the detector. However, a high i.f. eliminates images but lacks selectivity and gain. So the 6-mc signal is fed to the second mixer where it is heterodyned with the 5.545-mc signal from the second oscillator to produce the 455-kc second i.f.

To get the real picture of how frequency synthesis works in the Polytronics circuit, get a pencil and paper and see how the desired frequencies are developed on other channels. Just remember that, in this circuit, the transmitter output frequency equals the local oscillator frequency minus the synthesizer frequency minus 6 mc. The injection frequency for the receiver's first mixer is equal to the local oscillator frequency minus the synthesizer frequency.

**Hammarlund CB-23**

In this model, the channel is determined by the settings of the CHANNEL and SECTOR switches (S102 and S101, respectively). The CHANNEL switch is an 8-position unit without stops. The SECTOR switch has 3 positions and corresponds to the band switch on a radio. It is ganged to a mask that covers the unused bands on the CHANNEL dial. When the SECTOR switch is in its extreme left position (let's call it position 1), the CHANNEL selector covers channels 1 through 8. Channels 9 through 16 and 17 through 23 are selected when the SECTOR switch is in positions 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 2 is a simplified diagram of
the frequency-determining section of the CB-23. Some switching, not particularly pertinent to this discussion, has been eliminated for simplicity. We’ll stick to channel 10 and see how the transmitting frequency (27.075 mc) is made.

The first conversion oscillator (V102-b) sends a 25.325-mc signal to the grid of the first mixer (V102-a) where it combines with the 1.750-mc signal from the low-frequency oscillators. The sum frequency of 27.075 mc (25.325 + 1.750) is fed through bandpass network T102-C115-T107 to the driver and then to the transmitter’s final amplifier. In this circuit, the desired frequency is the sum of two frequencies, whereas in the Poly-Comm we used the difference frequency.

Now to the receiver. Its first i.f. is 1.65 mc in the first sector, 1.75 mc in the second and 1.85 mc in the third. Sections of the sector switch select capacitors that tune the first mixer plate and second mixer grid circuits to the correct i.f.

We are still on channel 10. The output of the first conversion oscillator is mixed with the incoming signal at the grid of the first mixer to develop the 1.75-mc first i.f. This signal passes through the bandpass network consisting of C155 and the bottom coils in T102 and T107 to the second mixer grid.

The conversion signal for the second mixer comes from V106-a, a Colpitts oscillator whose frequency is selected by the sector switch. Its output is 1.388 mc in sector 1, 1.488 mc in sector 2 and 1.588 mc in sector 3. Since we are on channel 10, the 1.488-mc signal from V106-a beats with the 1.750-mc first i.f. to produce the 262-ke second i.f. A single 262-ke i.f. amplifier feeds the detector, avc and anl circuits. The vernier tuning control varies the second conversion oscillator’s frequency ± 3 kc to compensate for minor frequency variations in other transmitters. It doesn’t affect transmitter frequency.

The Resonant Sky
(Continued from page 42)

on a blank form identical with the one you inscribed. The transmission itself would take a fraction of a second; the door-to-door delivery would extend this time to several hours, but eventually letters should never take more than a day between any two points on the earth.

Perhaps a decade beyond the orbital post office lies something even more startling—the orbital newspaper. This will be made possible by more sophisticated descendants of the reproducing and facsimile machines now found in most up-to-date offices. One of these, working in conjunction with the TV set, will be able on demand to make a permanent record of the picture flashed on the screen. Thus when you want your daily paper, you will switch to the appropriate channel, press the right button—and collect the latest edition as it emerges from the slot. It may be merely a one-page news sheet; the editorials will be available on another channel—sports, book reviews, drama, advertising, on others. We will select what we need, and ignore the rest, thus saving whole forests for posterity.

Nor will the matter end here. Over the same circuits we will be able to conjure up, from central libraries and information banks, copies of any document we desire from Magna Charta to the current earth-moon passenger schedules. Even books may one day be “distributed” in this manner, though their format will have to be changed drastically to make this possible. All publishers would do well to contemplate these really staggering prospects. Most affected will be newspapers and pocket books; practically untouched by the coming revolution will be art volumes, and quality magazines, which involve not only fine printing, but elaborate manufacturing processes. The dailies may well tremble; the glossy monthlies have little to fear.

Will there be time to do any work at all on a planet saturated from pole to pole with fine entertainment, first-class music, brilliant discussions, and every conceivable type of information service? Even now, it is claimed, our children spend a sixth of their waking lives glued to the cathode-ray tube. We are becoming a race of watchers, not of doers.

If this is so, then the epitaph of our race should read, in fleeting, fluorescent letters: Whom the Gods would destroy, they first give TV.
CORNER REFLECTORS will be used on the S-66 polar ionosphere beacon satellite to reflect a tracking laser beam back to earth. The photo shows four of the reflectors and the assembled array. The satellite will carry 360 of these reflectors in nine reflecting arrays, each containing 40 reflectors bonded together, and mounted on a truncated cone, as shown in the insert. The left reflector in the foreground shows the hexagonal face that points toward the earth; the center a side view, and right the back view, showing the deposited aluminum reflecting surface. The reflectors are made of fused silica, a special glass with high resistance to radiation in space.

HELICYL. New helical type antenna installed on the Air Force's Advanced Range Instrumentation Ships (ARIS) covers medium- and high-frequency (21-30 mc) bands, and is remotely tunable. The antenna, designed by ITT Federal Laboratories, is encased in epoxy-bonded glass fiber. The lower cylinder contains the helical antenna coil. The upper part contains the top-loading capacitor and the shaft for the tuning equipment. Tuning is by a rotating slider that contacts the coil in the larger, lower section.

RE-ENTRY BLACKOUT STUDY EQUIPMENT uses entirely optical receiver. Three meteor cameras, controlled by three tracking radars, are focused on the re-entering body. The super-Schmidt camera on left helps pinpoint position of luminous trail against a star background and provides velocity information. Center Super-Schmidt and small Schmidt on right act as spectrographs to analyze radiation from the re-entering body. Separated into two main spectra, light is analyzed by two electronic spectrophotometers, one of which measures 10 channels in the infrared region (0.6 to 4 microns); other, with 30 channels, measuring light between 0.3 and 0.6 micron (visible and ultraviolet). Results of infrared analysis are recorded on magnetic tape; those of visible light by counters which integrate quanta of light received over 0.1-second periods in the 30 visible-ultraviolet channels.
Beginner's Lab for Pennies

All you need is a calibrated capacitor and a standard inductance—make them yourself and you're ready to go.

A CALIBRATED CAPACITOR AND A STANDARD inductance coil brings the world of precision radio-frequency measurement to your fingertips. With a calibrated capacitor, a standard inductance coil and a signal generator (or radio stations of known frequency), you can measure capacitance, inductance, impedance and Q. I'll give details for calibrating an inexpensive tuning capacitor and specifications for a standard inductance coil that you can build for a few cents in this article. The serious technician, ham or experimenter is cheating himself if he doesn't have a calibrated capacitor and a standard inductance coil among his instruments.

You can salvage the capacitor from an old radio and use only one section. Or you can buy a capacitor like the one I used for less than a buck. You can use a ready-made case or install your capacitor in a cigar box. Your cost can run from almost nothing to a few dollars.

The auxiliary equipment needed to make measurements is a vtm with an rf probe. An rf signal generator is desirable, but you can substitute strong local broadcast signals. If you're a beginner and lack some of the equipment, come along on a reading hinge anyway! You'll find that you can do a lot in electronics with very little if you know basic principles.

Winding the coil

To calibrate a capacitor and measure capacitance by the Q-meter* method, the first requirement is a standard inductance coil. Its inductance is 100 µh and it is simple to construct. Simply wind 91 turns of No. 30 enameled magnet wire on a 3/8-inch-diameter form. Wind the coil close, but without any turn overlaps. The winding will occupy about 1 inch of the coil length.

I wound my coil on a piece of 3/4-inch-diameter cardboard tube. You may use a plastic or bakelite form if you wish, but it isn't necessary. Make two small holes near each end but with 1 1/4 inches between each set of holes (Fig. 1). Use an ice pick or a very small drill to make the holes. Start the winding by looping the wire around through the set of holes at one end of the coil several times. Leave an inch or two of wire sticking out from the coil. Place the spool of wire on a nail or a rod fastened in the vertical position on a board or in a vise as shown in Fig. 2. Then turn the coil form and smooth the wire as you wind it on the form. The spool-spindle combination should have enough friction to keep the wire under tension so you can wind the coil tightly. If tension is too great, the wire may break. Count the turns to 91 and stop winding. Pass the wire through one of the small holes you've provided and then loop through the other one as you did on the other end of the coil.

Scrape the enamel off the wire ends, double the ends back on themselves, and tin them. Use a hot, clean soldering iron and rosin-core solder for this and any subsequent soldering work. Apply a thin coat of coil dope, Duco cement, collodion or finger-nail polish to the coil windings to hold the turns in place.

Next—the capacitor

The calibrated capacitor is housed in a bakelite case and has additional terminals to facilitate measurements. The circuit arrangement is in Fig. 3.

First, drill the panel according to the layout of Fig. 4. All holes are 3/16-inch diameter except for the 5/8-inch hole for the tuning capacitor shaft.

By FORREST H. FRANTZ, SR.

---

*An instrument consisting of a signal generator, a calibrated capacitor and a standard inductance coil which uses the resonance tuning principle (used in receivers) for the measurement of L, C, Z and Q.
Mark off the hole positions with an ice pick or center punch and drill \( \frac{1}{8} \) inch-diameter starter holes. Then enlarge all holes to \( \frac{3}{16} \) inch diameter. Finally, enlarge the tuning-capacitor shaft hole to \( \frac{5}{8} \) inch diameter. Place the panel on a piece of scrap wood during drilling to avoid breakage.

Next, cut the variable capacitor shaft so \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch extends beyond the bushing. Place the part of the shaft to be discarded in the vise while you saw it. Catch the capacitor with your hand when it drops free. Dress the edge of the shaft with a file to remove burrs. Be careful not to let sawdust or filings get between the capacitor plates.

Mount the variable capacitor and the five binding posts on the panel. (Cement a piece of aluminum foil to the panel and ground it to the capacitor frame for shielding if you use the bakelite panel. Extend the foil to fit under the common terminals numbered 1, but not under the others.) Insert a \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch-thick washer between the back of the panel and the variable capacitor under each of the screw holes. Fasten the capacitor with \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch-6-32 screws. The two bottom binding posts (ground common connection) are black, and the other three are red.

Remove the trimmer screw on the capacitor and bend the small trimmer plate away from the small stator on the side of the capacitor. Replace the mica washer and fasten the screw down tight, leaving the trimmer plate free. Then proceed with the wiring.

Make the pointer knob out of a \( \frac{3}{16} \) inch-thick piece of clear plastic. The pattern and size are shown in Fig. 5. Make the hairline by laying a straight-edge on the plastic and scratching with an ice pick or other sharp instrument. Then fill the hairline with India ink. Cement the pointer (hairline down) to the knob with Duco cement. Position the plastic pointer so the setscrew is away from the pointer. Also be sure you get the pointer hole centered on the knob hole center.

Next, cut a piece of high-quality cardboard or paper (that will take ink without smudging) to \( \frac{3}{2} \) inch. Locate the shaft center at the middle of the long dimension and \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch from the bottom along the height dimension. Then, with a compass, in a \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch radius arc and pencil in \( \frac{3}{16} \) - and \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch radius arcs, using the capacitor-shaft center mark as center. Pencil an \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch-radius circle using this same center. Cut out this circle with a pair of scissors. Center this piece of paper on the variable-capacitor shaft center on the front of the panel and fasten temporarily with cellophane tape at the corners. Fasten the knob on the variable capacitor shaft. Now you're ready to calibrate.

When calibration is completed, the piece of paper can be removed and the calibrations inked in. The pencil arcs were provided as guides for calibration mark lengths.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( c ) (pf)</th>
<th>( f ) (mc)</th>
<th>( c ) (pf)</th>
<th>( f ) (mc)</th>
<th>( c ) (pf)</th>
<th>( f ) (mc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>0.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you can get it in your budget, you can buy a vernier dial with a write-in scale. They're made by National, Millen, etc. Use the manufacturer's template when drilling dial mounting holes. Mount the capacitor on a bracket fastened to the panel.

### Capacitor Calibration

To calibrate the capacitor, use the arrangement shown in Fig. 6. Coil L is the 100-\( \mu \)h standard coil.

For each signal generator frequency setting, there is a particular capacitance that will produce resonance. Resonance is indicated by maximum deflection of the VTVM. If you substitute 100 \( \mu \)h for \( L \) in the formula

\[
\nu = \frac{1}{2 \pi \sqrt{LC}}
\]

and solve, you get

\[
\nu = \frac{15.9}{\sqrt{C}}
\]

where \( \nu \) (resonant frequency) is in megacycles and \( C \) is in microfarads (picofarads). Table 1 was worked out from this formula and can be used to speed up calibration.

**NOTE:** Calibration accuracy is limited by the accuracy of the rf signal generator and the care you exercise during calibration. You can check the accuracy of your signal generator against radio stations of known frequency on a radio receiver.

Mark the calibration points with pencil dots just beyond the outer arc on the paper scale. Add the lines and lettering after calibration is complete.
Sir Oliver
Joseph Lodge

By DEXTER S. BARTLETT

Inventors of Radio

Lodge has been called "the patron saint of radiotelegraphy." Through him, early experimenters got their first understanding of electrical resonance. He—not Branly—first used and named the coherer, and he sent wireless signals several hundred feet while demonstrating Hertz' discoveries.

Oliver Joseph Lodge was born at Penkull, England, June 12, 1851. He graduated D.Sc. from London University in 1877. In 1881 he took the chair of physics at University College in Liverpool, where he remained until, in 1900, he was chosen first principal of the new Birmingham University. He was knighted in 1902.

As far back as 1880, he was able to say, "...the transmission of such things as views and pictures by means of the electric wire... has not yet been done but seems already theoretically possible and may very soon be practically accomplished."

The phenomenon called cohesion—the sticking-together of small (metallic) particles in an electric field—dates back to 1850. It had been used sporadically from then on, but Lodge and a colleague used it in 1884 for a remarkably far-sighted purpose: clearing rooms of smoke and fumes!

Branly was also working with the coherer, and in 1891 published among his findings the fact that metal filings in a glass tube would cohere for quite some time after the passage of an electric discharge and remain conductive, but that they would separate and become non-conducting if the tube were tapped. It seems clear from his report that he did not realize that the phenomenon was caused by Hertzian (electromagnetic) waves. It was Lodge who grasped that fact and first put it to work.

Around 1897 Lodge turned his attention to wireless telegraphy. With a collaborator he took out the first patent on tuned wireless telegraphy, which was later sold to Marconi. It greatly increased the range of wireless communication, and for the first time allowed more than one station on the air simultaneously.

A brief list of some of his other work is almost breathtaking:

The seat of emf in a voltaic cell and the speed of ion movement; electrolysis; investigation of lightning (he proposed that it might be oscillatory in nature). Inventions include the disc coherer, automatic signaling machine, read teletype relay, portable antennas for military use, a triode detector circuit, and a method of cascading two triode amplifier stages.

He died at Amesbury, Wiltshire, England, on Aug. 22, 1940.

END
Being 80 miles from town doesn't mean you can't enjoy good FM programs. But you will have to select a good tuner and antenna to counter the distance.

FM in the FRINGES

FM BROADCASTING HAS ENJOYED A PHENOMENAL RESURGENCE IN THE PAST 2 YEARS. THE NUMBER OF FM STATIONS HAS INCREASED BY SEVERAL HUNDRED AND THE NUMBER OF "GOOD MUSIC" STATIONS BY SEVERAL HUNDRED PERCENT. BUT THOUSANDS OF REFUGEES FROM TV LIVING ON THE FRINGES OF METROPOLITAN AREAS OR, LIKE MYSELF, OUT OF SMALL TOWNS, ARE GETTING ONLY PARTIAL BENEFITS FROM FM BECAUSE THEY ARE EITHER POORLY EQUIPPED OR UNAWARE OF WHAT IS AVAILABLE TO THEM WITH GOOD EQUIPMENT.

BY THE SAME TOKEN, TECHNICIANS AND DEALERS ARE MISSING AN OPPORTUNITY TO FAIL IN ON THE POSSIBILITIES OF FRINGE-AREA FM RECEPTION. THOSE WHO RECALL WITH PLEASANT NOSTALGIA THE GOOD BUSINESS ENJOYED IN SUPPLYING PACKAGES OF RECEIVER, TOWER, ANTENNA, ETC., TO FRINGE-AREA RECEIVERS IN THE EARLY YEARS OF TV, WOULD DO WELL TO TAKE A LOOK AT THE SIMILAR POSSIBILITIES THAT EXIST TODAY IN FM.

THERE ARE FEW PLACES IN THE EASTERN HALF OF THE US AND ON THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC COAST WHERE SATISFACTORY RECEPTION OF AT LEAST A HALF DOZEN FM STATIONS IS NOT POSSIBLE. IN MANY PLACES, GOOD EQUIPMENT CAN BRING AN EMBARRASSMENT OF RICHES—SCORES OF STATIONS FROM DIFFERENT CITIES. SOME OF THESE ARE ON THE SAME OR ADJACENT CHANNELS. WITH PROBLEMS OF PREVENTING CAPTURE OF WANTED STATIONS BY UNWANTED ONES, POSSIBILITIES ARE MORE LIMITED THAN IN THE SUBURBS AND SMALL TOWNS.

THE PROBLEMS OF FRINGE-AREA FM RECEPTION ARE SIMILAR TO THOSE OF TV. THE FIRST STEP IN SOLVING THEM IS TO ASSESS THE POSSIBILITIES IN ANY GIVEN AREA OR NEIGHBORHOOD. PRESENT RECEPTION PROVIDES GOOD CLUES. IT IS PROBABLE THAT YOU CAN AT LEAST DUPLICATE THE BEST RECEPTION

By JOSEPH MARSHALL

The problems of fringe-area FM reception are similar to those of TV. The first step in solving them is assessing the possibilities in any given area or neighborhood. Present reception provides good clues. It is probable that you can at least duplicate the best reception in your own area. There are FM antennas that can provide gains as high as 12 and 14 dB. Therefore, if the antenna, as is very likely, provides only nominal gain it is easy to get an improvement of 6 dB or even more with a better one.

If a location yields satisfactory TV reception, good reception of FM stations located in the same cities is practically a sure thing.

Fringe-area tuners

The tuner, of course, is the key to satisfactory fringe-area reception. Fortunately, tuner sensitivity has been improved considerably in the past 2 or 3 years. Because of "threshold effect" this improvement may well make it possible to enjoy satisfactory reception with modern tuners in locations where it used to be marginal or unsatisfactory. The great advantage of FM is its ability to reduce the noise—quiet it completely if the signal is strong enough. But there is a threshold that a signal has to cross before quieting can begin. It is established by the input noise of the first tube in the tuner. With wide deviation used in FM broadcasting, a signal has to be about 6 dB above receiver noise before quieting can begin. But in a good tuner, once this threshold is crossed, the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio can be extremely high. Note that in Fig. 1 there is little improvement when the signal is 6 dB above receiver noise. But when the signal increases to 8 dB above the noise, the signal-to-noise ratio at the output is 20 dB, an improvement of 14 dB, and the ratio improves very rapidly with stronger signals.

Even a small improvement in the noise figure of a tuner can greatly improve the usable sensitivity. At the threshold level, lowering receiver noise (not the noise figure) as little as 1 dB...
may well produce a 10-db improvement in signal-to-noise ratio at the output with the very same input signal.

Newer tubes and better design have produced tuners with usable sensitivity as much as 6 db better than was possible 2 or 3 years ago. The race for the best possible noise figure in tubes is currently between the nuvistor and frame-grid triodes. In circuits, it's between the cascode and the neutrode.

Tuner sensitivity is rated in several ways. The oldest and most flattering figure is in terms of the weakest signal into a 72-ohm input that will produce 20 db of quieting. This standard can yield sensitivities as good as 0.5 µv and better.

Unfortunately, several things about this measuring method make it a poor measure of performance. For one thing, all antennas covering the entire FM band are 300-ohm antennas. The same tuner will require at least twice the input signal to provide 20 db quieting with a 300-ohm input.

Furthermore, 20 db of quieting falls considerably short of providing high-fidelity reception. Finally, the quieting sensitivity is measured with an unmodulated signal and gives no hint of what happens to the modulation which, after all, is the thing we want to enjoy. A narrow-bandwidth tuner will almost always have better quieting sensitivity than a wide-bandwidth tuner. But if the bandwidth is so narrow that the signal sidebands cannot pass through it, distortion will be high and the signal, though audible, will not be tolerable. And a wide-band tuner with seemingly inferior quieting sensitivity may well deliver better overall quality on weak signals because of lower distortion, while a narrow-band receiver may make it possible to log very weak signals but will generate too much distortion for satisfactory high fidelity.

Theoretically, minimum distortion on very weak signals calls for a bandwidth in excess of 200 kc. As it happens, the effective bandwidth of an FM tuner varies with the signal strength. A very weak signal that just barely passes the limiting threshold in effect faces the narrowest portion of the response curve. This is true as indicated in Fig. 2, because in this case only the sidebands closer to the carrier benefit from limiting. Noise suppression may be satisfactory but distortion of the extreme sidebands will be high. On the other hand, a signal strong enough to poke its entire body above the limiting threshold looks in effect into the widest portion of the selectivity curve 6 db or more from the top. Thus, a tuner with a 150-kc bandwidth may produce high distortion on extremely weak signals but acceptable reception on slightly stronger signals. Obviously, if two tuners have the same quieting sensitivity, the one with the wider bandwidth will have better usable sensitivity on a modulated signal because it yields less distortion.

Fortunately, in the interests of simplifying the choice of a tuner, the IHFM standard of measuring sensitivity takes the bandwidth and the distortion it may produce into consideration. Under the IHFM standard, sensitivity is rated in terms of the weakest signal with 100% modulation that will produce, in the output of the tuner, no more than 3% noise plus distortion. This is a far more stringent and significant rating and guide to fringe-area performance. The tuner with 0.5-µv sensitivity for 20 db of quieting with a 72-ohm input may need from 2 to 5 µv to meet the IHFM standard with a 300-ohm input. Currently the best obtainable IHFM sensitivity with a 300-ohm input is around 1.5 µv and the average for highly sensitive tuners is between 2 and 3 µv. I would say that 4-µv IHFM sensitivity is the minimum for fringe areas.

**Limiters**

Limiting should not only start on the weakest possible signal but, once the limiting threshold is crossed, the limiting should increase very steeply with every increase in signal strength until complete saturation is achieved. It should not take much more than 10 µv to produce complete limiting, and the quicker the tuner provides complete limiting, the better (Fig. 3).

Most fringe-area tuners will have two limiters with discriminator detectors and at least one with ratio detectors. The better ones will have two even with a ratio detector. In several current tuners, the i.f. amplifiers and limiters are arranged to give progressive amplification and limiting. Usually the second or final limiter will be circuited to limit all the time. The first limiter provides amplification on weak signals, and the i.f. amplifiers begin to limit in turn as the

---

**Fig. 2**—A weak signal faces the narrowest portion of the receiver bandwidth. A strong signal, in effect, finds the bandwidth wider because of limiting action. For low distortion on weak signals bandwidth must be at least 150 kc at the very top of the response curve.
signal increases. Though with progressive limiting two i.f. stages and two limiters can provide high usable sensitivity, there may be a decided advantage in a tuner that uses three i.f. stages plus two limiters. Thus in a locality where one or more of the desired stations are on adjacent channels, it is practically essential to choose a tuner with at least three i.f. stages to get enough selectivity.

Another fine quality of FM reception is the ability of the tuner to suppress completely the weaker of two or more signals on the same channel, or, to put it another way, for the strongest signal to capture the tuner. This capture ability varies with different tuners and is expressed in a capture ratio. A figure of about 1.5 db is tops and anything under 6 db is very good.

Capture ratio can be extremely important in the fringe areas. A good capture ratio will not only prevent audible co-channel interference but, in combination with a rotatable antenna with a good front-to-side or front-to-back ratio, may make it possible to receive two or more stations on the same channel. A good capture ratio together with good selectivity also favors reception of stations on adjacent channels.

Oscillator stability is also important. The afe should be capable of being disabled or adjusted. Even with afe, oscillator stability should be very good. In many ways a tuner without afe is preferable because it implies that the oscillator stability is inherently good. Also, a tuner without afe is certain to have a very wide-band detector which favors a good capture ratio. low distortion on weak signals, and easy tuning. Furthermore, a wide-band detector is usually free of "three-point tuning" (Fig. 4). With narrow-band detectors there is enough response at the two outer skirts of the response curve to obscure and often to make impossible the reception of weak signals on channels adjacent to strong ones.

Another important characteristic for weak-signal reception is the absence of oscillator "pulling". An oscillator that pulls has the same effect as afe on adjacent weak signals. If, with the afe disabled, stations tend to pop in and out of resonance—very much as if the afe were on—the tuner is definitely guilty of pulling. But if even a very strong station has to be tuned carefully to resonance, it is relatively free of pulling.

Antenna arrays

There is no substitute for a good antenna, and the best tuner will profit from being fed the fattest possible signal by the antenna. Yet many people, though using a 10-element TV array, still use a folded dipole or a turnstile for FM reception.

FM antennas have been covered ("Stereo FM Antenna Has High Gain and Quality," March 1963): we will concentrate on general considerations and ways and means of utilizing a given antenna most effectively.

To begin with, it is always worthwhile to try to use a high-gain TV antenna for FM reception. If the TV antenna won't work—or if it still leaves some FM stations of only marginal worth—choose a suitable FM antenna. Get one with at least 5 elements and preferably 10. It doesn't pay to skimp here. The difference in cost between a 5- and a 10-element job will be small compared to total cost of the installation and even the finest tuner will profit from the latter signal.

In most fringe locations, the antenna should be rotatable. One can expect to receive FM stations from several directions even if now you receive TV stations from only one. Furthermore, a rotatable antenna will greatly assist reception of stations on adjacent or the same channel, and minimize multipath distortion.

Boosters

Boosters may or may not help, depending on the tuner. They are broadband devices and seldom give as good a noise figure as a tuner using the same tube and circuitry. The new boosters use frame-grid tubes in cascade or neutrone configurations. These improve the absolute sensitivity of many older tuners. And, though they may not improve the noise figure of the new tuners, they may improve reception by increasing the gain of the system and thereby the degree of noise suppression, through improved limiting.
Specifically intended for "entertainment product" replacement, these low-cost "Surmetic" silicon diodes from Motorola can carry 1 amp and have a piv of 400.

Hardly in the TV-replacement category, these stud-mount siliconics can handle up to 250 amps continuous, with surges up to 4,500 amps over 1 cycle!

replace them with silicons!

Smaller, cooler and longer lasting than any other rectifiers, these will save you money.

BY JAMES D. McCALL*

Vacuum-tube rectifiers burn out and lose emission. Selenium deteriorates with age. Silicon rectifiers don't. Properly installed, a silicon rectifier is more reliable than any other type. A job stays repaired. Fewer callbacks, greater customer good-will.

Lower inventory is another advantage. A silicon rectifier can be an almost universal replacement for any application. A single type (the 1N1695, for example) can replace a full line of 65-, 150-, 200-, 300-, and 400-ma sel- eniums and many vacuum-tube rectifiers. Siliconics can be installed easily in even the tightest locations. Their high current ratings at relatively high temperatures reduce heat-sink requirements. By stocking a few silicon units, you can save many costly callbacks where replacements are not available.

Silicon rectifiers outperform seleniums, and do a better job than germanium ones, which have a slightly lower forward-voltage drop but higher leakage currents and lower operating temperature ratings. With silicon rectifiers, therefore, you can get a higher B-plus voltage for a brighter TV picture and greater undistorted audio in cases where the receiver stages are not already operating at their maximum rated power. Fig. 1 compares the voltage drop and reverse current rating of silicon, selenium and 5U4-G rectifiers.

Selecting the proper rectifier

While a single silicon rectifier could be selected to replace virtually any rectifier encountered in consumer product equipment, there is a good reason for stocking at least two or three types: Economics. The cost of a rectifier increases with current and peak-inverse-voltage rating, and there's little to gain by using a high-current high-voltage rectifier where a lower-cost unit will do the job. An understanding of silicon rectifier characteristics will help you select the proper replacement units.

Current Rating. Silicon rectifiers, like all semiconductor devices, must be current derated as temperature rises beyond the normal. (Fig. 2). The derating curve for a typical unit rated 600 ma at 45°C (113°F) shows that the unit can be used to supply only 250 ma at 100°C. This is simply because a semiconductor device, used without an external heat sink, must dissipate the heat

Typical of inexpensive, all-purpose silicon rectifiers is this little job rated to carry 1 ampere.

Fig. 1—Forward and reverse characteristics of a 750-ma 400-piv silicon rectifier compared with a 500-ma selenium and a 5U4-G tube rectifier.

*Applications engineer, Motorola Semiconductor Products Div.
due to its internal power loss directly through its case, while still keeping the junction temperature at a safe value.

The small package of a silicon rectifier is possible because it has lower loss compared to selenium and tube rectifiers. The package itself, in normal applications, will dissipate well enough. An ambient temperature of 100°C, for example, corresponds to 212°F—far above normal chassis temperature. And when a silicon unit replaces other types of rectifiers, usually tube types, the temperature around the rectifier is further reduced by the lower power loss in the silicon device so that a practical limit of 80°C (176°F) can safely be assumed for all but very unusual applications.

Voltage Rating. Just as important as the current rating of a rectifier is its peak-inverse-voltage (piv) rating. If too much reverse (or inverse—same thing) voltage is applied between the rectifier terminals, the unit will be permanently damaged.

The required piv rating depends on the power supply circuit. In a half-wave, capacitor-input supply (Fig. 3) the rectifier, at worst (with the load open-circuited), is subjected to a piv twice the peak input voltage. In such circuits the rectifier piv rating must be at least twice the peak, or 2.82 times the rms voltage applied to the rectifier input. In areas where the line voltage is often higher than normal, be sure to take that into account. In special applications with extremely high piv’s, you can series-connect two or more lower-piv diodes.

In full-wave, capacitor-input circuits (Fig. 4), each rectifier must again have a piv rating of twice the peak, or 2.82 times the rms voltage of half the transformer secondary.

In full-wave bridge circuits (Fig. 5), each rectifier must have a piv rating of at least the peak value (1.41 rms) of the voltage across the transformer secondary.

For both full-wave and bridge circuits, the average current through each rectifier is only half the total load current, and the rectifier current rating may be chosen accordingly.

With power supplies using choke-input filters, piv ratings are somewhat relaxed under normal operating conditions. Yet during initial warmup, piv can approach capacitor-input values. For maximum reliability, therefore, better use the same piv ratings as with capacitor-input filters.

When you connect two or more rectifiers in series to handle unusually high piv’s, shunt each one in the string with a 100,000-ohm to 1-meg-ohm resistor. This helps distribute the peak inverse voltage across the series string more equally among the rectifiers. Two rectifiers in series will carry the same current, but in general-purpose silicon diodes, back-resistance is not carefully controlled. The inverse voltage will thus depend on the back resistance; the higher-resistance diode will hold back more of its share and may fail sooner. One diode is sure to follow, since the full piv is now across it. Shunting the diodes with resistors helps prevent this trouble.

Surge Currents. With capacitor-input power supplies, surge currents can be tremendous if there is little series resistance in the circuit. (This is the current that charges the filter through the rectifier when the equipment is first turned on.) If the capacitor is fully discharged at turn-on, it is a virtual short circuit across the output of the rectifier until it becomes charged during the first quarter-cycle of the applied voltage.

With vacuum-tube rectifiers, the forward resistance of the tube is usually great enough to limit the surge current to a safe level. With selenium rectifiers (lower forward resistance), a series surge-limiting resistor (Rs in Figs. 3, 4 and 5) is almost always used. When either of these rectifiers is replaced with a silicon unit, the surge current will be much larger because of the very low forward resistance of silicon diodes. A surge-limiting resistor is vital unless the transformer winding resistance alone is high enough to keep the current within the surge-current rating of the rectifier.

The total resistance value required can be calculated from the equation

$$ R_s = \frac{V_p}{I_p} $$

where $R_s$ is the required value of limiting resistor, $I_p$ the surge current, and $V_p$ the peak voltage.

If the measured dc resistance of the transformer secondary, plus that of any existing surge-limiting resistor, equals or exceeds the calculated value, no circuit modifications are required. If the calculated value is higher, any existing resistor must be increased to equal or exceed that value. The minimum power rating of the surge-limiting resistor can be determined from the formula

$$ P = \frac{21}{R} $$

where $P$ resistor power rating (including a 2-to-1 safety factor), and $I$ the average output dc of the supply.

Because of the lower forward voltage drop of silicon rectifiers, (even including a surge-limiting resistor), the dc output voltage of the power supply will normally be higher than in the original circuit using tube or selenium rectifiers. This increased output voltage often improves circuit performance. Where the circuit is already operating at maximum voltages, however, the surge-limiting resistor—or the value of any filter resistor in the power supply—will have to be increased to reduce the voltage to its original level. Watch filter-capacitor ratings, especially.

Surge-limiting resistors are needed only in capacitor-input filter supplies. The inductor in the choke-input filters limits the surge current to safe values.

Vacuum-tube rectifiers used in series-heater arrangements can be replaced with silicon rectifiers if you complete the series-heater string through a suitable dropping resistor. The additional resistor can be wired across the heater terminals of the now-unused rectifier tube socket. The resistance value and power rating of the resistor can be calculated by checking the heater voltage and current rating of the tube and applying the standard Ohm's Law formulas ($R = E/I$ and $P = EI$).

Since the resistor will drop somewhat more voltage during the initial warmup period, its power rating should be at least twice the calculated value to provide an adequate safety factor.

Installing silicon rectifiers

Silicon rectifiers come in a variety of standard packages. Probably the most useful for replacement purposes is the package with pigtails leads on the ends of the rectifier. Such units can be installed easily on printed-circuit boards or wired to tube socket terminals or ter---
minal strips in conventionally wired sets.

Tube rectifier replacement is usually the simplest. All you have to do is remove the old rectifier tube and wire the silicon rectifier to the socket terminals corresponding to the plate and cathode pins of the tube.

Replacing a selenium rectifier sometimes presents a problem because taking out the defective unit also removes the connecting points for the rectifier leads. It's relatively simple, however, to remove these wires and connect a silicon rectifier directly to the terminals to which they were connected.

Observe polarity when you install the replacement unit! Also, mount the silicon rectifier away from heat radiators, such as high-power resistors.

Practical replacements

The table shows representative silicon rectifier types ideally suited for replacements in radios and TV sets. Current and peak ratings are listed for each unit, and additional technical data can be obtained from manufacturers' data sheets.

There is just one additional point to keep in mind when evaluating datasheet information. The data usually apply to resistive or inductive loads. When used with capacitive loads, the rectifier must be current-derated. (Remember the high peak currents in such loads.) When maximum output currents for capacitive loads are not specified in the data sheet, a rule-of-thumb is to derate to two-thirds the maximum resistive load current for reliable operation.

Things to keep in mind

Used within its ratings, there's no rectifier more reliable and versatile than a silicon. You can use them in industrial, broadcast transmitters—anything.

If you're a service technician, you might consider carrying a few silicon rectifiers of different commonly met ratings—low-value I-watt resistors silicon rectifier away from heat radiators, surge limiters. With these, a few voltage checks and a little common sense, you can replace tube and selenium rectifiers with silicones on house calls—especially nice if you're working on a set with persistent rectifier failure.

But there are a few things to watch. First, it's wise to use a peak rating about 30% higher than the measured and calculated value, especially in sets with short rectifier life. Could be high line voltage, could be circuit transients—so play it safe! Another trick in sets with repeated rectifier trouble (ones with power transformers) is to bridge a 100- to 500-pf 1,000-volt ceramic capacitor across the transformer secondary to provide a low-impedance path for high-voltage spikes. Such a capacitor can often help in transformerless supplies—connect it from the rectifier anode to 0.

Remember that net B-plus will be greater with a silicon rectifier than with other types. This is a two-faced feature—it can bring increased performance... or rapid callbacks! If the set's components are already running near their maximum ratings, think twice before shipping in a silicon rectifier, unless you're prepared to make other changes, like increasing the value of series surge or filter resistors to bring the voltage back to its original value.
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WHEN A TV TUNER REPAIR FACES YOU on the bench you either dig in and re- 
pair it or remove the rf unit from the 
chassis and trade it in on a rebuilt. The 
approach you use depends on the com-
plexity of the repair, your tuner repair 
skills and equipment, the cost of the 
trade-in and how close the distributor is to your shop.

Some shops trade in a large per-
centage, others only a few of the tuners 
they handle. The luck you take depends 
largely on the tuner trouble. From 
analysis of the symptoms you decide 
whether the repair is electronic or me-
chanical, easy or hard.

Whether we trade or not, we go through some routine procedures. We 
make sure the tuner is the source of 
trouble. We isolate the defective tuner 
section and estimate the time needed to 
complete the repair.

Isolation

Talking to some of the factory re-
builders, I learned that a lot of tuners 
they take on trades need no repairing 
at all. In other words, the trouble wasn‘t 
in the tuner to start with. So the first 
step is to be sure the tuner is at fault.

A lot of “tuner trouble” symp-
toms confusingly have other possible 
Sources. Snow will occasionally be 
caused by the antenna, i.f. or age cir-
cuits. Ghosts can also originate in the 
antenna, i.f. and video circuits. Loss of 
or overloaded audio and video can be 
i.f., video, age or audio output troubles. 
Hum bars can originate in any circuit. 
Sync troubles can of course be in the 
sync circuits in addition to tuner.

So, before attacking a tuner, we 
isolate the trouble and make sure it is 
in the tuner. This is relatively easy if 
you have a flying-spot scanner. You 
can substitute an i.f. input containing a

test pattern for the tuner output. The 
i.f. signal is injected into the grid of the 
first i.f. amplifier. If a good test pattern 
appears on the screen, the tuner is at 
fault. If the TV screen still shows the 
same trouble, the tuner is exonerated.

Without a flying-spot scanner, iso-
lation is a bit more difficult. Take your 
rf signal generator and set it to the i.f. 
of the TV. Modulate the rf with the 
generator’s signal note, usually 400 
cycles.

Inject this signal into the grid of the 
first i.f. amplifier. If a screenful of 
hum bars appears on the picture-tube 
face, where the trouble was before, the 
tuner is at fault (Fig. 1). If the trouble 
is still around, it’s somewhere after the 
first i.f. grid.

Electronic troubleshooting

Once the trouble is pinned down to 
the tuner, we determine whether it is 
electronic or mechanical.

If it’s electronic, we almost always 
decide not to trade but repair.

The tuner is an electronic unit in 
itself. Its circuits are more critical than 
other TV circuits. Slight movement of 
leads, resistors and capacitors greatly 
affects distributed capacitance and in-
ductance effects. To offset this, as little 
movement of components as possible is 
desired. This means making your tests 
outside the tuner barrels and locating the 
offending part without extensive probing of tube sockets and wafer 
switches.

This is done with the aid of tube-
socket pin adapters and the schematic 
of the TV.

An adapter is inserted between 
the mixer tube socket and the tube. (Of 
course, the tubes are tested first and 
proven good.) Then with the schematic 
laid out in front of you, find the mixer.

Set the signal generator at 55.25 
mc and modulate it with the 400-cycle 
note. The TV should already be set on 
channel 2. Inject the signal into the 
mixer grid. If sound bars appear on the 
screen, the trouble precedes the mixer 
grid. If the trouble is between the mixer 
grid and the first i.f., weak sound bars 
or no sound bars will appear.

Repeat the procedure with the rf 
amplifier grid. If the trouble is between 
the rf grid and the mixer grid, the 
sound bars will be affected adversely. 
If the trouble precedes the rf grid, the 
sound bars will show up perfectly.

This procedure will isolate the 
area of trouble. Once this is determined, 
resistance and voltage checks of the in-
dicated stage are made to pinpoint the 
actual part.

One good example was a 24-inch 
Motorola that had no sound or picture, 
but a good raster.

An rf signal was injected into the 
first i.f. and the sound bars appeared. 
The tuner was definitely at fault. We in-
serted a tube socket adapter into the 
5UX oscillator-mixer tube socket, and 
touched the signal generator probe to 
the mixer grid. Sound bars did not ap-
pear on the screen.

I pulled over the vvmn and began
reading voltages. Mixer plate voltage was low. Instead of 160 volts, there was only about 40.

I checked the grid bias. Instead of \(-2\) as it was supposed to read, it was \(+20\). No wonder the plate voltage dropped! The tube was conducting very heavily.

Turning off the TV, I examined the schematic carefully. Where could that \(+20\) be coming from? There was a 10-pf coupling capacitor between the mixer grid and the rf plate (Fig. 2). I circled it on the schematic.

Then I gingerly opened the tuner cage and looked for the capacitor. It was hidden behind two resistors and a myriad of wires. It was only a tiny thing to begin with. Before touching anything, I wanted to be sure it was the culprit.

I got another tube socket adapter and plugged it into the rf amplifier socket. Then I made a resistance reading between the rf plate and mixer grid. The capacitor was coupling. I read 1200 ohms. I examined the schematic. Taking all the shunt resistances into consideration, it should have read about a meg. Ohm. Looked like the capacitor was at fault.

I took my tiny dikes and snipped one end of the capacitor, leaving some lead sticking out of both the capacitor and the tube socket pin at the mixer grid. Then I attached the vtm probe to the rf plate. With a needle-nose probe I touched the open end of the capacitor. Good! 1200 ohms. It had shorted.

Note, the only cutting so far was the one snip of the capacitor. Nothing else had been touched. All readings were made outside the tuner barrel.

I snipped the other end of the capacitor, again leaving some lead sticking out of the connection point in the barrel. Then with my soldering aid I twisted the excess leads, each into a hook.

The replacement capacitor leads were also twisted into a hook. Then the replacement was hooked onto the old twisted leads. It hung there as close to the position of the old one as possible.

A thin-nose soldering iron put a ball of solder at each point. The new replacement was firmly in place. The TV came on like new. Sound and picture were still in perfect alignment since little had been touched.

**Mechanical repairs**

If the trouble is mechanical, a physical checkup is in order. The tuner barrel spins many miles during the course of a year, wearing out contacts, plastic shafts, etc. The worn parts cause intermittent loss of picture and sound. To restore the picture they must be replaced or repaired.

It's best to retire a really beat tuner by trading it in. However, they are in the minority. Most mechanical faults can be easily fixed. All you need to know is how to do it.

Space limitations will not permit me to examine and explain all tuners and all mechanical repairs, just as I can't go into a great number of electronic repairs. However, here are the two commonest. Maybe after doing them, you'll want to figure out other jobs you've been thinking of.

Both troubles cause the same symptoms, intermittent loss of sound and picture. You'll discover trouble No. 1 in tuners in late model Philips.

During production the tuner's washers are installed and soldered in by hand. Great care is used to solder with the least amount of heat possible, yet make each joint good.

As a result, the resin flows heavily with the solder. The joint holds good. That is during the first year of service. Then the resin begins to get between the contact point and the solder. Yes a good old-fashioned resin joint.

When you get a tuner that develops intermittent channels, this could be the trouble. If you're lucky enough to have the intermittant acting up for you, leave the TV on during the repair. If not, you can turn the TV off.

Methodically touch every solder joint in the tuner with a hot iron till the solder flows well. If the TV is on, when you hit the bad ones the channel will snap back on. If the TV is off, your cure will not be as sure. As an extra bonus, while you are going methodically from contact to contact, you might hit a couple that never had any solder to start with.

While not very dramatic, this particular repair accounts for many trade-ins, according to distributors.

The second common trouble you are familiar with, but not as sure of the repair. It's common to lots of Magnavoxes and Admirals. Some of the Sarkes Tarzian's fall prey to this one too, plus others.

The symptoms: You must juggle the tuner to get the channel to stay on. This is similar to the routine cleaning trouble symptoms, but cleaning doesn't help.

You'll find that rotating the tuner in one direction loses the channels. Yet when you rotate the tuner in the other direction the channels return, but will not hold.

What's happening can be observed if you remove the tuner from the chassis and observe the center shafts. The core of the shaft is metal. The shaft around the core is plastic. The plastic shaft is attached to the drum.

The metal and plastic shafts are supposed to be welded together tightly and move as one shaft. As you rotate the tuner, you see the shafts are no longer welded together and the plastic shaft slips as you rotate the metal core shaft which extends out to the channel selector knob. The repair? You must weld the two shafts back together again.

First, line up the plastic and metal shafts to the alignment that makes good contact and produces good pictures on all channels.

Then take a ¼-inch drill with a tiny bit. Drill a hole at a convenient location through the two shafts, starting on one side of the plastic, through the metal core dead center, then out the other side of the plastic (Fig. 3).

Take a piece of nail or any other form of pin and tamp it into the hole, being sure that it holds tight. With this supporting bar in place, the two shafts have no alternative but to rotate together as they did when new. If you master this technique, you'll really reduce trade-ins.

To sum up, use a routine procedure when you examine a suspect tuner. First step, make sure the tuner is at fault. Next, isolate the defective tuner section. Then, determine whether the repair should be continued or a trade-in deal made.

Electronic repairs can usually be repaired on the spot. Serious mechanical breakdowns are best traded in. Not-so-serious mechanical breakdowns, if you develop the techniques, can be repaired on the bench. The main point, to a busy businessman like TV technician—is it cheaper to fix or trade? The least expensive procedure is the one you should use.
BIG
NOISE

WITH THE MASSIVE MISSILES AND boosters that carry our space gear aloft the noise levels can be terrific. The designer of electronic gear for guidance, communications and the multitude of intricate activities necessary must consider this noise environment, test his components for it and develop "noise-proof" systems. To simulate this ambient noise, the acoustics laboratory is used.

Noise test sources

High-level noise can be produced in two ways—mechanically, as with sirens and whistles, or electronically. As electronics technicians, let's look at the second method.

At Bell Aerosystems Co. we use a basic system of electronics for generating noise fields. One typical channel is shown in the block diagram (Fig. 1). For a source of sound or noise, we have a choice. An audio oscillator gives us single, discrete frequencies, handy for finding resonant conditions in components. Or we can use a piece of gear known as a random-noise generator, that produces all frequencies in a given range—say from 20 cycles to 20 kc—with no definite repeatability characteristics. This is the most versatile source. Combined with variable electronic filters to be discussed later, almost any noise environment can be simulated.

From the filters, the individual signals go to mixers where they are combined to form a composite noise signal. We are concerned with three types of composite—low-, medium- and high-frequency bands. A separate electronics "chain" is required for each of the three bands.

From the mixers, each type of composite signal goes to its group of preamps. The basic preamp is a low-noise, wide-band amplifier with a variable gain control and metering circuit to measure how much signal it is feeding to its power amplifier. Each power amplifier in turn drives its own speaker.

Thus, using the various filter and gain controls, the sound product from a given speaker can be pretty well tailored.

Monitoring

Fig. 2 shows in block form a basic monitoring and measuring system. Mainly, microphones designed to handle high-level sound are used, such as the Massa M-141. The outputs from these microphones are fed to General Radio sound-level meters and analyzers where overall and individual band sound levels are monitored and recorded. For long microphone extension lines, a high-impedance-input amplifier—cathode-follower system boosts the signal-to-noise ratio. Outputs are also provided for tape recording these microphone signals for future analysis.

The microphones are usually located in the test chamber so that one monitors the sound field being created

A small reverberation chamber with its variety of drivers.

Then we can use an external source to drive the system. A most practical source of this type has been the tape recorder or the tape loop, particularly in reproducing rocket noise.

From our source we proceed to the electronic filter bank. Each filter allows us to accentuate or attenuate a given frequency or band of frequencies to produce a composite signal that simulates the actual sound the part under test will see. If the distribution of frequencies in the original noise field is unknown, the filters can be adjusted for a standard random-noise spectrum.

Some of the world's highest fi helps to test everything from transistors to steel panels for structural weakness.
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by the speakers and one or more monitor the sound pressure levels at given locations near the part under test. The photograph of one of our large electronic consoles will give you some idea of the equipment used for a typical chamber.

A fairly straightforward system of electronics, isn't it? But it presents some impressive engineering problems.

Let's look at some of the electronics used. Fig. 3 shows the circuitry for the power amplifiers used in our consoles. Although rated at 150 watts, they are used at the 50-watt level most of the time. The 150-watt rating gives us a margin of power for handling peaks and transients.

The output circuit is based on the Dynaco A-450 transformer with four 6CA7's (EL34's) in push-pull parallel. An efficient printed-circuit voltage amplifier and phase inverter drives these output tubes.

An interesting feature of the power amplifier: to protect the output tubes, their common cathodes are fused with a 1/2-ampere fuse. If the tubes are overdriven or "take off" on their own, the fuse blows instead of the tubes. To show that the fuse is gone, an NE-51 neon bulb located on a central control panel and two resistors (R15, R16) are used. As long as the fuse is OK, the NE-51 connected across it stays out; when the fuse goes, the bulb lights up.

The preamplifiers are based on the circuit of Fig. 4. A low-noise 12AY7 is used in a moderate-gain, low-hum, low-noise circuit. Gain is controlled by a 10-turn potentiometer R1. R2 eliminates any sudden surges through the speakers if the arm of the potentiometer should ride over a rough spot or break contact intermittently. A cathode-follower stage drives a metering meter and the power amplifier with no loading effect on the preamplifier.

Commercial electronic filters and random-noise generators are used for the rest of the electronics “chain”.

Test chambers
At present, Bell Aerosystems Co.
The driver is driven by a power amplifier at a desired frequency and the piston is moved in and out of the tube until the microphone gives a maximum indication. When this condition is reached, the tube is tuned for the input frequency—like a tuned organ pipe in reverse. This system is good for specific discrete frequencies and can be used to best advantage in testing electron tubes, relays, transistors and other electronic parts to determine their points of resonance or weakness.

The second type is called a reverberation chamber. This, in simplest form, is a box built so that no two sides are parallel or perpendicular. Hence, reflections of sound waves off the walls produce a diffused sound field within the enclosure. The photo at the head of this article shows a small version.

This type of chamber is driven with a multitude of speakers (woofers, squawkers and tweeters, in hi-fi parlance) fed with random-noise or a recorded ambient-noise program through the electronics system previously described. The sound field produced in this chamber more nearly represents the actual noise conditions seen by components. Here we can test individual electronics parts, whole assemblies, modules, structural panels—even partial airframes. If you don't think noise can be powerful, take a look at the photograph showing the cracked struts on a metal test panel that was subjected to a high-level noise field.

The speakers used with the chamber are usually high-efficiency, high-power drivers—especially for the medium- and high-frequency ranges. Woofer cone speakers were used originally for the lows. Recently, we have had better results with what is known as a "modulated air" driver. Simply stated, air under pressure is fed into the driver case. The amount that passes out the front is determined by a signal-driven "gate" corresponding to a speaker voice coil with a vane that widens or narrows the aperture through which the air passes. This effectively modifies the air with the low-frequency signals. High-level, low-frequency noise can be generated with a surprisingly small amount of electrical driving power.

The other two types of test chambers are the plane-wave and progressive-wave. They are driven by a system of speakers and electronics similar to that used for the large reverberation chambers.

Earlier we mentioned the industrial tape recorder and tape loop as a source of signals. They are best used in this way: Suppose, during the test firing of a rocket engine, a relay subjected to the tremendous noise fields started to act up. Before we go any further, we've got to retest that relay and wind it out to correct its difficulties. But you can run a rocket engine at many thousands of dollars a run just to check a $20 relay. So, we do the next best thing—record a rocket run on tape for ambient noise, acceleration, vibration, etc. Then, back in the acoustic laboratory, we can put the relay in the chamber, set up the system and drive the electronics from the recorded tape for an accurate reproduction at true levels of the rocket run. If a certain portion of the run seems to cause trouble, and we want to repeat it, we transfer it from the original tape to the tape loop. Then we can play it through the system as long as necessary to test the relay in every conceivable way.

Servicing

Servicing such a laboratory from the electronics technician's viewpoint is like handling a bunch of high-power hi-fi systems all at once. Thus, almost all service problems are those familiar to any industrial electronics technician who has experience in repairing test equipment and public address facilities.

So you can see that noise, besides being a nuisance, can cause a lot of trouble. Now that industry is aware of what sound can do, acoustical testing is growing rapidly. And the versatility of electronics goes hand in hand with the field of acoustics. Perhaps someday your job as an industrial electronics technician may be to keep a system like this going strong.
Last month we talked about adjustable horizontal linearity control in flyback circuits. Now, let's go into the types you'll find in later models; we could call these "fixed-tuned" circuits. There is "control" of horizontal linearity, of course; there must be control to keep plate current within limits and to get good horizontal linearity in the picture. It's built-in by the design engineer. He takes advantage of better modern parts and designs the circuit so that horizontal linearity is good if all the parts are OK!

This gives us the same old problem in a different way. Adjustable linearity controls cover up "mistakes", small mismatches, etc. Now, we're out of luck in that department! We say that all parts are fixed, but this isn't literally true. We can make adjustments by varying part values when replacing, or by changing the size of existing parts. Now, we've found a way to get into trouble and we're happy! These circuits demand exact replacements. While we do have the standard tolerance of about 10%, we'll be better off if we don't use it. When making replacements, let's use either factory replacement parts, or exact electrical duplicates.

How? Well, we match—yokes to flybacks, and vice versa. Because of the tuning of our secondary circuit, we have to. The inductance of the parts is the standard we'll use. For example, a yoke might have these specs: 20 mh horizontal and 43 mh vertical inductance, with a 21 ALP4 CRT. This is all we need.

Transformer catalogs give these values. This could be a Triad Y-41, a Merit MDF-92, Stancor DY-35A a Thordarson Y-16, etc. Looking up the make and model of the TV set in these catalogs, we'd find this yoke listed as an exact replacement. We add the correct value of capacitor across the horizontal windings, and we're home free. By the way, you did spot the other important clue I gave, didn't you? The deflection angle of the yoke! Tube book says that a 21 ALP4 is a 90° tube. This is important, of course.

Flybacks, same way. Easiest way is to look up the set in one of the transformer catalogs, if you don't have the schematic or service data for it. Don't make the mistake of using the dc resistance of the windings; this has very little to do with it. If you check "identical" transformers in different makes, you may find variations in resistance, but never in inductance!

What's this got to do with horizontal linearity? Good question. The linearity is determined by the tuning of the secondary circuit. In any resonant (tuned) circuit, the tuning is determined by the inductance and capacitance; right? So, since our capacitance is fixed, specified in the schematic, in the number and size of fixed capacitors used, and so on, we must match the original inductance to get back the original linearity. We do this by choosing an exact duplicate flyback or yoke, and connecting it in the same way. After this, if we do not have good linearity, we can look for something else in the circuit. Our inductive parts will have the right amount of "self-capacitance". If a given unit is listed in the catalogue as an exact replacement, it will be. These helpful gentle-

men have made exhaustive tests in their own labs to be sure.

Reworking Yagi antenna

Is it possible to convert a single channel-3 Yagi into a combination channel 6 and channel 3, by adding another dipole for channel 6 and altering size and spacing of the directors? I would like to know how to do this.—A. M., Redway, Calif.

Confidentially, so would the antenna design engineer! Achieving satisfactory bandwidth is one of the biggest headaches in modern antenna design. The engineers have done miracles in the latest models of all-channel Yagi antennas. I'm afraid that it would be very difficult to rework an existing antenna in the way you mention, and the results would be far from satisfactory. Your best bet would be to replace the single-channel Yagi with any one of the better modern all-channel types.

Zenith 19M20 agc drift

I've got age drift in a 19M20 Zenith as the set warms up. I can adjust the agc control for a perfect picture, then when the set warms up, out she goes.—S. A., Norco, La.

One of three things is the cause: a 12AX7 tube with severe grid emission, a resistor drifting with heat as the set warms up, or a slight leakage in a coupling capacitor (Fig. 1). Incidentally, there is an error in some early Sams schematics on this chassis. R56 should be 22 megohms instead of 22 megohms shown. This is the tuner agc delay resistor.

Check the resistors in the voltage supply circuits: R44 and R52, also R45. These are very critical, since a change in value of any of them can cause a drastic shift in operating voltages on the tube. Leakage in the coupling capacitors can also give trouble.

TV with 2 pictures

I get a double picture, vertically, in a Bendix 3033. By lifting the .05-pf capacitor from the vertical oscillator plate, I can control the picture with my vertical hold. Checked all resistors and capacitors. What's the matter?—S. J. G., Philadelphia, Pa.

Your vertical oscillator is running too slow: 30 cycles instead of 60, since you get two complete pictures. You said that you had checked all the ca-

---

Fig. 1—Agc amplifier circuitry in Zenith 19M20. Any of the circled components could cause drift if defective.
When you need a lot of microfarads...

You may be occasionally confronted with the problem of finding a lot of capacitance. Maybe for a sound system where you want to squeeze the last bit of ripple out of a power supply. Or for brute-force filtering of low voltage, as in a DC supply for filament circuits.

If your first inclination is to round up a bunch of duals, triples and quads until they add up to the microfarads you need, then hook them in parallel—for the sake of your budget, resist the temptation and read the rest of our tip. For you can get a lot of capacitance in a single unit, at considerably lower cost, by using a Mallory Type CG Computer Grade Capacitor.

These are called computer grade because they were designed specifically for use in computer power supplies. But you don’t need to own a computer to use them. What’s special about them is the way they’re made. Since they are expected to last practically forever, they are made of extra-pure materials and assembled with tender, loving care. All of which seems to pay off, for they turn out to be just about the purest microfarads you can find—very low in equivalent series resistance and d-c leakage. And life is almost unbelievable! We’ve tested them for the equivalent of 20 years service at room temperature!

What isn’t special about them is their price. In many instances, a single Type CG will cost less than half as much as the three or four conventional capacitors you would need to get the same rating. In standard stock case sizes, you can get as much as 75,000 mfd at 3 volts and 1300 mfd at 350 volts.

And best of all, you can get ‘em when you need ‘em at your Mallory Distributor. He’s your best source for all electronic components.
capacitors and resistors, but I believe you must have missed one!

Since you can get a picture by lifting the sync input, you probably have a leaky capacitor somewhere in the vertical integrator or coupler. Leaky capacitors anywhere in the oscillator, or resistors which have increased in value, will make the oscillator run slow by increasing the time constants. Check the capacitors in the integrator, the sync control capacitor, and the resistors in the grid circuit.

**Flyback overheats**

I'm repairing an RCA KCS-68B. This set burned up a flyback transformer; I replaced it, and inside of 2 weeks it burned out, too. The core gets too hot to touch, and the 1B3-GT flashes over at the base. There is a continuous hissing sound from the corona discharge around the flyback. I've changed everything I can think of, including tubes, the high-voltage capacitor, etc., and I've still got overheating.—W. P. Y., Massillon, Ohio.

I can very distinctly remember going through the same thing, about 5 years ago, on this same chassis! I sympathize with you!

Your basic trouble is saturation of the core, causing the overheating. So, first, run a complete adjustment procedure on the horizontal output, as specified in the service data.

1. Set the width link in the middle position, shorting out upper and middle connections; this is minimum width.
2. Set width control to the maximum counterclockwise position.
3. Adjust the horizontal drive control counterclockwise until an overdrive line appears, then back off until it disappears.
4. Connect a 0–500-ma meter in series with the 6CD6 cathode, and adjust the horizontal linearity control for minimum plate current; this must not be more than 115 ma.
5. Set the width control until the picture just fills the screen.

It may be that you will get overheating after finishing these adjustments. If so, connect a 20–30-pf capacitor, not less than 6 kv, between terminal 2 on the flyback and the “start” end of the width control. This is the end not connected to the width switch.

Last, take a close look at that flyback (Fig. 2). See if this is the type which has a brass bolt all the way through the washer, with metal washers at each end. If it is, take the bolt out, throw the metal washers away, and replace them with heavy fiber washers.

The original configuration on some of these flybacks made this come out as the most beautiful shorted turn you ever saw! This caused the flyback to draw excessive current and overheat.

**Calibration error**

I have a little printed-circuit Japanese FM radio, and the dial calibration is off about 4 mc. The top trimmers on the tuning gang aren't connected. What would you advise?—J. C., Jim Thorpe, Pa.

Check the calibration with a signal generator or FM station as near to one end of the band as you can get. Set the dial pointed exactly on this frequency, then go to the other end and adjust the trimmers.

Incidentally, if the top trimmers are not connected, look on the bottom of the tuning gang: there may be another set there. This was common in the Old Days! Also, you may find variable inductors or separate trimmers on the coils.

**Slow foldover**

This one has me—it's a Silvertone 528 47700 TV. Plays fine for 5 minutes, then starts folding slowly from the right. Picture goes out, raster keeps getting dimmer and finally goes out.—J. O., Baton Rouge, La.

Since this trouble shows up in the right half of the raster, it's most likely to be in the horizontal output tube. Check the 6AV5 for grid leakage or, better still, replace it. Also, monitor the grid drive waveform and negative grid voltage while it's acting up. Leakage in the coupling capacitor or a change in grid resistor value could be the cause.

Also, check the screen grid voltage of the 6AV5 “before and after.” Since you say the sound goes at the same time, try pulling the sound output tube. Leakage in the coupling capacitor could be loading the B-plus to the point where it is causing this trouble.

**Resistance vs impedance**

I want to replace the 3.2-ohm speaker on my TV set with a 16-ohm unit, in a separate cabinet. The schematic (Fig. 3) gives the load resistance of the output transformer as 300 ohms. I can't find an output transformer to match this! Can you tell me where to find one?—A. McA., Houston, Tex.

You're being led up the garden path! The figure given on the schematic next to the output transformer is the dc resistance of the primary winding! This is for quick-checking of the transformer only.

To match any output tube to any voice coil, look up the plate load impedance in a tube manual. G-E calls it "load for rated power output, ohms." RCA lists it as "load resistance (sic)." Output transformer ratings are given in terms of this value: a transformer will be labeled "10,000-ohm plate to 8-ohm voice coil," etc. Many transformer makers list the actual power output tubes, so, "6AQ5 plate to 4-ohm voice coil," and so on. You can use either one, and come out the same way.

**BC-CB auto-radio antennas**

I have just installed a combination broadcast–Citizens band antenna on a car. Now, the BC radio doesn't have nearly as much output as it did before! CB radio works O.K. Antenna is one of the top-loaded whips. Lead-in about same length as before, but no results on BC.—W. B., Washington, D. C.

The impedance matching (for want of a better word) on auto radio antennas is very critical. The poor radio designer has to make his set work on a midget whip about 30 inches long, through all kinds of troubles. So, he makes his front end resonant with the

---

Fig. 2—Metal washers on mounting bolt act as shorted turns, overloading the flyback transformer.

Fig. 3—Resistance figure next to output transformer is dc resistance, not load impedance.

Fig. 4—Install trimmer as shown to help match impedances.
A brand new compact control unit that permits the installation of transceivers in the automobile trunk or other out-of-the-way space. Unit mounts under auto dashboard and gives you complete remote control of transceiver.

**MOBILE OR BASE STATION OPERATION**

**EASY INSTALLATION**

**TURNS TRANSCEIVER ON AND OFF**

**SWITCHES TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE CHANNELS**

**ILLUMINATED DIAL**

**DIMENSIONS:** 2½” H x 7” W x 5” D

**RUGGED CONSTRUCTION**

**TWO MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM**

Model RM0-9 ... a deluxe unit with 9 transmit and 9 receive channels. Complete with channel switch, but less crystals. $57.50

Model RM0-1 ... for single channel operation. Does not contain channel switch. Complete less crystal. $42.50

SEE THE EXECUTIVE REMOTE CONSOLE AT YOUR INTERNATIONAL DEALER ... TODAY!

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

The International Executive Remote Console is designed as a companion accessory for remote operation of the Model 50 and Model 100 transceivers. The console contains the receiver/converter stages (uses the printed circuit board from your present Executive) plus a new transmitter oscillator. The attractive console blends with and complements your auto instrument panel. Console panel includes illuminated dial, On-Off switch, volume control, squelch, transmit and receive indicator lights, push-to-talk microphone socket.
ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST VALUE FROM YOUR MEASUREMENT DOLLAR? Compare all features and you'll agree,

BEST BUY IS EMC!

EMC'S NEW MODEL 212 TRANSISTOR ANALYZER... Checks DC current gain in 3 ranges to 200. Tests for leakage Checks all transistors as oscillators both in and out of circuit. Can be used to signal trace AF, IF or RF circuits. Checks condition of diodes. Tests battery voltage on 0-12 scale. Checks DC current drain on 0-90 ma scale. Supplied with complete instruction manual, transistor listing and pair of test leads. Model 212 $18.50 Wired Model 212 Kit $13.50

EMC'S NEW MODEL 213 TUBE TESTER... Completely modern! Completely new! Checks all the new low priced transistors. Novostor, Novar, and 10 pin tubes, in addition to octal, locot, miniature, and 9 pin tubes. Tests each tube for shorts, leakage, intermittenes, opens, as well as quality. Each section of multipurpose tube is checked separately. Magic eye, Voltage Regulator and Hi-Fi tubes are also tested. Unique switching arrangement makes the checker super clean proof. Supplementary tube listings supplied periodically at no cost to keep instrument up to date. It comes complete with instructions and tube charts in ring bound manual. Model 213 (in bakelite case with strap) $28.50 Wired Model 213 Kit $19.50 Model 213P (in wood carrying case) $32.25 Wired Model 213P Kit $21.90

EMC'S NEW MODEL 5k SOCKET ADAPTOR Enables user to check 12 pin Conpatron, Nuvistor, Compactron, Novar and 10 pin tubes with any type tube tester including mutual conduction type. Model SA $9.45 Wired Model SA Kit $4.95

Fig. 5—Simple test-adapter for trying series-capacitor matching approach.

capacitance and inductance of that antenna. By “tuning” the entire RF circuit, including the antenna, and using high-Q circuits, he gets an amazing amount of efficiency.

Now, this antenna obviously does not match. So, try matching it. From the fact that it is top-loaded, I'd say that you could match it by connecting a series trimmer capacitor into the BC radio lead-in (Fig. 4), and adjusting this, plus the radio's regular antenna trimmer, for maximum volume. If you run out of capacitance before you find a peak, connect a small fixed capacitor in parallel with the trimmer. Use something like a 3- to 30-pf trimmer. This can be hooked into a tester consisting of a plug, socket and short piece of coax or wire (Fig. 5). Under some circumstances, it could even be mounted inside the radio cabinet.

Drifting horizontal sync

An RCA 140-P-020 portable plays fine for about 20-30 minutes, then goes out of horizontal sync. Snap it off and on again and sometimes it comes back, sometimes not. Changed the 6C67. No help.—H. S., Chelsea, Mass.

This looks like a drifting resistor. It will be somewhere in the time-constant circuits in the horizontal oscillator. Cool the set off, turn it on, and apply heat to each resistor that could possibly have anything to do with the horizontal oscillator frequency—grid resistors, plate resistors, cathode resistor, etc.

Fig. 6 shows some good prospects. Also check the 330-pf coupling capacitor between the frequency coil and the pin 7 grid.

Du Mont RA-106 ae

In a Dumont RA-106 TV, I can't get any sound or picture; raster is lit up. If I pull the 6A7G acg tube, I get sound and a dim, washed-out picture. Can you advise?—W. H., Huntington Valley, Pa.

Most likely cause, acg trouble. To verify this, override the acg bias with a bias box or a battery and variable resistor. Put about 1-2 volts negative on the acg bus. If this brings back pictures and sound, check all resistors is the age circuit, definitely including all plate, grid and cathode resistors in the age tube circuits.

In sets of this age, you're apt to find “cumulative drift”—that is, several resistors each drifted slightly off value, instead of one resistor far off. So be sure to check all resistors used in this circuit, and replace any that are more than 10% off.

Interference in CBS 22C38

I replaced the horizontal acg control coil and some resistors, also the 12BH7 tube. in a CBS 22C38. Now I have light and dark bars on the screen. Do you suppose this interference comes from the horizontal section, and if so, why?—G. C., Independence, Iowa

Quite possibly. Check the appearance of the bars. If the scanning lines on the raster are straight but vary in intensity (or thickness), this is rf pick-up from the horizontal sweep stage into the rf amplifier. If the scanning lines bend at the points where the bars show up, then it is caused by yoke ringing.

To get rid of this interference, try shielding the yoke leads. Wrap metal foil around them, and ground each end of the foil by winding bare wire all the way around the cable. You may have to use a piece of shielded 300-ohm ribbon between the tuner and antenna terminals. Quick check for this: pull the rf amplifier tube from the tuner. If the bars go away, it's radiated interference.

Yes, tell me more, send me FREE a detailed catalog of the Complete EMC Line. Dept RE-633

NAME ____________________________

STREET ____________________________

CITY ____________________________ STATE


Fig. 6—Circled resistors and capacitor, if changed in value or heat sensitive, can cause horizontal drift.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Voltage Divider?
After charging current stops, the voltage across the resistors must be in proportion to the resistors. Thus there will be 270 volts across the 90,000-ohm resistor, and 30 volts across the 10,000-ohm resistor. Therefore, if the voltage across C2 equals x, that across C1 must equal 300 - x, and across C3, x - 30.

Since charging current for C2 and C3 is drawn from C1, Q1 = Q2 + Q3. Q is charge, and Q = CV.

Therefore: 1 x (300 - x) = 2 x + 3 (x - 30)

Remove parentheses: 300 - x = 2x + 3x - 90, 6x = 390, and x = 65.

Therefore, voltage on C1 = 235, voltage on C2 = 65, and voltage on C3 = 35.

L-pad Puzzler
With no load across terminals 1 and 2, an ohmmeter across 3 and 4 will read just 2R—the two equal resistors in series. When we connect 150 ohms between terminals 1 and 2, we shunt one of the two equal resistors, and the total resistance "seen" now from 3 and 4 is

\[ \frac{R + \frac{150R}{150 + R}}{R + \frac{150R}{150 + R}} = 300 \text{ ohms} \]

Just following the rules of algebra, we can solve the R very easily by putting both terms on the left of the equals sign over a common denominator, 150 + R:

\[ \frac{150R + 150R}{150 + R} = 300 \]

When we simplify and remove the parentheses, we get

\[ \frac{300R}{150 + R} = 300 \]

Now multiply both sides by 150 + R, to get rid of the denominator:

\[ R^2 + 300R = 45,000 + 300R \]

We can throw out the term 300R, since it appears with the same sign on both sides of the equals sign. That leaves just R² = 45,000, or R = 212.5 ohms.

Fussy Fuses
The 6-amp through 10-amp fuses are large enough that their current-carrying capacity does not determine the maximum current of the circuit and are used only to make the reader think. Each fuse in parallel will carry the same amount of current, since each fuse offers no practical resistance to current flow. Therefore, if the circuit carries more than 5 amps of current, the 1-amp fuse will blow. More than 8 amps will blow the 2-amp fuse, and more than 9 amps will blow the 3-amp fuse, after which the 4-amp and the 5-amp fuses will blow.

So the combination carries 9 amps.
random-noise generator

This white-noise source uses a gas tube in a magnetic field

By Paul S. Lederer

The use of broadband electrical noise to simulate signals encountered in such systems is common in noise-interference tests on radar, tests on electronic countermeasures equipment, simulation of telephone-line noise, and others. In addition, the fact that such random electrical noise has a uniform spectrum over a wide frequency range makes it useful for resonance tests, room acoustics tests, measurements of sound attenuation in various materials.

In resonance tests, for example, if you wish to find the series-resonant frequency of an rf choke, a source of white noise feeds the vertical amplifier of a scope through the choke. Since white noise contains all frequencies, but the choke series-resonates at a particular frequency (that is, has minimum impedance at that frequency), most of the energy at that frequency will pass through the choke to deflect the beam. Much less energy over the rest of the band will be fed to the scope. Consequently a fairly decent sine wave at the choke's series-resonant frequency will appear on the scope. In a similar manner, resonant frequencies of speakers may be found.

White noise is used in the aircraft and missile industry to help simulate the severe flight environments. A powerful white-noise generator may be used to drive a bank of speakers to produce high-level acoustic noise for fatigue-testing structures. [For a more detailed account of this application, see "Big

Audio analgesia

Recently, a fascinating application of white noise has become publicized: "audio analgesia" in dentistry. This is the use of white noise to suppress the pain of dental work. The patient wears a pair of earphones. Music and white noise are fed to the phones. The amplitude of each can be regulated by the patient. While the main function of the music is to relax the patient and relieve his anxiety, the white noise is the real pain killer. It works apparently because of the fact that our nervous system can only take so much stimulation. When the system is overloaded, no further stimuli will be transmitted. The white-noise level is set by the patient until the nerve paths are overloaded enough to block pain impulses.

While more work is needed in this field, such audio analgesia systems are being used quite successfully. These systems employ white-noise recordings. In view of the relative inconvenience of a record and the many other experimental possibilities, I decided to try to build a white-noise generator.

Commercial generators exist. They appear to be based on a design described by J. D. Cobine and J. R. Curry in "Electrical Noise Generators" (Proceedings of the IRE, September, 1947). The scheme uses a gas-filled tube as the basic noise source. The gas is ionized by the voltage across the tube and the resulting ions have a random motion, arriving at the cathode in a random time distribution. This ion current causes random voltage drops across the plate load resistor. A thyratron is commonly used as a noise source, though its noise output is not completely random but contains some recurrent components. These can be eliminated by applying a magnetic field along the direction of current flow in the tube, which also raises the level of the high-frequency noise components.

The random-noise generator to be described consists of a 2D21 thyratron noise source feeding a triode-connected 6AH6 cathode follower. A cathode follower provides a low source impedance for feeding low-impedance loads.

A U-shaped permanent magnet 2½ x 1½ x 1½, No. TM 10K25, was obtained from Herbach & Rademan, 204 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. The tube is mounted completely within the "U" of the magnet (see photo). Magnet position will affect both randomness and output level and should be adjusted for best results.

A 1-megohm resistor from B-plus to grid of the thyratron assures ionization whenever the power supply is turned on.

The output from the thyratron's plate load resistor is connected to the cathode follower through a capacitor.
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**Color generator**
(B & K model 850)
and
**Sine/Square-Wave generator**
(Lafayette TE-22)

The most important color tests are those made when a color TV set is installed. Unless convergence and purity are correctly set up at this time, you can have a lot of customer complaints! Correct test equipment is essential.

The B & K model 850 color generator is a single-unit instrument that will make all these tests besides having many useful bench applications for troubleshooting.

For a noise output level of about 1 volt peak to peak, 100 volts at about 10 ma is ample. Increasing the supply voltage does not measurably increase noise level.

Quality of the noise generator was checked on a sweeping type of frequency analyzer and appeared to be within ±3 db from 1 kc to beyond 200 kc. However, it is possible to get a good idea of the quality of the generator by displaying the noise on a scope. A horizontal luminous band of relatively constant amplitude should appear, no matter what the sweep speed. No distinct recurrent frequencies should appear at any sweep speed. If a 120-cycle signal appears, check power supply filtering or possible heater-cathode leakage.) The luminous band should be brightest in the center, with brightness decreasing equally at equal distances from the center. The top and bottom edges of the band should show jagged peaks of varying amplitudes.

The trimmer, C2, is adjusted till the luminous band is as described.

---

**References**


"A New Generator of Random Electrical Noise," by A. P. G. Patterson, The General Radio Experiment,
er, January 1960.

modulators and other circuits can be aligned using a scope as indicator.

Video signals are provided; these can be fed into any of the color or video circuits, with either positive or negative polarity. A zero-center pot (VIDEO) on the front panel controls this. Any of the dot signals or the color signals can be used as modulation. A horizontal sync signal for the scope is also provided on the front panel.

RF output comes through a terminated probe with either 300-ohm or 75-ohm output. No rf gain control is used, the output level being set at about the "normal" level for good reception. Channel 3, 4 or 5 can be used; a slide switch on the back of the 850's case selects the desired one.

There's liberal storage space for adapters, test leads, etc., in the back. A novel feature of the instrument is a small electromagnetic that can be clipped on the neck of the color picture tube. When energized, it throws the tube out of convergence for checking linearity.—Jack Darr

Lafayette TE-22 sine/square-wave generator

This compact (7 x 10 x 5 inch) three-tube unit gives five-tube performance in generating sine waves from 20 to 200,000 cycles, with a calibration accuracy of ±3%, in four decade bands: 20 to 200, 200 to 2,000, 2,000 to 20,000 and 20,000 to 200,000 cycles.

Square waves (20 to 30,000 cycles) are read on the same scales. Specifications claim 5% tilt of the square wave at 60 and 5% rounding at 30,000 cycles.

All tests showed the specifications to be accurate and the frequency response quite flat, whether loaded only by the input of a scope or by an external 1,000-ohm resistor (Fig. 2) for square and sine waves.

The flat output of the generator reduces the need to meter amplifier input level for the usual audio signal injection applications of sine and square waves for test purposes.

Above 30 kc the square waves are no longer square (Fig. 3), but the square wave output can be fed into a TV video amplifier to produce a bar pattern. About 125 kc produces eight vertical bars. A square wave of 240 cycles is high enough to make six horizontal bars to check vertical linearity.

The specifications in the instruction manual give the output as 7 volts maximum. This can be misleading—it is 7 volts rms or nearly 20 volts peak to peak—much more than would be expected.—Elmer Carlson

![Lafayette TE-22 sine/square-wave generator](image-url)
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zero-center reading for dc voltmeters

By JAMES E. PUGH, JR.

SOME DC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS ARE easier to make with the zero position at the center of the meter scale but, unfortunately, very few meters have this convenience. A simple modification can add this feature to nearly any meter, whether vom, vvm or panel type. In many cases the only extra parts needed will be a switch and a resistor. In some cases a potentiometer and a battery will also be needed.

A Knight 1,000-ohm-per-volt meter was modified to show how easy it is. The same principles will apply to any meter. A dpdt switch (S1) was installed to switch the internal battery and ohms adjustment potentiometer from the ohmmeter circuit directly across the meter (dc only). This makes it possible to bias the meter to set the zero reading to any desired position, although we will normally be interested only in the half-scale point.

When S1 is in the CENTER 0 position R2, normally the ohms adjustment, sets the meter bias, while R1 limits the maximum possible meter current to a safe value in case R2 is accidentally set to its minimum. In some cases it may be a good idea to replace the original R2 with a larger one to take care of a wider range of battery wear. For example, with the vom shown it was increased from 600 to 2,000 ohms to permit a one-half-scale adjustment over a battery output of 1.6 down to 0.8 volt.

The resistance values shown will be close to the optimum for most 1,000-ohm-per volt meters. With meters of other sensitivities they will need to be changed. To do so, set R2 at minimum resistance and make the resistance of R1 such that slightly more than one-half-scale deflection is obtained with the minimum usable battery voltage. Then with R1 in place, make R2 large enough so that, when set at its maximum resistance point, slightly less than a one-half-scale reading is obtained with a new battery.

In complex circuits, or if your meter lacks the components, it will be necessary to add a meter and potentiometer instead of "borrowing" these components from the ohmmeter circuit. In this case use a battery that will give a reasonably long service. For most meters the type-AA penlight cell will be satisfactory, although where it is to be used often or where the meter current is higher than a few milliamperes a larger battery will be better.

To use it, throw S1 to the CENTER 0 position and adjust R2 for one-half-scale reading with no voltage across the external probes. Now a positive voltage across the probes will make the meter read up, and a negative voltage will cause a downward deflection.

The error introduced by this circuit will be negligible on all but the very lowest voltage ranges, because of the isolation provided by the meter's multiplier resistors. Also, the error on the lowest range will not be noticeable, if the resistance of the circuit being measured is at least several thousand ohms. Some idea of the worst possible error can be had by touching the meter probes together. It will be very small in any case.

For ordinary use, S1 is set to NORMAL where it connects the battery and potentiometer back into the ohmmeter circuit, and leaves R1 unused in the CENTER 0 circuit. With everything thus returned to normal, the meter then functions exactly as it did before it was modified.

In addition to its usefulness in discriminator, bridge and other balance measurements, this meter when in the CENTER 0 position is fine for making rapid radio and TV checks. It will read both positive and negative voltages without reversing the probes. Much time can be saved making routine tests this way.

END

The needed circuit changes, and an inside photo of the meter showing the components involved.
See Only the Scale You Want...in the Exact Range You Want

just set the range switch
and the correct scale appears AUTOMATICALLY

V O M A T I C 360
AUTOMATIC VOLT-OHM MILLIAMMETER

Greatly simplifies your VOM use. Individual full-size scale for each range—and only one scale visible at any one time, automatically. Once you set the range switch, it is impossible to read the wrong scale. Reading in the range you want is amazingly easy—and direct. No reading difficulties, no multiplying, no errors.

- **Sensitivity**: 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 5000 ohms per volt AC.
- **Accuracy**: ±3% DC; ±5% AC (full scale).
- **DC Volts**: in 6 ranges 0-6000.
- **AC Volts**: in 6 ranges 0-6000.
- **AF (Output)**: in 4 ranges 0-300 volts.
- **DC Current**: in 5 ranges 0-10 amps.
- **Resistance**: in 4 ranges 0-100 megohms.


Net, $5995

DYNAMATIC 375
AUTOMATIC VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER

Once you set the range switch, you automatically see only the scale you want and read the exact answer directly. Saves time, eliminates calculation, avoids errors. Individual full-size direct-reading scale for each range. Simplifies true reading of peak-to-peak voltages of complex wave forms in video, sync and deflection circuits, pulse circuits, radar systems, etc. Includes DC current ranges, too.

- **Accuracy**: ±3% full scale AC and DC.
- **Sensitive**: 100 microampere meter movement.
- **DC Volts**: in 7 ranges 0-1500.
- **AC Volts (rms)**: in 7 ranges 0-1500.
- **AC Volts (peak-to-peak)**: in 3 ranges 0-1500.
- **DC Current**: in 3 ranges 0-500 ma.
- **Ohms**: in 7 ranges 0-1000 megohms.

Utilizes single DA-AC ohms probe and anti-parallax mirror. Swivel stand converts to carry-handle. Includes 1½ volt battery.

Net, $8995

Ask Your B&K Distributor for Demonstration, or Write for Catalog AP21-E
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

SELECT ANY

3 SERVICING BOOKS $2

CERTIFIED VALUE UP TO $17.45

with membership in the Gernsback Technician's Book Club

NO-RISK GUARANTEE - if not satisfied return the books and cancel membership.

WHY THIS SPECTACULAR OFFER?

Gernsback Library is making this offer to persuade more members to join the helpful Technicians Book Club. As striking as this offer is—it is only an introduction to the many advantages club members receive. Each club gives you the chance to acquire at bargain prices—books by top technical writers on how to master fundamentals, learn new techniques that will help you get and stay ahead in electronics.

Here's the technical book buy of the year—not a collection of old or outdated volumes—but new books taken from the top of the Gernsback list of best sellers. Priced up to $5.95 each—total value $17.45.

WHAT THE CLUB OFFERS YOU

• Selection of the best modern electronics books by first-rank authors.

• Tremendous savings on each book—Club prices range from $3.25 up for books regularly priced at $4.60 and more.

• Chance to select one or more valuable books regularly.

• Opportunity to buy books not always available in your community.

• Attractive volumes—carefully printed—handsomely cloth bound.

• Preselection privilege. A new bulletin regularly describes each selection and the alternates in detail.

• Budget-clubbing payments. You agree to accept as few as four additional books a year. You pay for the books only after you receive them—and then only at the special club price—discounts up to 27%.

Highlights from books you will be able to select in coming months

• What you need to know about modern TV.

• All about transistors.

• Math for the electronic technician.

• Getting more out of the oscilloscope.

• Complete book on electricity for technicians.

• Picture book to help you solve tough TV problems.

HOW TO JOIN

• Mail the coupon below and start membership with any 3 of the books listed below. SEND NO MONEY. We'll bill you $2—plus a few cents handling and mailing. If you're not satisfied with the books send them back and membership is cancelled.

• Periodically you will receive a bulletin describing that month's choice and alternates.

• You may select one or more books or reject all books when offered.

• You agree to accept only 3 additional books in the next 12 months. You may cancel anytime after that.

• Mail in the coupon below to Technicians Book Club, Dept. 83A, 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N. Y. SEND NO MONEY NOW (unless you wish).

Choose the 3 books you want below for only $2.00

- SERVICING RECORD CHANGERS, By Harry Mileaf—Makes servicing changers easy. Complete text plus line drawings explain intricate mechanisms clearly. Reg. price $4.60.

- BASIC RADIO COURSE (revised ed.), By John T. Frey—The original sold out through eight printings! Everything—Ohm's law, capacitance, tubes, transistors and how they work in a receiver—practical servicing techniques—discussed in a light-hearted style that makes what's being taught stick. Reg. price $4.75.

- UNDERSTANDING HI-FI CIRCUITS, By Norman R. Crowhurst—Analyzes the hi-fi system so you can move into audio and hi-fi servicing. Covers inverter, driver and output stages, feedback, damping, matching, crossovers—and much more. Reg. price $5.00.


- INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS MADE EASY, By Tom Jaski—Operation and maintenance of industrial equipment, dicylic, induction and microwave heating processes and applications. Control systems actuated by photo-electric, infrared, pressure, and other transducers. Reg. price $5.25.


- BASIC TV COURSE, By George Kravitz—A book on TV as it is today. Even transistorized variables are discussed. A thorough practical discussion of circuit operation, sync methods, sweep systems, tuners, amplifiers, variations in power supplies. Presentation of technical detail in easy-to-follow writing style. Reg. price $5.75.

- TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES, By Sol Heller—Trace any tube trouble to the source in minutes with this new sure-fire symptom analysis technique. Save servicing time. Reg. price $4.60.

- HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VOM, By Tom Jaski—Get more mileage out of this versatile instrument. How to choose, build, work with and extend the use of the VOM. Reg. price $4.60.

ONLY 3 BOOKS TO A MEMBER PLEASE

TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB
Gernsback Library Dept. 83A
154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y.

Enroll me as a member of the G/L Technician's Book Club. Start my membership with the 3 books I've checked for only $2.00 (plus a few cents postage). Thereafter send me a brochure describing the current selections which I may purchase at special discount prices if I wish. I understand that my only obligation is to purchase just 4 additional books within the next 12 months, and that I may cancel anytime thereafter. I also understand that I may cancel immediately, simply by returning these first 3 books within 10 days.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
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76
100-kc
Crystal
Calibrators

A 100-kc crystal calibrator can be very helpful in locating the exact edges of the ham bands and checking whether your dial calibration is correct. Some receivers, like the Drake, have a movable dial plate which may be shifted to correct errors in calibration. A calibrator will discover such errors.

Fig. 1 is a circuit that provides high harmonic output to at least 30 mc. I built it into an open-channel type chassis measuring 1 3/4 x 3 1/2 x 1 inch. The Drake 2B receiver comes equipped with a Cinch 2675 socket (four-pin) for power and output connections of such a calibrator. The chassis was constructed with a battery type plug for insertion into the calibrator socket. The Drake is also equipped with a panel control for switching plate voltage to the calibrator. Heater power is applied continuously while the receiver operates.

Fig. 2 is a circuit that provides high harmonic output to at least 30 mc. I built it into an open-channel type chassis measuring 1 3/4 x 3 1/2 x 1 inch. The Drake 2B receiver comes equipped with a Cinch 2675 socket (four-pin) for power and output connections of such a calibrator. The chassis was constructed with a battery type plug for insertion into the calibrator socket. The Drake is also equipped with a panel control for switching plate voltage to the calibrator. Heater power is applied continuously while the receiver operates.

A much simpler calibrator is shown in Fig. 2. Note how few components are required. It will function with as little as 1.2 volts. Output may be raised by increasing this to 6 volts. With close coupling to the antenna post of a sensitive receiver, harmonics may be heard to approximately 10 mc or higher.—I. Queen

MODEL 152
SENIOR
V.T.V.M.
6½” METER
Only $29.95

MODEL 153
SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND SIGNAL TRACER
Only $28.40

MODEL 154
SENIOR
20,000
O H M S - P E R - V O LT
V.O.M.
6½” METER
Only $29.95

MODEL 155
V.O.M.
ALSO TESTS
CAPACITIES
REACTANCE
INDUCTANCE
DECIBELS
RECTIFIERS
DIODES

MODEL 156
7 SIGNAL GENERATORS
IN ONE!

MODEL 157
TESTS ALL TUBES

MODEL 158
TESTS TRANSISTORS
AND TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Only $29.95

MODEL 159
CRT TUBE TESTER
TESTS ALL PICTURE TUBES INCLUDING COLOR TUBES
Only $29.95

PRICED SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER THAN ANY EQUIVALENT TESTER, DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN

See our complete line at your nearest Radio Parts Jobber or write for complete catalog to Dept. RE-863

ACCURATE INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 911 Faile Street, Bronx 59, N.Y.

AUGUST, 1963
**new Products**


**UHF CONVERTER, model G-4d.** Grounded-cathode double nuvistor circuit, vernier tuning, ac outlet, uhf-vhf coupler.—Gavin Instruments, Inc., Depot Square & Division St., Somerville, N. J.

**ALL-CHANNEL UHF BOOSTER, U-Boost, adds up to 15 miles to reception range of uhf.** Gain exceeds 10 db, input and output 300 ohms balanced. Power 117 vac, 60 cycles, 0.1 amps. Neon pilot light.—Blonder Tongue Labs, 9 Alling St., Newark 2, N. J.

**FRINGE-AREA TV/FM ANTENNA, model 3607-G Super Crossfire.** 3-band director system combines low- and high-band TV plus FM on same antenna with built-in transistor booster.—Channel Master Corp., Ellenville, N. Y.

**EDGewise INDICATORS, type 185.** Self-shielded ammeters and voltmeters, vertical or horizontal mounting. Ac rectifier models, dc ratings 20 amps to 10 amps self-contained, 300 volts max. self-contained.—General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.


**LONG-NOSE CUTTING PLIER, model D117-6PC.** Cutting knife 1/4-inch back from knurled tip. Coil spring keeps Plastisol-dipped handles open.—Mathias Klein & Sons, Inc., 7200 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45, Ill.

**SPECIAL-PURPOSE TWEEZER, model 3105.** Lock type, extra-length tool for microminiature and electronic assembly work. Stainless steel, serrated beaks.—Techni-Tool, Inc., 1216 Arch St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

**RELAY SOCKET PUNCH, model 731-R.** Makes quick holes in up to 16-gauge metal. All holes exactly 1.015 x .859-in.—Greenlee Tool Co., Rockford, Ill.


**TUBE PULLER, model TP-1, for removing, inserting nuvistors.** Internal spring mechanism grips tube without damage.—Cinch Mfg. Co., 1026 S. Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Ill.

**TUBE ADAPTER, Magnoval, (illus).** 9-pin socket installed into standard octal plug. Fits all tube testers with standard octal sockets. Pins straighteners protect sockets and tubes from bent-pin damage. 2 mounting holes for screw or bolt-down mounting on testers and service benches.—Seco Electronics, Inc., Dept. 164, 1201 S. Clover Dr., Minneapolis 20, Minn.

**PICTURE-TUBE BOOSTERS.** 3 types cover every tube made, all voltages and currents, series or parallel circuits. Model CR-188 (illus), for Sylvania 110° tubes; model CR-186, for all 90°-90° CRT's, model CR-187, for RCA 110° tubes.—E. E. H. Manufacturing Co., Inc., Div. Industrial Electronic Hardware Corp., 109 Prince St., New York, N. Y.

**PORTABLE CRT TESTER/REJUVENATOR, model 36-616.** Cathode-emission test applies high-voltage pulse to second anode of CRT. Selects indicator lights, large calibrated dial. Adaptable to 110° picture tubes. Checks shorts, continuity and leakage with life test. Controlled dc shot reactivation cleans cathode surface for...
normal emission provided by 3 levels of rectification intensity.—GC Electronics Co., Div. Telextron Electronics Inc., 400 S. Wymann St., Rockford, III.

HACK OR SYSTEMS SCOPE, type 704. Bench or rack mounting. Identical X and Y amplifiers, bandwidth dc to 500 kc. Critical circuits use silicon semiconductors. Modular internal construction. Tight-tolerance mono-accelerator cathode-ray tube driven directly from transmitted amplifiers. Eddy-current-impregnated power transformer. Optional 10 x 10-cm internal parasortat gratulse

with edge lighting. Pushbutton beam finder; sweep expander; auto, normal and single sweep triggering; internal calibrator; balanced input on attenuation ranges.—Scientific Instrument Dept., Du Mont Labs, Div. Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 750 Bloomfield Ave., Cliffond, N. J.

VOLT-OMMETER, model 630-L, for semiconductor testing. 2 special low-power ohms circuits on x1 and x10 ranges. Maximum open-circuit test voltage 0±84, maximum power dissipation in semiconductor under test 420 µV. High sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt dc, 5,000 ohms per volt ac. Dc accuracy 3%, ac 4%.—Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio.

STEREO FM SIGNAL SIMULATOR, model WR-51A. Signals for service and maintenance of FM multiplex adapters or stereo FM receivers.

20-8,000 cycles, sensitivity rating 3 µV for 20-db signal-to-noise ratio. Channel separation 30 db at 1,000 cycles. 67- and 38-µc rejection filters in MX decoding units.—Eric Electronics Corp., 2115, Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif.


STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER, Stereo 35. Wide-band low-distortion output 17/2 watts per channel. Full 35 watts available continuously over 20-8,000 cycles. Use with manufacturer’s PAS-2 or similar stereo amplifier.—Dynaco, Inc., 3912 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia 4, Pa.

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT, Citation A, now in kit form. For specs, see Radio-Electronics.


MONO/Stereo Tape Preampl, model KN-4002. Twin visual indicators, concentric dual

PLAYBACK, record controls for each channel. Equipped for multiple recording, echo-chamber sound, other special effects. Bias frequency preset to 65 kc. Separate equalization for 3%–7½-ips speeds. De-ocerated tube heaters on input stages. Response at 7½ ips, ±3 db, 30–16,000 cycles. Hum and noise —50 db on playback. Input impedance: mono, 3.3 megohms, aux, 100,000 ohms. Record sensitivity: mono, 2 mv for max level at 1 kc; aux, 200 mv. Output impedance 10,000 ohms.—Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 85, Ill.


PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH. Solid-state unit plays mono and stereo records, AM and FM stereo broadcasts. Extra compartments and input jacks for optional matching AM/FM stereo tuner. Transistorized amplifier, output 15 watts music power; 2 dual speakers. Garrard record changer with magnetic cartridge. Speaker enclosures can be separated.—Pilot Radio Corp., 37-06 36 St., Long Island City, N. Y.

STEREO PHONOGRAPH, model 12-S Portable classroom phono plays stereo and mono. Polyurethane turntable pad, two 8-inch detachable dual-cone extended-range speakers latch together for carrying. Stereo headphone/speaker output jacks; preamp outputs for stereo tape recording or external amplifier system; stereo balance control.—Rheem Califfone Corp., 5922 Bowcort St., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

PORTABLE STEREO TAPE RECORDER, Kit AD-72. Records and plays 4-track stereo and mono tapes. 7½, 3¼ ips. Mike and line inputs;
"PRICES Rolled Back--50 YEARS"

When—NEWSPAPERS cost a penny... BEER a nickle... FARE a nickle... A MEAL less than today's tip.

Values that follow are even greater—HOW DO WE DO IT?

Our TREMENDOUS BUYING POWER & PURCHASING EXPERIENCE make it possible. We invest Thousands of Dollars (in just a single item) to create a good DOLLAR BUY, resulting in the AMAZING & EXCITING OFFERS that follow:

HANDY WAY TO ORDER—Simply pencil mark items wanted in squares and enclose with money order or check—You will receive a new copy of these Offers for re-orders. ON SMALL ORDERS—Include stamps for postage, excess refunded... LARGER ORDERS shipped express charges collect SAME DAY DELIVERY... SCIENTIFIC PACKING for minimum shipping cost.

10% OFF & FREE GIFT—ON PURCHASE OF $10 OR OVER (ON DOLLAR BUYS)

MARKET SCOOP COLUMN

- WESTINGHOUSE TV TUNER 51
  - 41ms, broad new (less tubes)...
- 26K SET OF STANDARD UHF...
- BATTERY CHARGER 9V
  - incl trans chargeable battery...
- CHAP'T 2U C. MITZIA
  - "JACKPOT" double your money back if not completely satisfied
- 500-CHOICE HOOKUP WIRE
  - and assorted leads...some striped and tinted...
- 1-S, YARD GRILLE CLOTH
  - most popular designs & colors...
- 10-ASSORTED TUBES
  - Radio, TV and other types...
- 50-ASSORTED SOCKETS
  - all type 7 pin, 8 pin, 9 pin...
- 50-ASSORTED TUBULAR CONDENSERS
  - 0-47 up to 6000...
- 6-TRANS. BATTERY C.
  - all popular types over $20 value...
- 20-ASS'T ROTARY SWITCHES
  - all popular types over $20 value...
- 20-ASS'T DIODE C.
  - and assorted leads...some striped and tinted...
- 2-WIRE STRIPPERS/CUTTERS
  - adjus to all insulation sizes...
- 3-SPEAKER C.
  - for $4...
- 3-RECORDER C.
  - Quality acetate, 150 feet...
- 2-GE-4NE2 TUBES
  - New Glow Lamp for 101 uses...
- 6-TEV ALIGNMENT TOOLS...
- 3-SYNTHAL 35W4 TUBES...
- 6-IF. COIL TRANSFORMERS...
  - 456 kc, latest 3/4" x 3/4" type...
- 1-90°FLYBACK TRANSFORMER
  - including schematic diagrams...
- 1-HEARING AID AMPLIFIER
  - 31/2 tubes, Mke. Etc. (as inst...
- 100-ASSORTED FUSES
  - 3AG and other popular sizes...
- 20-SECOND CONDENSERS...
  - 047-6000 80° top quality

$200 HEARING AID—For $2

Each HEARING AID is a Complete AUDIO AMPLIFIER and includes CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 3 MINIATURE TUBES 1 P. M. MIC CABINET...

Top Item for Experimenter can be modified and converted to: RADIUM...INTERCOMS...TRANSITTERS...SECRET LISTENING DEVICES...

Complete as illustrated—stock information included—SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM (less Earphone & Battery)

$5.98 STEEL CABINET

Solves the problem of keeping parts orderly. Joy of using it—Saves thru Lucite drawers—and capacity make it worth its weight in gold! #1888 18 Drawers

2 ADJUSTABLE PLASTIC BOXES

1 1/2 x 8 1/2 x 1/2"

Total Value $7.98

ALL 3 FOR $4.99

$1.75...

9 x 10 x 6 1/2" Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N. Y.

TELEPHONE 7-5259
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Hall Instrument Co., Inc., cycles.

VU meters, digital tape index counter, automatic tape shutoff. Response 30-15,000 cycles ±3 db; ips, flutter and wow 0.4% at 7 1/2 ips. 7-in. reels.—Precision Apparatus, Inc., 8000 Cooper Ave., Glen- dalle 27, N. Y.

STEREO TAPE DECK/PREAMP. 3-speed Paco unit, rack or custom mounting. Integrated dual preamp. 4-track stereo and mono record/ play; 2-track stereo and mono playback. Separate

approx. 4,000 cycles; response ±6 db, 60-15,000 cycles. Rated impedance 8 ohms.—Eico Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

MAGNETIC REPRODUCING HEADS, Hall iator, use Hall-effect principle. Play back recorded amplitude in response to flux alone, without regard to tape speed. Not an audio head. Model SBV-316 (right) Effective gap .006-in.; longitudinal direction of magnetization. For recording tape uses. Model SBV-535 (left) Effective

gap .016-in.; transverse direction of magnetization. For specialized control use. At 25°C ambient temperature: control current—50 ma rated, 75 ma max.; internal resistance 50 ohms control side, 25 ohms Hall side; 200 mv/amp resistive zero component.—24°C Hall constant temperature coefficient; gold-iron pole pieces—Instrument Sys- tems Corp., 111 Caniague Rd., Westbury, N. Y.

TOOL-LESS SPEAKER KITS. Coronet I: enclosure kit and Binch MC9 Michigan speaker.

It just makes sense that a manufacturer of tuners should be better-qualified, better-equipped to offer the most de- pendable tuner repair and overhaul service.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., pioneer in the tuner business, maintains two complete, well-equipped Factory Service Centers—assisted by Engineering personnel—and staffed by specialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner re- pairs on ALL makes and models.

Tarzian-made tuners received one day will be repaired and shipped out the next. Allow a little more time for service on other than Tarzian-made tuners.

Tarzian offers a 12-month guarantee against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage. And, compare our cost of $9.50 and $15 for UV combinations. There is absolutely no additional, hidden charge, for ANY parts except tubes. You pay shipping costs. Replacements on tuners beyond practical repair are available at low cost.

Tarzian-made tuners are identified by this stamping. When inquiring about service on other tuners, always give TV make, chassis and Model number. All tuners repaired on approved, open accounts. Check with your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, replacement parts, or repair service.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Bloomington, Indiana

MANUFACTURERS OF TUNERS . . . SEMICONDUCTORS . . . AIR TRIMMERS . . . FM RADIOS . . . AM/FM RADIOS . . . AUDIO TAPE . . . BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

ASK ABOUT Group SUBSCRIPTION RATES to RADIO-ELECTRONICS

FREE Catalog OF THE WORLD'S FINEST ELECTRONIC GOV'T SURPLUS BARGAINS

HUNDREDS OF TOP QUALITY ITEMS— Receivers, Transmitters, Microphones, Etceteras, Power Supplies, Meters, Phones, Antennas, Inductors, Filters, Transformers, Amplifiers, Housings, Converters, Control Boxes, Dynamometers, Test Equipment, Motors, Hoppers, Cable, Keys, Clocks, Panels, Gauges, Bitchets, etc. Send for Free Catalog—Dept. RE.

FAIR RADIO SALES
2133 ELIDA RD. • Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO

Prices effective January 1, 1963

ONLY
$9.50
including
ALL PARTS
(except tubes)
and LABOR

24-HOUR SERVICE 1-YEAR WARRANTY

TWO SERVICE CENTERS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

See your distributor, or use the address nearest you for fast fac- tory repair service

537 South Walnut St. Bloomington, Indiana
Tel: 302-6055

10654 Magnolia Blvd.
North Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: 768-2720

CONVERT TO COLOR TV

COLORADAPTOR—A simple 10- tube circuit and rotating color wheel converts any old B & W TV to receive color TV. B & W TV to receive color TV.

COLORADAPTOR—Essentially at- tached to any TV set, does not affect normal operation, often built from parts experimenters have on hand. BRILLIANT COLOR!...

$1.95

$19.95
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$9.50
including
ALL PARTS
(except tubes)
and LABOR

24-HOUR SERVICE 1-YEAR WARRANTY

TWO SERVICE CENTERS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

See your distributor, or use the address nearest you for fast fac- tory repair service

537 South Walnut St. Bloomington, Indiana
Tel: 302-6055

10654 Magnolia Blvd.
North Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: 768-2720

CONVERT TO COLOR TV

COLORADAPTOR—A simple 10- tube circuit and rotating color wheel converts any old B & W TV to receive color TV. B & W TV to receive color TV.

COLORADAPTOR—Essentially at- tached to any TV set, does not affect normal operation, often built from parts experimenters have on hand. BRILLIANT COLOR!...

$1.95

$19.95

Prices effective January 1, 1963
Magnetic tape itself is the real cause of head wear!

The abrasive action of tape as it passes over the head face gradually wears away the depth of metal left on a new head after final polishing (see above). Because wear is nearly always uneven, craters or ripples are also formed on the face as wear progresses, thus making it impossible to achieve good contact between the head gap and the signal recorded on the tape. The high frequency losses and erratic output resulting from poor tape-to-gap contact are very annoying to the ear. Head wear should NOT be permitted to reach this point - much less go beyond it to the limit where the gap actually begins to open up.

By replacing the worn head with a new Nortronics professional type of laminated tape head you will obtain improved high frequency response over the original head, plus the added feature of longer life since laminated heads have 50% more depth of metal at the gap. Nortronics manufactures both laminated and solid-core heads, but recommends the use of the laminated types for up-grading of your recorder.

Have You Checked Your Heads Lately?
Get the most from your investment in tape equipment. Be certain that head wear is not causing you to lose the clean, crisp sound which only tape gives you. Have your Hi-Fi dealer, Radio/TV serviceman or camera store check your heads for wear. Insist on Nortronics replacement heads and "Quick-Kit" mounting hardware; both correctly matched to your recorder.

"Mute sounds best on tape - Tape sounds best with Nortronics heads"

8137 10th Ave., North - Minneapolis 27, Minn.
Write today for FREE copy of NORTRONICS Tape Head Replacement Guide

Name
Address
City State

TRIPLE-LENGTH RECORDING TAPE, No. 290-36, 3,600-foot lengths on 2-inch reels. 90 minutes uninterrupted recording of single track mono, 2-track stereo, or 3 hours 2-track mono, 4-track stereo, at 7½ ips. Oxide processing provides extra playing time. -Minnesota Mining & Mfg Co., 2501 Hixon Rd., St. Paul 19, Minn.

PRESELECTOR-CONVERTER, model HE-73 Precise Amatuer Crystal-controlled, covers 80-, 40-, 20-, 15- and 10-meter amateur bands. Operates on 80 and 40 meters as preselector only, on 20, 15 and 10 meters as preselector or converter.

PRESELECTOR-CONVERTER, model HE-73 Precise Amatuer Crystal-controlled, covers 80-, 40-, 20-, 15- and 10-meter amateur bands. Operates on 80 and 40 meters as preselector only, on 20, 15 and 10 meters as preselector or converter.

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORP., 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, N.Y.


Choose the Nortronics Mic that's right for you!

ULTRA-SLIM PROBE MIKES. Models 578 Omnirule (left), for PA, 200 ohms or high-impedance. Model 376 (center), omnidirectional probe. Dual impedance—50-200 ohms—changeable by moving pinjacks inside case. Re-ponse 40-200,000 cycles; output—60 db. Model 570 (right), dynamic lavalier mke. -Shure Bros., Inc., 222 Hartley Ave., Evanston, Ill.


You’d expect an FM booster designed by Blonder-Tongue to be something special...

This one is

The Blonder-Tongue FMB STEREOBOOSTER is special because it increases signal strength 8 times (18 db gain), while keeping noise down to the bare minimum (noise figure 3.8 db) . . . because it eliminates distortion caused by phase and amplitude variation and by impedance mismatch (low VSWR) . . . because it doesn’t overload when there are strong local stations present . . . and because it does all these things steadily and reliably. But since Blonder-Tongue is the company with the most experience in TV and FM signal amplification, how could you expect any less? A must for multiplex stereo, and for mono in weak signal areas . . . installed quickly & easily anywhere indoors. Improves reception with an FM antenna, your TV antenna, or a homemade twinlead dipole. List $21

All specifications are from manufacturers’ data
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Motorola 84MF Auto Radios

Some of these blow fuses continually when in the car, yet play perfectly on the bench. What happens is that in the car, the set heats up and one of the transistor bias-control terminals expands and shorts out against the base of the control. On the bench, the set's cover is usually off, and heat is carried away.

All you have to do is bend the terminal so that it cannot touch where it shouldn't.—A. von Zook

Airfield Radar Video-Line Driver

This circuit (made by Zook) and used at most military and civilian airfields) operates normally for several months and then one day, after 15-25 minutes of operation, the 6Y6 tubes begin to draw excessive plate current. The -150 volt supply is consequently overloaded and operation ceases. Tubes test OK, replacement may or may not cure the trouble. What is the difficulty here?

Normal gas liberation from the tubes is causing a grid emission current to develop. This 10-18 µA causes a drop of from 10-18 volts across the 1-megohm grid resistor in opposition to the fixed bias. This small amount of gas will not show on the tube checker. Any fixed bias circuit using a 6Y6, 6L6, 6V6, etc. should not have more than 100,000 ohms in the grid circuit. Replacing the grid resistor with a 100,000-ohm unit will reduce the grid emission drop by 90% and restore circuit stability.—Lee R. Bishop

Ekotape Model 111
No Tone Control

Switch section S-1b is not making contact with the tone control contact on playback. Bend the switch contacts so that contact is made on playback position. The tone control is supposed to work only on playback.—Robert A. James

Olympic Models 17C44, 17K41, etc.

Complaints of weak picture, loss of sync, and poor sound—all intermittent—were traced to the small capacitor mounted inside the discriminator transformer. It was leaking or shorting intermittently. Sometimes the 6AL5 would get hot with one plate glowing red. The clue is a heavy positive potential at point B.

The leaky capacitor passes dc through plate pin 7 and...
cathode pin 1 of the 6AL5 discriminator. Since the same 135-volt line from the cathode of the 6W6 audio output feeds the sync, i.f., (mixer-oscillator) and sound i.f. it throws

all these circuits off as well—sometimes turning into a real puzzler.

The cure: Replace the discriminator transformer or the capacitor and check the 6AL5 and the 1,000-ohm resistor feeding B-plus to the 6AU6 sound i.f. for possible damage from excessive current.—George P. Oberto

Steelman, Airline Recorders: Poor Tone

These recorders are sensitive to head peaking. A slight misadjustment seriously affects output and tone quality. Run a 3,000-cycle tape through the head. Connect an output meter across the speaker leads. Use the external speaker jack. Adjust the screw to the left of the bracket holding the heads, and try for a peak voltage of 4.—Max Ahl

RCA 21D7425U: Intermittent

Complaint: Intermittent picture and sound; raster OK.
Cure: Un solder ratio-detector can from PC board, bend flanges back and pull out. Check for loose or too-long wires touching side of can. Line sides of can with cambric insulation. Reset coil and re-install. Vibrations caused wires to short against inside of can.—Stan Beger

Philco 7L40—7L70

Always check the 220-ohm 1-watt resistor connected to pin 1 (cathode) of the 6CU5 audio output tube. If it looks scorched, replace it with a 2-watt resistor but, before you go on, check the .008-µf audio grid coupling capacitor for leakage. Leakage here upsets the 6CU5's bias, causing the tube to draw excessive current through the 220-ohm resistor. Replace the capacitor if you're in any doubt.

Since this is a stacked-B set, serious current troubles in the 6CU5 may upset performance in other parts of the set.—A. von Zook

END
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3 NEW BOOKS FROM gernsback
to add to your
technical bookshelf

3 NEW BOOKS FROM
gernsback
to add to your

technical bookshelf

booklets

New Literature
catalogs
charts

1963 TV MANUAL. Factory service data on most sets of every make. $3.00. (Individual radio, TV diagrams and data, $1.00 each.)—Supreme Publications, 1760 Balsam Rd., Highland Park, Ill.

INDUSTRIAL, MILITARY, SPECIAL-PURPOSE RECEIVERS is 8-4 page condensed data brochure. More than 600 tubes cross-indexed by type number, function, operating characteristics—Richard Finger, Industrial Components Div., Raytheon Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass.

PORTABLE BURGLAR ALARM described in 4-page brochure. Photos, drawings, application details on alarm and bedside monitor.—Pinkerton Electronic-Security Corp., 275 Main St., Webster, Mass.

POWER VARIATOR DIODES offered in 4-page leaflet, listed by manufacturer's type number. Electrical characteristics, case type, applications, outline drawings, characteristic curves given by Dr. R. R. Meijer. Bendix Semiconductor Div., South St., Holmdel, N. J.

DC REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES shown in illustrated, 44-page Catalog B-611. Spec on 230 standard models, including programmable voltage current regulated models. Application notes, glossary of power supply terms.—Keteco, Inc., 131-16 Sanford Ave., flushing 52, N. Y.

ELECTRONIC WIRE CATALOG 28-page, illustrated, lists wire catalog last available names and number in dia-

mond, synthetic sulphite or osmium.—Duolone Co., Locust St., Keyport, N. J.

63 REPLACEMENT NEEDLE WALL CHART. Lists needles by manufacturer's cartridge number, shows illustration of needle re-

placement, record speed, needle number in dia-

mond, synthetic sulphite or osmium.—Duolone Co., Locust St., Keyport, N. J.

CATACOE-FOLLOWER DATA SHEET. Describes model 505 and associated power supply. Designed for all electronic applications, using cathode follower circuits, to provide isolation between acoustical and electronic fields, internal calibration circuits and construction features, electrical specs, available accesso-

ries.—Dyna Magnetic Devices, Inc., Sales Engi-

neering Div., 110 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N. Y.

PORTABLE STANDARDS, Circular 06.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
charts

by

Norman C. Groomstow

$5.05 clothbound
No. 110

Clear, accurate nomographs. Save hours of design time, eliminate uncertainty and mistakes. 59 different charts. A must for electronic engineers and technicians. Hard covers, spiral bound.

LEARN ELECTRONICS BY BUILDING

by

John Schröeder

$3.85
No. 112

Teaches you to build as you read. Start with basic theory, finish by constructing amplifiers and receivers. An easy, practical approach for beginners of all ages.

ELEMENTS OF

by

Norman C. Groomstow

$3.85
No. 113

Explains in simple understandable lan-

guage the how and why of electronics. Covers beginning of electronics, electron theory, solid-state semiconductors, tubes for electronics, electronic circuits.

BOOKS PURCHASED FOR PROFESSIONAL PURPOSES ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Buy now from your electronic parts distribu-

tor or mail in the coupon below.

GERNSBACK LIBRARY, INC.
154 West 34th Street, New York 11, N. Y.

Enclosed is $ .... Please send me

[ ] Electronic Design Charts, $5.95
[ ] Learn Electronics by Building, $3.85
[ ] Elements of Electron Physics, $3.85

Name

Street

City

STATE

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

SEMICONDUCTOR DIRECTORY. 40-page Catalog Supplement 74 lists 5,000 transistor and diode types for industrial and amateur manufacturers. Includes new laser equipment — Newark Electronics Corp., 223 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill.

TAPE RECORDING BOOKLET. How To Do It. 20-page 4 x 8-in. pamphlet describes backings, oxide coatings, care of tapes, threading, record-


pliery, editing, use of leader and punching tape. Chart to determine recording times.—3M Co., Magnetic Products Div., St. Paul 6, Minn.

SAMPLING NOTES MONOGRAPH. 12-page illustrated report on compression, sampling systems, random noise, sampling density, sampling ratio, transient response, random-noise smoothing, change sensitivity, adding dc offset voltage to signal, and sampling systems. Shows all 20 circuit and block diagrams, response curves. Coax-cable length time chart for 52 and 125-ohm lines. Request on company letterhead.—Tektronix, Inc., Box 500, Beaverton, Ore.

GLASS LIGHTING PANELS. 22-page book-


let tells how rf interference can be drained from fluorescent lighting fixtures. Describes manufacturer's electrically conducting No. 70 glass lighting panel, with grounding methods. Lighting perfor-


mance, control data and electrical diagram on 5 fixtures.—Building Products Dept., Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.


LOW-POWER SILICON DIODES. 6-page foldup Catalog 804 lists 775 types. Comparison chart shows differences between germanium and silicon diodes.—Omnihe Mfg. Co., 3655 Howard St., Skokie, Ill.

FIREFPROOF POWER WIREWOUND RES-


ISTORS described in 4-page Bulletin P-76. De-


tails fireproof inorganic construction, application dimensions, complete specs. Charts and graphs.—


LOWER THE COST OF FUN WITH TAPE


RECORDING. 4 x 6½-in. booklet offers variety of tape tricks, tells how to record from various sound sources. Gives tips and ideas for recording times.—Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., E. Hillsdale Dr., Bloomington, Ind.

SILICON PLANAR/EPITAXIAL TRANS-


ISTORS. 6-page catalog gives full listing and ba-


sic specs of high-voltage universal amplifiers, low-


level and small-signal amplifiers, and switch-off amplifiers and valve corrective circuits. Simple satu-


rating switches, nonsaturating switches, industrial types and low-level choppers.—Amperex Electron-


ic Corp., Advertising Dept., 230 Duffy Ave., Hic-


ksville, N. Y.

SERVICE TOOLS described in 31-page, loose-


leaf Catalog 67. Includes pliers, adjustable wrenches, cold chisels, wood chisels, punches, nail and rivet sets, screwdrivers, etc. Many displays and assortments. Rapid-Wrap Tools, 4-page il-


lustrated brochure, offers tools for soldering, wrapped-wire connections.—Utica Tools Div., Kel-


sey-Hayes Co., Utica 4, N. Y.

5 TV PICTURE TUBE DESIGNS. 4-page booklet with photos and measuring data describes new tube types. Technical Report on Tunnel Diode Measurements. 8-page leaflet, presents practical methods of measuring transconductance, junction resistance, junction capacitance, maximum frequency of oscillation, resistive cutoff frequency, illustrated with circuit and graphs. Baltimore manu-


facturer's microwave tunnel-diode line.—Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1100 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or periodicals are available to you on request direct to the manufacturer, whose addresses appear, listed at the end of each item. Use your letter-


head and postmarked envelope for all correspondence, mention the issue and page of RADIO-


ELECTRONICS in which the item appears. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID AFTER SIX MONTHS.
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Butte Group Joins NATESA

Butte, Mont.—The Electronic Service Association of Butte voted unanimously to affiliate itself with NATESA (National Alliance of Television & Electronic Service Associations). Discussion had been going for some months about this important step.

Raymond G. Tuszyński, the group’s corresponding secretary, was elected to the position of NATESA director-reporter for ESA-Butte. Howard Neier was chosen as alternate.

The ESA is currently listed in its own right under “Television—Repairing” in the Butte area “Yellow Pages.” Inside the box that encloses member shops’ listings in this affirmation: “Members are qualified specialists, meeting the highest ethical & professional standards. Competent to service your radio and television receivers.” The group’s emblem also appears in the box. The overall impression seems well calculated to bring favorable response.

News From Indiana

Indianapolis—New officers for the coming year’s work of the Indiana Electronic Service Association are Jay R. Schupbach, chairman; LaMar G. Zimmermann, Jr., vice chairman, North; Ed Reich, vice chairman, Central; Tom Hendricks, vice chairman, South; John E. Hill, secretary; Dean R. Mock, treasurer; David F. Martin, special director.

Fort Wayne—Heading the Fort Wayne Electronic Service Association for ’63-’64 are Clyde L. Smeltzer, president; Bob Maxwell, vice president; Kenneth Truman, recording secretary; Eugene Beatty, treasurer; Lindsey Taylor, corresponding secretary, and Tom Hardy, sergeant-at-arms.

The FWESA hopes to start work together with the local Better Business Bureau on a program to combat bait advertising and shoddy workmanship.

Kokomo—The Radio & Television Service Engineers Association of Kokomo met and resolved to examine possibilities of instituting a local licensing ordinance.

The group is interested in embarking on some sort of educational program to build more support for itself, and announces that any help will be appreciated. [By this we assume they might like to hear from other similar organizations in the country that have developed effective “public relations” and promotional campaigns—Editor]

Logansport—The Logansport chapter of the Radio & Television Service Engineers Association met to update its “Credit List”—a service they feel has saved many members from possible loss when customers wanted to charge a call.

IESA Meets

Indianapolis—The Indiana Electronic Service Association met late in April to effect some substantial changes in its makeup and constitution. The size of the board of directors was increased by constitutional amendment, as was the number of officers, “to meet the needs of a growing association.”

There are now three vice chairmen, one for each state region (North, South and Central). They can conduct regional meetings, supervise membership expansion and otherwise deal with any problems that arise. They are responsible to the IESA chairman for the association’s progress in their areas. A special director was also created, to serve the increasing ranks of individual IESA members not affiliated with local associations.

The group voted to continue liaison

eone way or the other, you gain the most with antenna specialists'

NEW

"Match-Maker"

Vertical/Horizontal Beam Antenna

Now you can instantly match up your base antenna to work mobile and vertical bases or horizontal base beams by simply switching from vertical to horizontal polarization through separate coax feeders. The dual-direction versatility of the “Match-Maker” will give you a powerful 7 db vertical forward gain. Switch to the horizontal beam and you get a 6 db forward gain. Either way, you get a 15 db front to back ratio.

Everything about the “Match-Maker” is rugged. Sturdy, heat-treated aluminum boom and elements plus oversize clamps to hold elements firmly in place give it the structural strength to withstand 100 mph winds. Only 12½’ high with a boom length of 10’, it weighs an easy-to-handle 24 lbs. If you’re interested in VSWR, it’s 1.5:1 or less, either horizontally or vertically. 50 ohms, gamma matched. All components are color-coded for simple, fast, accurate assembly.
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work with NEA (National Electronics Association), the new national organization of state groups. Since NEA’s organization is not yet complete, IESA agreed that no motion for actual affiliation with NEA be presented.

Harold C. Joergens, retiring License Committee chairman, and Allan Klineman, lobbyist, presented a final report on their licensing efforts, which failed to get out of state legislative committee. He felt it important to try again for 1965, and Indiana technicians are being urged to contact their representatives to express continued interest in state licensing, now that the legislature IESA honored four Indiana TV stations for their cooperation in educating the public about good TV Service, and for airing the IESA emblem.

Packard-Bell Offers Consumer TV Course

Los Angeles—West Coast TV manufacturer Packard-Bell has announced a program of free consumer TV "servicing clinics", according to an article in Home Furnishings Daily. This is said to be an effort to combat the move toward state licensing for TV repair. According to Carl Duffly, vice president of Packard-Bell, what is needed is education rather than legislation, and the consumer clinics designed to teach the TV owner what makes his receiver operate would educate him to appreciate the work of the honest TV repair man, and detect the fraud.

Mr. Duffly emphasized that there was no intention to propose or promote do-it-yourself TV repairing, although the program might "lend emphasis to the do-it-yourself trend."

Both the Associated TV Service Technicians, as represented by Ralph Johonnot, vice president of California State Electronics Association, and Hugh Anderson, representative of the State Consumer Council, are in sharp disagreement with Duffly’s approach. Said Anderson: "Duffly may be right that our legislation is not strong enough, but it is a step in the right direction."

Seattle News

Seattle, Wash.—New Television Service Association officers are Clyde Ellis, president; Art Kessler, vice president; Ray Howard, secretary, and Hal Hjelte (re-elected) treasurer.

The Seattle TSA Service News noted that a 22-cent service call recently advertised in the Seattle Times broke the previous low, 39 cents, of 10 years ago. The ad featured “space-age electronics technicians” on call from 9 am to 9 pm.

TSA Service News quotes Dun & Bradstreet as saying that a 2% profit on sales and a 10% profit on investment is the absolute minimum needed to compensate the owner of a business for the long hours, work and capital he has invested. In the past 5 years, the item went on, most retailers and service businesses have not been able to meet these figures.

NATESA Honors Zenith

Chicago—Zenith Radio Corp. was honored by the National Alliance of Television & Electronics Service Associations (NATESA) with a special "Friend of Independent Service" award.

In presenting the award at a central region meeting in Joliet, Ill., central region vice president Lyle Green said, "This award is made because of Zenith’s friendly, helpful attitude toward independent service. Zenith has always cooperated fully in its service policies and training programs." The award also praised the fact that Zenith products "are designed with the serviceman in mind," Green said.

Frank Smolek, Zenith’s national service director, received the award plaque on behalf of the company and announced that it would be displayed permanently in the reception room of the main plant.

Rosy Color Future

Kansas City, Mo.—The director of market research for Sylvania told regional NATESA directors that color television offers the independent service
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**Transistor Reference Book**

- Transistor Indexing by Parameters
- Over 250 pages of useful transistor information
- Interchangeability guide for more than 3000 types— including foreign makes
- Transistor theory
- Circuits & circuit descriptions
- Price information
- Transistor testing and handling procedures
- Actual size case outlines and dimensions

**Send for Detailed Data**

M. W. LADS PUBLISHING CO.
46 South 40th St., Phila. 4, Pa.

DATADEX TRANSISTOR REFERENCE BOOK

□ Please send detailed information on Datadex Book

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY...ZONE...STATE
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**Breakthrough**

In Design, Materials, Performance

**ATLAS SOUND EC-10**

$14.25 net

ALL-NEW PAGING SPEAKER

Every way you look at it, this compact, weather-proof American-made speaker is 100% NEW. It’s a powerhouse of crisp, articulate sound for a wide variety of uses. Precision-molded Impex* horn assures vibration-free, resonance-free output. Improved magnetic circuit features new ceramic magnet. Handsome 2-tone colors blend with any decor. Adjustable, versatile bracket.

Specs: 6 watts; 8 ohms (also 45 ohms); Length 6%; Bell Diameter 6%; Weight 2 lbs. Special Model T-4 line matching transformer available.

*E.m. Rohm & Haas — new, tough, all-weather plastic.

Write for full details and latest catalog

**ATLAS SOUND**

Division of American Trading and Production Corporation
1419-51 29th Street, Brooklyn 18, N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

---

WANT TO GET AHEAD IN SERVICING?

The G/L TECHNICIANS’ BOOK Club can help you

See advertisement on page 80

---
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industry its greatest challenge.

Frank W. Mansfield said, "The trend today is away from captive color TV service, which opens up a whole new area of opportunity for the competent independent serviceman." Reporting on a 3-month national survey of color set owners and dealers, he added that captive service appears to be less prevalent now than in the early days of black-and-white TV. Many dealers reported that color service contracts are optional with the customer.

Mr. Mansfield continued: "About 70% of the dealers surveyed indicated that their customers had little or no trouble with color repairs." The public, he said, has a grossly exaggerated idea of what it costs to maintain a color set. The survey indicated that the average color set repair bill is $30.50 per year, or 9 cents a day. About 40% of the set owners said the cost of repair was no higher than what they had experienced with black-and-white sets.

Mr. Mansfield reported that at least 90% of the 16 million new households that will spring up between now and 1977 will be in areas where they can receive colorcasts, and about 45% of those households have incomes above $6,000 annually, which makes them "prime prospects for color sets".

Cash Register Time Clock

When you look up a part number, or when you demonstrate a set, whether you make a sale or not, you are using precious time. If the sale is made, you are really selling time; the product is only a vehicle for making the sale. . . . Business may be slow at times. When there is no trade, what then? Of what use is time when there is no market for it? That is one of the most important considerations of this business—sale of available time. You must make enough for your time when there is a market for it to cover the lean time.

Far too many service shops base their charges on production time only. This . . . must also cover . . . rent, heat, electric power, insurances, equipment, depreciation, etc. . . . How to use that . . . time to best servicing advantage should be carefully and regularly reviewed . . . to make certain your shop is getting the most out of its most valuable commodity—time.

Your cash register is your time clock!—Harold Chase, Editor, TSA News, Detroit

Buffalo Hits Unlicensed Technicians

Buffalo, N. Y.—A campaign aimed against unlicensed TV service technicians has been started by Edward A. Grzechowiak, city license director. He said the move followed the first punitive action taken against a technician since the licensing law was set up there a year ago.

Louis J. Pikul, secretary of the television board of examiners, urged set owners to make sure their repairmen are licensed, and to obtain an itemized bill for repairs.

50 Years Ago

In Gernsback Publications

Some larger libraries still have copies of Modern Electrics on file for interested readers.

In August, 1913, Electrical Experimenter

Measuring Intensity of Wireless Signals, by P. Mertz.

New System of Wireless Telegraphy, by Forrest Besser.

Construction of Rotary Spark Gaps, by Henry Scott, A.M.I.E.

Long Distance Radio Set, by Edward A. Werner.

Improved Buzzer Telegraph, by Forrest Besser.

Magic Buzz Saw.
2N2781, -2, -3

Vhf power transistors are hustin' out all over. Pacific Semiconductors has entered the fray with a line of three, all similar except for voltage ratings and leakage control. Prices, sadly, range from $40 to $75 apiece at the 100-up level. But that's only a matter of time. These transistors put out a minimum of 3.2 watts at 125 mc, from a 28-volt supply. All are housed in a compact TO-8 case. The 2N2783 is the premium transistor of the group; it has low leakage (500 µa maximum at 28 volts and 150°C ambient) and collector-to-emitter breakdown voltage of 100. These are n-p-n silicon jobs.

The circuit is one suggested on the PSI bulletin. Notice that it is essentially an emitter-follower arrangement, claimed to provide 3 watts at 125 mc. For more information, parts values, etc., contact Pacific Semiconductors, Inc., 14520 Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, Calif.

2DZ4, 3DZ4, 6DZ4

These are 7-pin miniature medium-p triodes designed for uhf TV local oscillator service. They are identical except for better ratings. The 2DZ4 and 3DZ4 have controlled heater warmup time. Design features include silverplated base pins to minimize skin-effect losses, short leads to reduce internal inductance, and low interelectrode capacitance. Two terminals each for plate and grid are positioned to allow either series- or parallel-resonant-line operation.

Typical operation at 1,000 mc is at a plate voltage of 135, a grid resistor of 10,000 ohms, and plate-circuit resistance of 2,700 ohms. Under those conditions, a 'DZ4 draws 15.5 ma plate current and 800 µa grid current. Transconductance is 6,700 µhos. The tube is made by RCA.

New Zener diodes

A new line of Zener diodes in molded, nonconductive cases have been announced by Mallory. They are desig-
A medium-μ twin-triode for general-purpose amplifying applications, the 6GU7 is intended especially for use in color TV receiver matrixing circuits.

Other possibilities include phase inverter or multivibrator.

The tube, made by RCA, is in some ways similar to the venerable 12AU7, but its transconductance is slightly higher and its plate resistance slightly lower. Dissipation is up somewhat, so the 6GU7 is good for applications requiring somewhat more power and lower source-resistance. Pin connections are identical to the 12AU7's.

### Details:
- Max plate volts: 300
- Max plate dissipation (each unit): 3 watts
- Amplification factor: 17
- Plate resistance: 5,500 ohms
- Transconductance: 5,100 μmhos

### 8348
A new push-pull vhf power tetrode, this tube boasts an "instant-heating Harp Cathode," according to Amperex. It is designed for service as a power amplifier, multiplier, driver or modulator in transistorized mobile equipment, and internally neutralized up to 200 mc.

The 8348 is the instant-heating version of the well known 6360. Warm-up time at rated heater voltage (1.6) is 500 msec. In ICAS service, class-C push-pull at 200 mc the 8348 can deliver 16 watts of rf to the load with 62% efficiency. Rated plate dissipation is 6 watts per section (12 watts total). The tube is housed in a T5 9-pin miniature envelope.

### 6JH6
This is a semiremote-cutoff pentode (7-pin miniature) for age'ed video i.f. stages. The semiremote characteristic reduces cross-modulation effects and distortion from strong signals and age delay. At the same time, the 6JH6's high
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**ELECTRONICS**

**Engineering-Technicians**

Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months

Save Two Years' Time

- Radio-Television Plus Color Technician (12 Months)
- Electronics Engineering Technology (1.5 Months)
- Electronics Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Architecture (B.S. Degree)

Approved for Veterans

**DAY AND EVENING CLASSES**

Write for Catalog and Registration Application. New Term Starting Soon.

**HEALD'S ENGINEERING COLLEGE**

Established 1863

Van Ness at Post, Re
San Francisco, Calif.

**Why Do You Read So Slowly?**

A noted publisher in Chicago reports there is a simple technique of rapid reading which should enable you to double your reading speed and yet retain much more. Most people do not realize how much they could increase their pleasure, success and income by reading faster and more accurately.

According to this publisher, anyone, regardless of his present reading skill, can use this simple technique to improve his reading ability to a remarkable degree. Whether reading stories, books, technical matter, it becomes possible to read sentences at a glance and entire pages in seconds with this method.

To acquaint the readers of this newspaper with the easy-to-follow rules for developing rapid reading skill, the company has printed full details of its interesting self-training method in a new book, "Adventures in Reading Improvement" mailed free to anyone who requests it. No obligation. Simply send your request to: Reading, 835 Diversey Parkway, Dept. 448C Chicago 14, Illinois. A postcard will do.

---

**NOW! CASTLE OFFERS YOU THE BIGGEST BARGAIN IN TV TUNER OVERHAULING!**

ALL MAKES ALL LABOR AND PARTS (EXCEPT TUBES) ONE PRICE $9.95

Fast Service . . . Simply send us your defective tuner complete with tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts with model number and complaint.

'Vecombination tuner must be enclosed in construction. Separate UHF and VHF tuner will not be returned. Ask the service unit sent in 30 Day Warranty.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
653 Palisade Blvd., Clarksburg Park, New Jersey
In Canada: 136 Main St., Toronto 12, Ontario
#Major parts are added in Canada

---

**SERVICE TECHNICIANS ASSOCIATIONS**

**GROUP SUBSCRIPTION RATES**

**TO ELECTRONICS**

**Write Mr. G. Aliquo • Radio-Electronics • 154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y.**

---

**FOR ELECTRONICS**

**ENGINEERING COLLEGE**

Established 1863

Van Ness at Post, Re
San Francisco, Calif.

---
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NEW MULTIPLEX VERSION OF FAMOUS SCOTT 310"TELSTAR" FM TUNER

Scott's 310 tuner has long been admired for exceptional sensitivity and selectivity. It is used as a broadcast monitor by FM stations throughout America and was selected by Bell Laboratories for receiving signals from Telstar orbiting in outer space. The new 310E includes exclusive Scott Time-Switching multiplex circuitry, silver-plated front-end, Auto-Sensor for fully automatic reception, precision meter and many other exclusive features. Sensitivity is 1.9 µV! $279.95*

H. H. Scott, Inc. Dept. 570-8
111 Powdernill Road, Maynard, Mass.

Rush me complete technical details on new 310-E FM Stereo Tuner.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______


PROFESSIONAL technicians use Dave Rice's OFFICIAL ORDER BOOKS for every TV-RADIO service call

This is the businesslike approach to service record keeping. TriPLICATE FORMS SERVE AS ORDER FORM, INVOICE AND OFFICE RECORD, with spaces for complete information on every job. Separate listings for receiving tubes, pix tube, parts, serial numbers, labor and tax charges, signatures, etc. 75c a book, $6.50 for dust-proof box of 10. In stock at your distributor. * * * *

FREE
Write for your free folder describing Dave Rice's OFFICIAL ORDER BOOKS, including an actual size sample copy of the handy order form.

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.
133 N. JEFFERSON ST.
CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

NEW! LAFAYETTE 12-TRANSISTOR 2-WAY "WALKIE TALKIE" WITH SQUELCH

only 39.95 2 for 78.88

More fun... better performance... greater value, than ever. Superb for fishing, hunting or business use. No age restrictions or license requirements when used as per Part 15 FCC regulations. Features: separate microphone and speaker for better sending and receiving, excellent noise squelch, crystal controlled receive and transmit, positive action push-to-talk switch and 46" telescoping antenna. As a bonus feature, the HE-100 may be operated in the home with an AC power pack. (Optional see below) Saves batteries too! Includes crystals, earphone, leather carrying case and batteries. Shop wt., 22 oz. Imported HE-100L Walkie-Talkie Net 39.95 Pair for 78.88

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS
Dept. 313, P.O. Box 93
Syosset, L. I., N. Y.

Send me Walkie Talkie (HE-100L) . AC Power Pack (HE-97).

Shipping charges collect. $ __________ enclosed.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______

NEW! AC POWER PACK

Converts 117 VAC to 9 V DC.
Plugs into HE-100. HE-97

Net 7.45

ORDER A PAIR TODAY!

plate, 110 on screen, and 8 volts peak drive.

Far less conventional is a traveling wave maser amplifier for S-band (2,300 mc) with a minimum gain of 25 db. It incorporates its own refrigeration—no need to add liquid helium—and operates at 4.2°K (4.2° above absolute zero). The amplifier is intended for microwave preamplification and radiometer work, and is made by Microwave Electronics Corp.
If your FM stereo multiplex tuner or adapter lacks a stereo indicator, you'll probably want to add this circuit to show when the station is broadcasting stereo. This indicator can be added to the adapter described in the December 1961 issue or to almost any other adapter.

The input transistor (Q1) is an emitter follower with a high input impedance coupled to a high-Q 19-kc tank circuit (L1–C1). Voltage amplifier Q2 is biased to cutoff when there is no 19-vc input. It is coupled through emitter follower Q3 to the lamp driver (Q4). Q4 is normally biased near cutoff so the lamp is out.

When a strong enough 19-vc signal reaches Q2's base, it is amplified and used to turn on the indicator by biasing Q4 to conduction.

The power supply is a 1N538 diode and 100-µf capacitor connected as a half-wave rectifier fed by the 6.3-volt winding on the adapter's power transformer. (Note that one side of the heater winding is grounded. If your adapter has series heaters or a grounded center tap on the 6.3-volt winding, use a separate filament transformer for the power supply."

All capacitors except the 100-µf unit are high-quality micas. L1 is a TV width coil adjusted for an inductance around 15 mh. I used a J.W. Miller type 6314. The stereo indicator is a G-E No. 345 6-volt 40-va lamp. You may have to order it through your G-E lamp dealer. The lamp holder is a Dialco 101-3830-973. A 2N270 gives slightly greater brilliance than the 2N404 when used for Q4.

To align the indicator, connect its input to the multiplex output of your tuner and tune in a stereo broadcast. Adjust L1 slowly until the lamp lights. If it doesn't light, move the indicator's input to the plate of the composite signal amplifier in the multiplex adapter to pick up a stronger signal. The input signal must be greater than 0.3 volt peak to peak for proper operation.—Bennett C. Goldberg

**Vibrator Supply—Transistorized**

This circuit will interest anyone thinking of converting an old vibrator type power supply to transistors. Its main advantages are low cost, ease of construction and reliability. It has been used to power an auto radio for over a year in temperatures ranging from 30° below to 90° above without any trouble.

T1 is the original vibrator power transformer. T2 can be almost any center-tapped interstage with a ratio of 1 to 2 up to 1 to 3.5. The 200-ohm 5-watt pot can be omitted if T2 has enough resistance to limit base current to a safe value. If the transistors are closely matched, this circuit has proven very stable.
matched, connect a 220,000-ohm resistor from the base of one to ground to give enough unbalance for easy starting. The transistors can be 2N554's or any inexpensive type capable of handling the load. The collectors are grounded to the chassis so there is no need for special mountings or insulating kits.—Arnold W. Wiegert

**Bandspread Tuning for AF Oscillator**

The Eico model 377 and similar Wien bridge type audio signal generators are calibrated by observing Lissajous patterns on a scope with a 60-cycle sweep. When the signal frequency is high it is very difficult to hold the patterns steady enough to count the loops. The frequency changes rapidly with a slight movement of the frequency control.

The loops can be stabilized by installing a small variable capacitor across the shunt section capacitor in the bridge.

(C3 in the model 377. See simplified Wien bridge diagram.) I used an 11-pF capacitor (E. F. Johnson type 10L15) and mounted it just below the model and serial number on the front panel. Reverse the leads to the added trimmer if oscillations are killed—one side of the capacitor is grounded.—Don Dudley

**Improved Quick-Start Circuits**

I was very interested in the article "Start Your Car Fast" on page 48 of the December 1962 issue. After a little thought, I came up with some improvements that result in lower cost, improved reliability and independence from considerations of battery voltage and polarity and ventilation in the mounting location.

[See correspondence on this sub-
ject on pages 21 and 18 of the February and April 1963 issues, respectively.—Editor]

The circuit in Fig. 1 performs the same function as the unit described in the article. It represents a saving of three transistors, three resistors, three electrolytes and a heat sink. The only part needed for this circuit that is not found in the original is the spdt switch.

Like the original, this circuit requires a separate switch to turn it off and on. This can be modified so the "quick-start" circuit is automatically controlled by the starter switch. Fig. 2 shows how a spdt relay replaces the switch in Fig. 1. The relay coil and the auxiliary battery should have the same voltage rating as the car's storage battery.—T. E. Smithey

---

**TUBES 1 YR. GUARANTEED**

**WETS FASTER**

**MELTS FASTER**

**5 CORES**

**Solder Better**

**Ersin**

**5-CORE SOLDER**

**WORLD'S FINEST**

**Save MONEY on your copies of Radio Electrons. Subscribe now—one year**

**$5, two years**

**$9, three years**

**$12, 154 W.**

14th St., New York 11, N.Y.

---

**END**
3 little steps you can take by learning and earning with Gernsback Library books. Deluxe hard covered, fully illustrated, written to be understood.

The Oscilloscope (revised edition)
How to use the scope in AM, FM and TV, tests and measurements. Make your scope work hard. Study waveforms, alignment, tests, measurements. Full chapter on scope experiments.

Basic Transistor Course
Sure-fire way to learn transistors. Characteristics, audio amplifiers, detectors, AGC, IF amplifiers, front ends, types, circuit analysis.

Industrial Electronics Made Easy
What industrial equipment is, how it works. Chapters on generators, counters, maintenance, interference, control, switches, recording, transducers, tools.

Self-Balancing Regulator Bridge
Patent No. 3,018,433
John Stone IV, Pennington, N. J. (Assigned to Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.)

This bridge comprises similar transistors (Q1, Q2) and equal resistors (R1, R2). Emitter-base voltage is always negligible, so B may be considered to be a constant voltage (Vc) between A and C (thanks to Q3), and the bridge is balanced.

If a signal c, drives Q3's emitter more positive, Q3's impedance falls. B is no longer a constant but goes negative to reduce Q3's impedance. Of course more current flows through Q3 and Q1. Thus Q1's impedance has been lowered to match that of Q2, but more current now flows.

RCA Mark VIII
27-Mc Citizens Band Radio-Phone

Here's the low-cost C-B radio-phone for car, boat, home, office, or shop. High-sensitivity receiver pulls in weak signals. 1/2 watt speaker output delivers ample volume to overcome engine noise. Automatic noise suppressor minimizes ignition interference. Light and compact—only 5 1/2 inches high, weight only 9 pounds; fits easily under the dashboard of even compact cars.

PLUS THESE PREMIUM FEATURES—RCA Mark VIII Radio-Phone
• 9 crystal-controlled transmit and receive channels
• Tunable receiver permits reception of all 23 C-B channels; dial marked in both channel numbers and frequency
• Exceptionally good voice reproduction—high intelligibility
• Excellent modulation characteristics
• Operates from standard 117-volt AC, separate 6- and 12-volt DC power supplies (optional) for mobile installations
• Electronic switching—no relay noise or chatter
• Illuminated "working channel" feature plus many more features to increase usefulness and efficiency.

AC Unit only $149.50*
DC Power Supplies, Where Needed, $19.95* (Optional list price)

Mail Coupon for More Information
RCA Electronic Components and Devices
Commercial Engineering Dept. H-70 R
415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N. J.

Please send more information on the RCA Mark VIII 27-Mc 2-Way Radio-Phone.

Name
Address
City Zone State

*Optional list price
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HIGH SCHOOL "GRADS"

You don't need college to have a fascinating job, a bright future, big pay and advancement.

Those who don't know the facts say that only the college trained men get the good jobs in industry. Wrong! But it is true that the average high school graduate gets only the poorest kind of job—unless he has additional training in a specialized field.

For those men the biggest and fastest growing field open today is Electronics—all branches. Jobs are looking for men. You can train in as short a time as 35 weeks in the Electronics Lab of Coyne in Chicago, the Electronics Center of the Country. Most of your tuition can be paid after you graduate.

Like the great universities, Coyne School is an educational institution not for profit. A Coyne diploma gives you high standing with employers. Coyne graduates hold top jobs in Electronics all over the world.

See how little it costs to get the training you need. Don't cut it off. Make your own decision. Send us your name, address now—this coupon or a postcard will do. No salesman will bother you at your home. All information is FREE.

Coyne Electrical School, Chicago 7, Ill., Dept. C.3-N

DUAL DIODES
MANUFACTURED BY
WORKMAN ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
REPLACEMENTS FOR EVERY
MAJOR MANUFACTURER
- Admiral • Emerson • G.E. • Motorola
- Westinghouse • Zenith • Philco • RCA
- Siivertone • Sylvania, etc.

8 1/2" PORTABLE T 99
Discount to
Service Men & Dents
Free Catalog

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

PAYS $3 TO $5 AN HOUR
Spare Time, Full Time — Learn at Home
FREE BOOK, offered below shows how you can now have a good-paying business of your own, right in your own home. No experience needed, just simple tools. Learn to repair Electric Appliances. Pays $5-$5 an hour!

100 million Appliances are in American homes right now. 76 million more bought each year. People need them fixed, good times or bad. YOU make good money doing it. In your basement, garage, even on your kitchen table.

FREE BOOK • FREE LESSON
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Appliance Division
Dept. F.3, Washington 6, D. C.
Send Free Book, Free Appliance Repair Course Lesson. Am interested in:
- Some Time Earnings • Better Job
- My Own Business
Name ___________________________
Address _________________________
City Zone State ___________________
Accredited Member-National Home Study Council

LOOK FOR THIS SLIDE BLISTER PACK AT YOUR FAVORITE PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
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NEW BOOKS


A combined text including volumes 1 through 3 (already reviewed in this magazine) and volume 4, "Developing Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry and Calculus as Analytical Methods in Mathematics," Crowhurst abandons the academic approach, which he calls "learning mathematics under the guidance of a unified mathematics approach, with a slant toward the practical student, whether he be beginner or engineer.


Covers the whole field, from simple electrotechnics and current electricity to microwave radiation and mass spectroscopy, in a clearly written, well illustrated book.

AMATEUR RADIO STATION MANUAL (ASM.1) Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind., 6 x 9 in. 12 inches x 15 inches. 128 pp. Paper with comb binding, $3.95.

Complete station log with space for 1,000 transmissions. Nine additional indexed sections include space for WAC, WA2, WA5 and ex-extras, call-name-QTH index, net data, world prefixes, equipment records and schedules.


Well illustrated coverage of the subject from the practical viewpoint, by a veteran author.

SERVICING TRANSISTOR RADIOS (Vols. 21, 22 and 25) Catalog No. 15M-21, Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. Three volumes, 152 pp each, 8 1/2 x 11 in. Paper. Individual volumes $2.95, package of three $7.95.

Selected topics in the field of service data on 115 current transistor radio models of 38 brands.

ALL ABOUT HIGH FIDELITY AND STEREO, by University Radio Corp., Chicago 80, Ill. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 in., 95 pp. Paper, 50c.

A practical, non-technical discussion of amplifiers, recorders, playbacks and kits to help you plan your own hi-fi system.


A book intended for the electronic technician with no previous knowledge of the subject. Antenna coverage is especially complete.

AUGUST, 1963


From fundamentals to modern applications of electric circuits, electronics and measurements, for technical schools for self-study.


Veterinarian man and author Sol Prensky describes a wide variety of both service and laboratory instruments, ranging from voltmeters to strain gauges. The questions and problems following each chapter, and the large number of references, make the book especially useful.


The system includes a book and three 7-inch records, which are used together to learn the code. One of the chapters is devoted entirely to practice exercises.


A compilation of 120 technical articles from Electronics magazine, pretty well covering the whole theory and application of semiconductor devices other than conventional transistors and diodes. Excellenty indexed.


A well-illustrated text that shows the "hook-up works and how-to-work-it" of many types of popular electronic test equipment.


Very clear and fundamental handling of the subject, for the student and practical technician. The questions at the end of each chapter are particularly useful to independent students.


A highly practical and well organized book, by a long-time marine radio service technician who is now a free-lance writer on boats and electronics. Contains chapters on automatic pilots, radar, lorcan, electrolysis and firing protection, as well as on more conventional transmitting and receiving equipment and its servicing.

END
tryThis one

Double the Usefulness of Your Snip bills

Ordinary snip bill pliers can be made much more useful by a simple alteration. Grind or file a vee in both jaws of the tool approximately 1/4 inch from the ends. If the jaws are long and thin they should be shortened somewhat to provide slightly heavier material in soldering the tinned lead to the bare alligator clip. Fig. 2 shows the method of forming a loop of the insulated wire so that the strain is taken away from the soldered joint. Fig. 3 shows the loop pulled tight, and Fig. 4 shows one end of a completed test lead.—René E. Pittet

Test Tubes Before Selling

Every time you sell a new tube over the counter, say to the customer, "We want to be sure everything we sell is perfect," then test the tube—right in front of him. You'd check out a newly repaired radio for the owner when he comes to pick it up, so why not a tube? If a used tube shows weak and you think it ought to be replaced, but the customer isn't satisfied that it's weak enough, put a new tube in the tester, and show him how much higher it reads. A sale—without pressure!—Allan W. Seely

Cable Stripper

If you do considerable work with multiconductor and coax cables, this

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. H-25, 4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis 5, Ind.
Send me the following books:
□ BN-3 □ VEC-1 □ BER-1 □ STE-1
□ MES-2 □ CSL-1 □ BEL-40
$ set enclosed. Send free booklet

Name
Address
City Zone State
IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd., Toronto 1

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
blade clamped in a slot sawed into a piece of hardwood, which serves as a handle. Two half-round depressions are gouged out (see the photo)—one 3/8-inch diameter, the other 5/8-inch. to accommodate many cable sizes.

The wood is 6 x 1 x 1 1/2 inches. Cut the slot with a hacksaw; it makes a narrower slot than an ordinary wood saw. Cut just deep enough so that the end (unsharpened) of the blade extends slightly beyond the end of the wood. Make the rounded grooves with a rattrail file, slanting them as shown. Round and smooth the handle for a comfortable grip. The blade is clamped with a machine screw, nut and washers through its center hole.

To strip cable, draw the tool slowly along the cable, then peel off the insulation. Practice a little on scrap first.

—Robert E. Kelland

Nail-knob Marks Shaft Holes

Try cementing or tapping a nail, point out, to a control knob as a self-locating center-punch. In fact, make up a set of such knobs. Next time you have to drill a row of shatt holes for, say, a custom hi-fi installation, slip the nail-knobs onto the amplifier shafts instead of the regular knobs, and push the amplifier against the panel to be drilled. All the holes will be marked at once, and in their exact relative positions.—John A. Comstock

END

"Horizontal jitters, my eye! I'm calling the Vet!"

...you're sure of getting what you ask for in Radio-Electronics. For over five years we have insisted that mail-order tube advertisers state plainly whether their tubes are new, or seconds or rejects—as the case may be. This has cost us some advertising revenue—but it has protected you.

AUGUST, 1963

international Correspondence schools
Box 1/473/G Scranton 15, Pa.

Please rush the FREE SUCCESS KIT. My field of interest is:

[] Electrical Engineering
[] Business Administration
[] Ind. Electronics Engrg.
[] Personnel Management
[] Sales

[ ] Other technical course [ ] Other business course

(List other course)

Name

Age

Address

City, Zone, State

FREE CAREER BOOKLET

to guide you to a successful future in Engineering and Engineering Technology

Write for copy! MSB. 204

WILMINGTON SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. RE-673, Box 1295 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tell me about an engineering career through residence study in:

[] Electrical     [] Mechanical

Name

Address

City, State

Name

Address

City, State

www.americanradiohistory.com
Classified Ads

EDUCATION, INSTRUCTION

ENGINEERS—TECHNICIANS—DESIGNERS—DRAFTSMEN Learn modern Printed Circuit Layout and Packaging Techniques in your own home. Set of 12 Lessons, $15.00; 24 Lessons, $28.00. Mail today for your instruction kit. Write for free details. PRINTED CIRCUIT INSTITUTE, Box 64441, Los Angeles 64, Calif.

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize with your recorder, phonograph or anything that incorporates a new Electronic Educator tape recorder. For details, write: FREE-Learning Association, Box 24-RD, Olympia, Wash.

NEW CONCEPT OF LEARNING SELF-HYPNOSIS! Now on tape or record! Free Literature. McKittrick-Smith Co., Dept. T, Box 3058, San Bernardino, Calif.

FCC LICENSE in 6 weeks, First Class Radio Telephone. Results Guaranteed. ELKINS RADIO SCHOOL, 22603E Inwood, Dallas, Texas.

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING. New Home Study Courses covering all makes electronics organ including transistors. Experimental kits and service courses. Accredited and NHESC-GI Approved. Write for free booklet. MILLS BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton Blvd., Dept. F, Sacramento 20, Calif.

COLLEGE HOME Study Courses from leading universities. Full credit towards Bachelor's or Master's degree. Course study taught by an experienced instructor in this field. Write for free details. Radio-Scientific, 461 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.

FREE CATALOG—name-brand tubes 65% discount, phonograph needles 80% off, more discount, phonograph cartridges, picture tubes 75c inch. parts kits, silicon and selenium rectifiers, transistors, TV, tube test box $.69, imported batteries, tube testers etc. Want to swap or sell tube inventory? Send us your offering. ARCTURUS ELECTRONICS, Corp., Dept. R.E., 502 22nd St., Union City, N. J.

Giant SUPPLIES BARGAIN PACKED CATALOGS. Electronics, Hi-Fi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizen Band, Rush $1.00 (refundable), ETCO, Box 741, Dept. R, Montreal 1, Can.

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers—7 Amp—$7.75. 2000 PVR, $1.75 to $7.75. Guaranteed. Price list available. ADVANCE ELECTRONICS, 794 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y.

"COIL WINDINGMETHODS" Handbook—50c. Experimenters catalog available. Magnetic and electrical parts price list. ELEKTRO MACHINES & SUPPLIES, 352 Maple Ave., Westbury, N. Y.

Convert any television to sensitive, big-screen practice oscillator. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans $.25, RELOCO, Box 10563, Houston 18, Tex.

Radio, TV components, testers, etc. Imported. UNITA, 5606 Drawbridge, Dayton, Ohio.

Free literature keeping you informed on the latest 'work-saving, money-saving test equipment. Learn how Easy Budget Payment Plan lets you pay off increased earnings. Top engineered test instruments are priced for tremendous use. Write today HARVEY ELECTRONICS, 332 Maple Ave., Westbury, N. Y.

TRANS-NITION Electronic Ignition parts kit, Negative ground $25. Coil, Manual SPECIAL $8.50. M. O. TURNBAUGH, ANDERSON ENGINEERING, Westhampton, N. Y.

CB TRANSMITTERS $6.00. Other packages, send for list. VANGUARD, 190-48 99th Ave., Hollis 22, N. Y.

SAVE DOLLARS on radio, TV tubes, parts at less than manufacturer's cost 100% guaranteed! Write today! Request Bargain Bulletin. UNITED RADIO, 1000-R, Newark, N. J.

DIAGRAMS for TV, $2.00; for radio, $1.00. HIEKT DIAGRAMS, Dept. 1, Depew, Ohio.

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS PROJECTS—Orphans, Timers, Computers, etc.—$1 up. Catalog free. BARS PARKS, Box 1665, Seattle, Wash. 98125.

WALKIE-TALKIE RADIOS: Citizen Band equipment. Intercom, Radio TV parts. FREE Catalogue. ALLEN ELECTRONICS, 4142C Main, flushing 55, N. Y.

WEBSTER ELECTRIC INTERCOMS! Amateur Equipment! Marine Electronics! All Select Bargains! 10c Any list! SUPPLIERS, 187 Miramar, Miramar, Calif.

DIAGRAMS. Servicing information. Radio, Television, $1.00 each. 25c, 50c, 1.00. 128 PUBLICATIONS, 1700 Balsam, Highland Park, Ill.

COMPLETE SIGNAL TRACER-INJECTOR ONLY $6.99. You can make an unpowered radio a Signal Tracer-Injector. Quickly pinpoint trouble in radios and amplifiers. A convenient original or added troubleshooting tool. EASY-WIRE—only 2 connections required. SAFES-Isoprobe can be used alone or in combination with a Signal Tracer-Injector. Excellent trouble-shooting tool. EASY-WIRE—comprehensive instructions, all parts listed. AM a123 TONE, 331 30th St., WATLWORTHICS, 1814 N. 84th, Milwaukee 13, Wis.

BUSINESS AIDS

MISCELLANEOUS

EXOTIC EARRINGS! Details free. Pair, $1.00. OHGA, RA-463, Siskenekusu, Japan.

100 WEEKLY POSSIBLE. Compile mailing lists and address envelopes for advertisers. Home spare time. Particulars free. NATIONAL SERVICE, 81 Knickerbocker Station, New York, N. Y.


ANY 4 TRACK STEREO TAPE at Dealer Cost. Factory-sealed. DISCOUNT TAPES, Box 1601-R, Des Moines 6, Iowa.

SERVICES


METERS—MULTIMETERS REPAIRED and calibrated. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Box 71-B, Buffalo, Ohio.

TRANSLATORPRODUCTIZED products dealers catalog. $1.00. J. W. BARMARKET, CPO 717, Tokyo, Japan.

ALL MAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS and TESTING equipment repaired. HAZELTON INSTRUMENT CO., 128 Liberty St., New York, N. Y.


TV TUNERS REBUILT and ALIGNED Per manufacturer's specification. Only $9.50. Any make preferred! We ship COD. Denton, 900 written guarantee. Ship complete with tubes or write for shipping kit and list of available W. ELECTRONICS, Box 51D, Bloomington, Ind.


ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURER. Tax Exempt, will make your product at lowest costs. Enquiries invited. MULLEN ENGINEERING, Las Marias, P. R.
WINEGARD COMPANY
3013-8 Scatter Blvd., Burlington, Iowa

The new
low-cost way
to tailor-make your own special antenna system using a single
down-lead!

NO ROTOR NEEDED!

No interaction. No loss. Couple 2 or more
cut-channel yagis to each other, or couple
cut-channel yagi(s) with any other YHF
broadband or all-channel antenna. Eliminates
"mixing networks", rotors, switches.
Convenient, automatic. Write for Fact-
Finder #231.

WINEGARD COMPANY
3013-8 Scatter Blvd., Burlington, Iowa
**RAD-TEL'S TUBE SALE!**

Your Choice

*29¢ each*

**R.A.D-TEL**

RAD-TEL TUBE CO. TV, RADIO AND HI-FI

DEPT. RE-7

55 Chambers Street Newark 5, New Jersey

TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance C.O.D. Orders under $5 add 50c handling charge plus postage, Orders over $5, plus postage. Approx. 8 tubes per 1 lb. Subject to prior sale. No C.O.D.'s outside continental U.S.A.

---

**R.A.D-T E L**

1 FOR $29 TUBE SALE!

Each

* R.A.D-TEL'S SPECIAL OFFER

For every Rad-Tel quality Brand New Tube you buy, as advertised—Rad-Tel will give you your choice of a Brand New 5U4 or 6C6 tube for only 29¢ each!!

**LIMITED TIME OFFER—ORDER NOW! ONE YEAR GUARANTEE ONE DAY SERVICE—OVER 500 TYPES IN STOCK**

up to 75% OFF**

Rad-Tel's Quality BRAND NEW TUBES

**Manufacturers Suggested List Price**

---

**FREE! Send For New Tube & Parts Catalog Send For Trouble Shooting Guide**

Be your own TELEVISION REPAIRMAN

The Original NOW YOU CAN FIX YOUR OWN TV SET BOOK

You can fix your own TV if you have TV First Book... because 80% of troubles are caused by tubes. This book explains, illustrates trouble and what tubes cause this trouble. Pinpoints in over 3000 layouts by model position, position and type tube causing trouble. $1.00

---

**R.A.D-TEL TUBE CO. NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5A5S</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>6C5U</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>12A6E</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>17ACX</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5AT8</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>6CU6</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>12A7E</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>17DQ6</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B86</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>6DT6</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>12A8E</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>18F6X</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B7Q</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>6E8Y</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>12A9F</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>18FX6</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5BR8</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>6DA4</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>12A9J</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>18FY6</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5CL8</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>6DG6</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>6AK7</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>18G8B</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5C88</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>6DJ8</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>12A9S</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>18E8A</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5E58</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>6DK5</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>12A9T</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>18F8S</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5E88</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>6DN6</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>12A7H</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>21E9X</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5E56</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>6DT5</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>12A9J</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>21AX4</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5U4</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>6DT6</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>12AVG</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>25C5A</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5U8</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>6DT8</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>12AV7</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>25D6C</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G6</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>6EAM</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>12AVD</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>25D6D</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5X8</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>6EB5</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>12AX3</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>25DN6</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y3</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>6EB8</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>12AYT</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>25EH5</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AB4</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>6EMS</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>12AZ7</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>25GL7</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A6</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>6FSM</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>12B58</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>25HV6</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AF4</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>6EU8</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>12BGD</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>25J5S</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AG5</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>6EV5</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>12BGE</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>35C5S</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AH4</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>6EWS</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>12B6N</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>35C6S</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AH6</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>6EY6</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>12B7H</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>35D6S</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AK5</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>6FG7</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>12BKS</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>35S25</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AK6</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>6FV8</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>12BLC</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>35X3S</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AM6</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>6GH6</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>12B16E</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>50B8S</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AG5</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>6GK5</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>12B7T</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>50C5S</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AS6</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>6GK6</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>12BVT</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>50EH5</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AT6</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>6GN6</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>12BYY</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>50F6L</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AT8</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>6H6</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>12B27</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>70L7</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AS8</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>6JL6</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>12CNS</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>117Z3</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6Au2</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>6J6</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>12CR6</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER FORM**

**MAIL TODAY**

R.A.D-T E L Tube Co.

DEPT. RE-8

55 Chambers Street Newark 5, New Jersey

ENCLOSED IS $ Please rush order.

SEND: Book(s) be your own TV Repairman $1.00 ea. #700 for $5.00 Add $1 handling charge plus postage.

FREE! Send FREE Tube and Parts Catalog Send FREE Trouble Shooting Guide

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
Two outstanding products by the HIDDEN 600* who plan for your future:

**DIFILM® BLACK BEAUTY® CAPACITORS**
- Molded tubular

**DIFILM® ORANGE DROP® CAPACITORS**
- Dipped tubular

**TWO GREAT TUBULARS . . . TAKE YOUR CHOICE!**
(± 10% Capacitance Tolerance is standard at no extra cost)

- **Sprague Difilm Capacitors** can't be beat! Dual-dielectric construction combines the best features of both Mylar® polyester film and special capacitor tissue. And for additional reliability, Difilm capacitors are impregnated with Sprague's HCX®, a solid impregnant which produces a rock-hard capacitor section—there's no wax to drip, no oil to leak!

- **BLACK BEAUTY Molded Tubulars** are actually low-cost versions of the famous Sprague high-reliability capacitors used in modern military missiles. They're engineered to withstand 105°C (221°F) temperatures . . . even in the most humid climates! And their tough, molded phenolic cases can't be damaged in handling or soldering.

- **ORANGE DROP Dipped Tubulars** are the perfect replacement for radial-lead capacitors now used by leading manufacturers of TV sets. Leads are crimped for neat mounting on printed wiring boards. Extremely small in size, they'll fit anywhere, work anywhere. And they're double-dipped in epoxy resin for extra protection against moisture.

*The "Hidden 600" are Sprague's 600 experienced researchers who staff the largest research organization in the electronic component industry and who back up the efforts of some 8,500 Sprague employees.

Get your copy of Catalog C-614 from any Sprague distributor, or write Sprague Products Co., 81 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.
THOUSANDS OF HOURS AND STILL GOING STRONG

How RCA Assures Long Life in Silverama® Picture Tubes

In the darkness of the Life Test Rating Lab at our Marion, Indiana picture tube plant, a skilled operator studies the performance of an RCA Silverama picture tube that has been in operation thousands of hours.

Life testing takes place in banks of actual TV receivers. After this grueling life test, tubes are rated in a precision test unit for focus, brightness, resolution, emission, amount of leakage to all elements—every factor that affects performance—to determine the exact degree of deterioration produced during life testing. And this is but one of many different quality control checks to which every run of Silverama picture tubes is subjected.

What does this mean to your business? It means long-term customer satisfaction with every Silverama you install. The wide consumer acceptance of Silverama picture tubes is your assurance that your customer will call you again when he needs to replace his picture tube.

Today's Silverama is made with an all-new electron gun, finest parts and materials, and a used envelope that has been completely scrubbed internally, polished, and rescreened to restore it to the peak of its optical capabilities.

Picture Tube Life-Test Banks. Here RCA determines how Silverama picture tubes perform in actual TV receivers of all makes, under actual operating conditions, for thousands of hours of continuous service.

Precision Signal Generator sends out the test pattern shown on the screen above. Fidelity of reproduction of this virtually perfect signal (resolution: up to 2,000 lines) is an accurate index of the picture tube's performance after life testing.

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television